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FOREWORD

The Graduate Record Examinations Technical Manual is intended to supplement the Guide to
the Use of the Graduate Record Examinations. which itself has served as a technical manual for
GRE users for a number of years. The Guide contains information essential to test users concerning the GRE score scale, limits to the accuracy of scores, and test validity; and it sets forth
guidelines to appropriate .use of scores, discusses special score interpretation problems, and
presents tables of interpretive data based on the total GRE population as welt as .n subgroups
defined by educational level and by major field. Also included in the Guide is backgrnund material describing the GRE Board, the policy-making body of the testing program. and the various
services and publications of the GRE Program.
The purpose of the Technical Manual is to provide sufficient detailed information about the
GRE to permit measurement specialists and institutional researchers, as well as faculty members
and administrators, to understand fully the development of the tests and to evaluate their use4u:ness.

In 1977-78, a year when departments and institutions are evaluating the new analytical ability
measure in the Aptitude Test for its usef ulness as an indicator of yet another aspect of developed

ability, publication of the Technical Manual is considered particularly important. It describes
some of the extensive research that led to the introduction of the first major change in the Aptitude Test since the 1940s, when the GRE verbal and quantitative ability measures were introduced.
The Manusf has been written, insofar as possible, in nontechnical language so that it may be
read by the average test user as well as by specialists in measurement. Every effort has been
made to include all details necessary for Careful evaluation of the Graduate Record Examinations. However. GRE research still in progress and the findings of other testing programs have
been generally considered outside the purview of the Manual. Likewise, an exhaustive history of
the GRE Program has not been attempted; rather a brief histOrical review sets the stage fora discussion that focuses on the current tests from a historical perspective. The descriptions provided in this edition of the Manual, while intended to be definitive. cannot be considered final. As
the Manual itself reflects, the Graduate Record Examinations have shown a continuous history

of change, growth. and adaptptioe. As data become available on the new analytical ability
measure and as the results of recent ..,search can be reported, supplements to the Manual will
be prepared and distributed
Richard Armitage. Chairman. GRE Board
Lyle Jones. Chairman, GRE Board Research Committee
September 1977
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Chapter 1

A BRIEF HISTORICAL REVIEW OF THE GRADUATE RECORD EXAMINATIONS

The Graduate Record Examinations. known as the Cooperative
Graduate Testing Program until 1940. were an outgrowth of a
project funded by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of
Teaching in the early 1930s to study the outcomes of college educa-

students were tested via the 'individual mode" at 35 testing locations.
After the Second World War. as the number of students returning
to academic study increased, so did the number of students taking

tion. This project. the -Pennsylvania Study," was Me first largescale at,empt to measure academic achievement in higher education by the use of objective multiple-chcice tests.

the Graduate Record Examinations. In 1944-45. 6,446 students

Anticipating a large increase in numbers of applicants for

Program shifted. Initially, it was the mechanism through which
graduate institutions tested their own enrolled first-year graduate

graduate study as the Depression came to an end, the Carnegie
Foundation and Columbia. Harvard, Princeton, and Yale
Universities continued the work with financial support from the
Carnegie Corporation of New York. Faculty committees drawn from
the four universities developed tests intended to measure students'
intellectual growth and development both through study of the
liberal arts and through mastery of specialized fields.

The original test battery consisted of eight "profile" tests in
mathematics, physics, chemistry, biology, social studies, literature.
line arts, and a "verbal factor." These tests were administered for

the first time in October 1937 to first-year graduate students at
Columbia. Harvard, Princeton. and Yale. Since the profile tests

took the GRE; by 1948-49. the annual number had grown to 51,231
During the same period, the emphasis of the Institutional Testing

students, but over the years it was increasingly used by institutions
to assess the educational accomplishments of their undergraduate

students. To accomodate this particular need of undergraduate
schools. the Tests of General Education were introduced in 1946,
According to the February 1947 Bulletin of the Graduate Record
Examinations. the new instruments were designed "to measure as

directly as possible the attainment of important objectives of
general education at the college level" (p. 8). The Profile Tests
continued to be offered through both the Independent Student
Testing Program and the Institutional Testing Program, but their

were not completely appropriate for measuring one's state of learn-

use was to be "restricted to graduate and professional students and
to applicants to such schools." according to the Bulletin (p. 7): and

ing in a discipline or major field of study. work was begun to

"undergraduate colleges administering the Graduate Record

develop 16 "advanced" tests These were first administered in the

Examinations for purposes of general guidance and appraisal are
required to administer the Tests of General Education rather than

tall of 1939.

Interest in the tests spread rapidly. In the early years of the
program. validity studies were carried out at the four initial participating universities and also at Indiana and Vanderbilt Universities,
the State University of Iowa. and the Universities of Michigan. Pittsburgh, and Wisconsin. By 1940, the tests had been administered to
more than 27.000 students in 14 graduate and 26 undergraduate institutions. and results were promising enough to cause widespread
consideration to be given to the use of GRE scores as part of the
credentials to be presented for admittance to graduate school. In
1942, the Carnegie Corporation said in its annual report that "the
examination scores alone are approximately as useful as transcript
records taken alone, and the two combined on a manner which uses
the test results as a supplement to other evidence of students'

qualifications yield a better basis for classifying students than
either one used alone" (quoted by Howard J Savage in Fruf; of an
Impulse. p. 291).

The Testing Modes
Prior to 1942, the Graduate Record Examinations were given solely
through "cooperating institutionsthat is. in the so-called "institutional mode." In 1942. however. the increasing use of the examinations as part of the process of admission to graduate study led to
the establishment of the first test centers at which students not
enrolled in the testing institution could take the tests. The gradual

shift toward use in admissions was reflected in the number of
undergraduate and graduate students tested: in 1938-39. 1,131(28
percent) of the 3.869 students tested were undergo actuates, while by
1941-42, undergraduates accounted for 5,312 (67 percent) of the
7.938 students taking the GRE. The Independent Student Testing
Program was therefore initiated in 1942-43, and in the first year 135

tne Profile Tests" (p. 8).

Content of the Testing Program
in 1949, the GRE Aptitude Test was introduced as a regular part of
the Graduate Record Examinations Program, leading to modifications in both the Profile Tests and Tests of General Education as

their emphasis on general verbal and quantitative abilities was
reduced. The Aptitude Test. first administered as the Graduate Aptitude Test in a 1946 experiment, generated two scores: a verbal
ability score and a quantitative ability score. With its introduction.
the last basic piece of the Graduate Record Examinations Program
as it is known today was in place.
In January 1948 the Graduate Record Examinations became the
responsibility of the newly established Educational Testing Service.
Almost immediatety. liaison was established with a newly created

Committee on Testing of the Association of Graduate Schools
(AGS) in the Association of American Universities, which worked
with the GRE Program office to review the tests and services offered. In 1951, the name of the Independent Student Testing
Program was changed to the National Program for Graduate
School Selection, and changes in the test offerings continued as
the needs of both the National Program and institutional Program
were continually reevaluated.
With the growth in the utility and use of the new Aptitude Test, the
Profile Tests were discontinued in 1953 in the National Program
and in 1954 in the Institutional Testing Program. In that same year,

the Institutional Testing Program also discontinued the Tests of
General Education, replacing them with the Area Tests. a
comprehensive appraisal of college students' orientation in three
principal areas of human culture: social science. humanities, and
1

natural science. Over the course of several years. Advanced Tests in

education, engineering, and Spanish were introduced, and Advanced Tests in agriculture, fine arts. German, and home economics were discontinued.
By 1964, the GRE Program included the Aptitude Test and 18 Advanced Tests In biology, business, chemistry, economics, education. engineering. French, geology, government, history, literatare,
mathematics, philosophy, physical education, physics, psychology.
sociology, and Spanish. In 1965, new Advanced Tests in music and
speech were introduced; in subsequent years Advanced Tests in
geogrephy (1966), anthropology ( 1968): and German (1970), were
introduced, and in 1970 the tests in business and physical educa-

tion were discontinued. After reconsideration, the new tests in
speech and anthropology were also discontinued in 1970 and 1971,
respectively.
By 1972, the basic GRE test offerings had evolved into 19 Ad-

vanced Tests and the Aptitude Test with verbal and quantitative
sections. Since that date. approximately 300,000 people have taken

the Aptitude Test each year. with mean scores based on all testtakers ranging between 497 and 492 over the five-year period since
1972. A complete review of the existing Advanced Tests was carried

out between 1970 and 1972, resulting in the availability of sub
scores as well as total scores for nine of the tests. Then, beginning
in 1974, a series of studies relating to the possible restructuring of
the Aptitude Test wasundertaken; the result, in October 1977. was

a new Aptitude Test including the basic verbal and quantitative
ability measures and a measure of analytical ability as well. Thus as
of 1977, the program's basic test offerings include the Aptitude Test
with verbal, quantitative, and analytical sections and 20 Advanced
Tests, the twentieth, computer science, having been added in 1976.

The GRE Board
By the mid-1960s, the growing importance of the Graduate Record

Examinations created a need for greater participation by the
graduate school community in setting policies. In 1965, ETS, the
AGS Committee on Testing. and the Committee on Testing of the
Council of Graduate Schools (CGS) in the United States jointly prepared a Proposal for the Establishment of a Graduate Record
Examinations Board. The proposal began with the following statement: "The use of the GRE has increased significantly and, although ETS has always sought the advice of the graduate schools
and their faculties in the development and administration of the
programmost notably through the AGS Committee on Testing
the increasing use of the GRE, and the likelihood that the increasing trend towards graduate study will accelerate that use. makes it

appropriate that a closer relationship between the graduate
schools and the GRE be considered" (p.

As a result of that proposal and actions taken by the Executive
Committees of both AGS and CGS, the Graduate Record Examinations Board was created effective January 1, 1966. Consisting of
four members appointed by AGS, four appointed by CGS. and eight
appointed at large by the board itself, the new board soon signed a

compact with ETS that outlined the board's responsibilities and
ETS's agreement "to vest in the board authority over the general
policies of the GRE" (p. 1).

Since 1966 all major decisions concerning the offerings and
administration of the GRE Program have been made by the GRE
Board, drawing on professional personnel at ETS as board staff
One of the board's first major decisions was to limit its concerns

2

and policy control to the National Program for Graduate School Selection, and this decision was implemented in October 1969. (The

Institutional Program was continued by Educational Testing
Service as the Undergraduate Program.) Effective in October 1969
also, the GRE Board instituted the Local Administration Service to

enable graduate schools to administer the GRE to their own
enrolled graduate students for purposes of evaluating students or
programs. selecting students for more advanced programs, and
other nonadmission purposes. (The Local Administration Service
will be discontinued after June 1979 because of declining graduateschool interest.) The Special Administration Service, which enables
students to take the GRE on dates other than those of National
Administrations, had begun in New York City in the 1940s. Additional Special Administration test centers in other large cities were
opened in subsequent years, to a total five by 1967 and eight by
1973.

As provided for by its bylaws, the board soon developed a committee structure and, reflecting a priority that has continued up to
the present time, created as its first standing committee. a Committee on Research and Test Development. Board-sponsored research
projects addressed a wide range of issues and questions relating to
the transition from undergraduate to graduate study and graduate

study itselt, as well as matters more directly related to tne GRE
Program of tests and services. Early studies included investigation
of alternate methods of equating GRE tests (1969) and of the use of
Bayesian statistics to facilitate validity studies (1970), as well as sur-

veys of existing graduate admissions and fellowship selection
policies (1970) and of programs available for disadvantaged
students (1973). More recently, board projects have included
studies of male and female doctoral students, the identification of
dimensions of quality in doctoral programs. and several projects relating to possible modification of the GRE Aptitude Test.

Other Activities ol the GRE Board
In 1973 the GRE Boa. d entered into an agreement with the College
Entrance Examination Board and ETS to create a new policy group
for the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) to which the
GRE Board appoints three reptesentatives. In similar fashion, the

GRE Board participates in the governance of the Graduate and
Professional School Financial Aid Service (GAPSFAS) by appointing three representatives to its Council. In 1976, as an outgrowth of

a spec31 study committee jointly created by ETS and the GRE
Board, the Undergraduate Assessment Program (UAP) Council was

created to assume policy direction for that program. the revised
and redesigned descendant of the former GRE Institutional Testing
Program that had been administered by ETS as the Undergraduate
Program since 1969.

Between 1937 and 1967. activities relating to the Graduate
Record Examinations focused almost exclusively on the tests and
the arrangements for their administration: since 1967. the GRE

Board has broadened the services and activities of the GRE
Program to include research. guidance publications (Graduate Pro-

grams and Admissions Manual 11972 Hi and Thinking about
Graduate School ;19731), a Minority Graduate Student Locator
Service (1973). and numerous special projects, surveys. and
conferences concerning issues in graduate education.
As the Graduate Record Examinations begin their fifth decade

and their second under the direction of the GRE Boardthey
continue to play an important role in the admissions process to

American graduate education; equally important, they now provide
the base from which a broad program of related research. publications. and services has evolved.

tation with the Committee on Testing. Association of Graduate
Schools, and the Committee on Testing. Council of Graduate
Schools in the United States. March 1965.

Savage. H. J. Fruit of an impulse: Forty-five years of the Carnegie
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Chapter 2
PURPOSES AND GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF
THE APTITUDE TEST AND ADVANCED TESTS

The GRE Aptitude Test and Advanced Tests are provided to aid
prospective graduate students and institutions in the application

and admissions process. Students take the tests, usually in
response to an institutional or departmental requirement, to
provide information in addition to undergraduate grades and other
indicators of past and potential performance.
The examinations are administered several times a year. both nationally and in foreign countries, under standardized conditions.
Scores are usually reported from four to six weeks after each test
administration. Detailed information related to the administrations
is found in the GRE Information Bulletin, a new edition of which is
published annually.
To prevent the contents of a given test from becoming common
knowledge and to assure that scores are authentic, three primary
methods are used: I) strict regulation of the handling of test materials so that students will not have an opportunity to see the test
except during its administration: 2) provision of multiple parallel
forms of the test (the number of forms determined by the number of

students taking the particular test) to reduce the chance that a
student will take the same test twice and make more difficult possi-

ble attempts to divulge test content: and 3) administrative
procedures to curb impersonation and copying. In addition, the
multiple scores of repeaters (students who take the test more than

once) are checked for statistically unlikely differences. Such
unusual cases are investigated by the ETS Security Office to determine whether an irregularity has taken place.' Reports from
students or supervisors of suspicious behavior are also thoroughly

checked.- Scores that prove to be inauthentic are either not
reported or canceled.
The test scores are intended for use along with other indicators

vantage is the elimination of one source of measurement error In a
free-response test, measurement errors are associated with the
test, the examinee, and the grader. In multiple-choice tests, one of

these sources of error, the grader, is eliminated. These two advantages result in higher reliabilities for multiple-choice measures
A third advantage is their practicality; the tests can be scored by
machine so that scores can be reported more quickly and more
economically than would otherwise be possible.

Test Instructions
The general instructions for taking the tests are intended to suggest
a widely applicable test-taking strategy, to alert the student to the

multiple-choice format, and to describe the method of scoring,
which corrects for random guessing, These general instructions
are provided for the students to read at the beginning of the testing

sessions. (The complete text of the instructions is in the GRE
Sample Aptitude Test made available by the GRE Program.)
The instructions specific to and immediately preceding groups of

each type of question are provided within the timed sections and
are made as concise and clear as possible. Questions that have
answer choices unique to them tend to require very brief instructions. However, fixed- format questions (those for which a fixed set
of answer choices applies to all or to a group of questions) tend to
require longer instructions. The fixed-format questions, however.
are relatively less time-consuming than most of the unique ansvverchoice questions. In cases where the method of solving a problem
or the criteria a student must use to evaluate material must be established, examples are included as part of the instructions.

of student performance by graduate departments, graduate admission committees, and fellowship sponsors in making admission

decisions or awarding fellowships. 1 he Guide to the Use of the
Graduate Record Examinations, which this manual supplements,
sets foirth program policies concerning who may receive the scores.
The Guide also provides all necessary information for properly interpreting and using the scores reported for the Aptitude Test and
Advanced Tests

Multiple-Choice Format

Formula Scoring
All questions that contribute to a given score have equal weighl. Vo
eliminate the potential advantage of random or haphazard guess-

ing, formula scoring is used. The formula used for computing
W

scores on the tests is R - 1(-_-.-1, where
R is the number of right answers
W is the number of wrong answers. and
K is the number of answer choices per question.

All tests now offered by the GRE Program are in a multiple-choice
format, Although they have certain limitations, modern objective
tests can present challenging intellectual tasks to examinees as
well as measure factual knowledge. A prime advantage of multiplechoice tests over free-response tests is that they permit wider and,

For most of the tests (all except part of the quantitative section of
the Aptitude Test, the Advanced German Test, and part of the Ad-

hence, more accurate sampling of material in a given period of
time. Thus, more measurements of different facets of examinees'
thinking are secured per unit of time. A second important ad-

question has five answer choices.
The rationale for the use of the instructions on guessing and the

'Preceeutes tor °tootling the Student unit .nvost.gril(01

.tes1

tot esSuong the

AlliheheCIty Of SCOreS are descr.oed in ETS P,oceOures Vol Oerornbnmo me Vairdtfy of
OwistionsbioSCOres

4

vanced Spanish Test) this formula becomes R --

W
4

since each

use of the scoring formula rests on the most likely result of pure
guessing. If an examinee makes random or haphazard guesses on
each five-choice question in a test, the most likely result is that one-

fifth of the questions will be answered correctly and four-fifths of
the questions incorrectly, by chance alone. In the most likely out-

yields the Intuitively

come. application of the lormula R

reasonable score of zero.
All other outcomes, from getting all the questions right to getting
all the questions wrong, can also be the result of pure guessing. For

example. there is a probability of

( 1 )" that an examinee would get

all n questions in a test of five-choice questions right through pure
guessing. That is a vanishingly small probability for a test of 100 or

more questions; nevertheless, It is possible to get all questions
right through haphazard guessing, and application of the correction formula in that case would not alter this highest possible score.
For a random guesser taking a,100-question test, with each ques-

tion counting 1 raw score point, the probability that a corrected
score will be greater than 5 points is only 1 chance in 6, greater than
10 only 1 chanCe in 40. and greater than 15 points only 1 chance in
740.

As soon as the examinee begins to read the questions and bring
some knowledge to bear in answering them, one leaves the realm of
pure guessing. If the examinee can rule out one of the five answer

choices as wrong and guesses the answer from among the four

remaining options. the probability is 1 chance in 4 that the
examinee will gain 1 point by responding correctly, and the
probability is 3 chances in 4 that the examinee will lose 114 point by

responding incorrectly. Since

i x t= 4
1

a

3

and a x

1

4

r *3 the odds

clearly favor answering a question in which one or more of the
answer choices can be ruled out as wrong. Thus. the general
instructions. to be read before beginning the test. advise the
examinee: "It is improbable ... that mere guessing will improve
your score significantly: it may even lower your score, and it does
take time. II. however, you are not sure of the correct answer but
have some knowledge of the question and are able to eliminate one
or more of the answer choices as wrong. your chance Of getting the
right answer is improved, and on the average it will be to your advantage to answer such a question

Test Development Staff
The professional staff primarily responsible for the content of the
GRE Aptitude Test and Advanced Tests generally have advanced
degrees in fields related to the tests they develop: for example,
those responsible for the verbal measure in the Aptitude Test tend
to have backgrounds in the humanities or in measurement Those
responsible for the mathematics or quantitative portion tend to
have advanced degrees in mathematics or a related field. Responsi-

bility for the analytical measure is shared by people with humanities, science. and mathematics backgrounds, some of them
with formal training in logic.
Test specialists usually have considerable experience in test
development and have training in psychometric principles and
techniques as they relate to test construction. Experience in teaching is quite common. Most of the test development staff maintain
close contact with experts in their respective fields and have int.
mediate access to test-related research carried out at ETS and
conducted outside the organization (the Brigham Library. located
at ETS. has a large collection of test-related materials). Persons
preparing the reading comprehension materials for the Aptitude
Test, for example, regularly receive numerous nontechnical pen odicals written at a level appropriate for the students being tested

Test development staf I members also have access to the Firestone
Library at Princeton University and other nearby educational Institution libraries as well as to ERIC. a computer-accessed library of
educational research.

In preparing the Advanced 'Tests in particular fields. test specialists take the initiative in securing new questions. obtaining reviews of new questions and tests. arranging for committee meetings. planning meeting agendas and working schedules. and shepherding a test through assembly. editing. and production. The role
of the test specialists in working with the committees of examiners,
consisting of experts in the respective fields. partly depends on
their background. experience. and personality.
The test specialists represent a wide cross section of educated
persons in the United States. Including men and women who come
from various regions of the country. have different religious and
ethnic backgrounds. and have been educated in small as well as
large. and public as well as private, institutions. A diversified staff is
considered especially important because the tests must be made
appropriate for a large, heterogeneous population. Approximately
equal numbers of men and women are test specialists for GRE Advanced Tests: minority group members are also represented.
In an attempt to achieve even greater diversity, the test development staff hires writers outside the organization to supplement material generated at ETS. These may include former staff members.

recommended advanced graduate students who are close to the
academic activities of the population for which the test is developed, and faculty members with a professional interest in testing.

Test Development Procedures
kteuNnds of generating material are unique to each writer, but
'err .., standardized procedures have been developed to guide the
generation process. to assure uniformly high quality material, to
avo ;d idiosyncratic questions. and to encourage the development
of test material that is widely appealing.
An important part of the generation of test material is the review
process. Each question developed. as well as any stimulus material
on which questions may be Mug_
be reviewed by seversl in-

dependent critics. In the review procu,s for the Aptitude Test, the
writer must take into consideration a reviewer's comments, revise
the question as necessary. submit the revised question fora second
review by another individual. again revise, and, if changes are

substantial. submit the question for yet a third test specialist's
review. in certain cases. questions may be reviewed by an expert
outside ETS who can bring a fresh perspective to review of the
questions.
Central to the review process for the Advanced Tests is the committee of examiners for each test. After Advanced Test questions
have been written, they are reviewed by the ETS test specialist and

then prepared in multiple copies for review by the committee
members. Each committee member receives a collection of alt the
questions and forms on which to record reactions. Ordinarily, the
committee members are asked to indicate the correct answer for
each question. their rating of the importance of lhe question's subject-matter content, their rating of its technical quality. and any revisions or comments they deem appropriate. Probably the single
most important part of the review is their indication of the correct
answer. Any disagreements among the committee members regarding the correct answer clearly signal the presence of possibly
5
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are also important. and distinguishing between content and

associated with a particular letter (E, for example). The following
formula is used to check the balance of correct answer choices:

technical quality is useful. Questions rated highly on both content

N

serious flaws. The ratings of question content and technical quality

rfq where N is the number of questions in the test and n is

y

and technics' quality are clearly the best, and those with high
content and low technicbt quality ratings may well be worth revising
to improve their technical quality. However, those with low content

ratings are likely candidates for discarding, regardless of their
technical quality.
The next step is collation of the independent reviews of the com-

mittee members. A copy of the collated reviews is sent to each
member. The sources of individual review comments are not
identified. Thus, the committee members review the new questions
and then have a chance to review the consolidated reviews of their
follow committee members.
The most significant activity at almost every committee meeting
is thorough review of questions for a new test edition. Most of the

time and energy of the participants is devoted to this activity.
Generally, the new questions are taken up one by one. After discussion. each question is either approved (often with substantial revision), discarded, or held for possible revision or use in the future.
Then decisions must be made as to which approved questions
should be used in the test to provide a balanced coverage of all
aspects of the test specifications and to avoid undue overlap.'
It may be useful to think of three facets of question review for the

Advanced Tests: review of subject matter, review of technical
quality, and review of editorial style. As a rule, the committee
members and E'TS lest specialists are in a position lo provide all
three facets of the review. It is not uncommon, however, for committee members lo focus on subject matter, ETS specialists to
concentrate on technical quality, and ETS editors. who review
questions at a later stage. to concern themselves mainly with editorial style.

Test Assembly
After the items have been reviewed and revised. they are culled to

produce a group of the best questions. consistent with the
specifications, for inclusion in a test. In the case of the Aptitude

the number of options for each question. In a test of 160 fiveanswer-choice questions. the number of (E) correct answers must
be:
16_0

t

160

4- = 32

6 = 26 to 36.

In a folder with the assembled questions (each on an individual
card with information if available, on its statistical characteristics)
is included severs! kinds of information: 1) the title, assembler, purpose, and schedu:e of the examination; 2) the content characteristics of the test; 3) the distribution (with means and standard deviations computed) of questions according to estimated or known
difficulty and discriminating power (for the entire test and, in the
case of the Advanced Tests, for the equating subtest separately): 4)

specifications for equating and item analysis; 5) a record of previous soUrCes, uses, and statistical Characteristics of each ques-

tion; and 6) an official key. The official key shows the correct
answer for each question. This key can be certified as official and

signed by the test assembler only if at least three independent
experts have agreed on the correct answer for each question.
When the test has been assembled, it is reviewed by a second test
specialist. Then it Is reviewed by the test development coordinator.

After mutually agreeable resolutions of any points raised in these
reviews have been reached, the test goes to a test editor. The test
editor's review is likely to result in many suggestions for change.
and the test assembler must decide how these suggested changes
will be handled. If a suggested change yields an improvement from
an editorial viewpoint, without jeopardizing the content integrity,
the ,change is made. Otherwise, new wording is sought that will
meet the dual concerns of content integrity and editorial style. After
a second careful editorial review by a copyreader, camera-ready
planograph copy is prepared by specialists in test typing, drafting,
layout, and proofing.

Test, the selected questions are assembled first in pretest form. The

In the case of the Aptitude Test, the camera-ready copy is

questions judged best based on their performance in the pretest
become part of a pool of questions from which a final form of the

returned for reviews by the test assembler and by another test spe-

test is assembled. In the case of the Advanced Test, assembly of the

problems that may have been overlooked. All reviewers except the

final form typically begins in the committee meeting and is com-

editors. copyreaders. and proofreaders must attempt to answer
each question without first checking the answer key. This means
that each reviewer is "taking the test" and is uninfluenced by
knowledge of what the question writer or test assembler felt the

pleted by the test specialist with committee advice.
The test assembler considers not only the individual question but

also the relationship of the question to the entire group of questions in the test being prepared. For example, in preparing the Aptitude Test, the test assembler makes sure that no Iwo questions are
actually asking the same thing in a set of reading comprehension

questions and avoids in vocabulary questions the frequent reappearance of words already in the test. Test assembly requires ordering the questions, with very easy questions placed first. balancing
the questions to meet test specifications for content and statistical

qualities, and recording information showing how closely the test
matches the specifications.
Test assembly includes attention even lo such seemingly minor
details as assuring that no preponderance of correct answers is

cialist. The assembler and planograph reviewer Check for any

answer should be.
In the case of an Advanced Test, the camera-ready Copy must be
reviewed again by the committee of examiners. Photocopies of the

camera-ready test are sent to each member of the committee of
examiners. At this stage the committee members are asked to take
the test and to mark the correct answers to the questions. They note
any changes they think need to be made to ensure accuracy and
eliminate ambiguity. On the basis of these reviews, the test assembler specifies the final changes to be made. Special problems may
require consultation with the Committee chairman.
After a final review for correspondence between directions and

questions, question and page numbering, and overall layout, the
**For a more detalttri distuSsten of the nature and rote of cummtheos of examiners see
Cheater 4
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planograph is sent to the printer under conditions designed to
protect the confidentiality of the test material. Review of a proof
copy precedes printing.

Quality Control
Test quality and the consistency of quality across test editions are
controlled largely through the extensive reviewing process dui ig
which a number of independent critics evaluate each question in a
test for content, clarity, accuracy. and style However, two methods
requiring statistical analysis of questions are of major importance
in assuring that a final test of high quality is produced: pretesting

for the Aptitude Test and preliminary item analysisstatistical
analysis of individual questions in a final test form before scoring
for the Advance:: Tests A full test analysis that gives detailed information on the test's reliability. score distributions. speededness.
and other characteristics is always provided to test development
staff and committees after scores have been reported. However, the

purpose of a full test analysis is to guide development of future
forms of the test and to document the characteristics of a given
form. The purpose of pretesting and of preliminary item analysis is

to assure that a given test form, by the time it is produced and
scored, contains questions that are without serious flaws
Pretesting requires inclusion of some questions in the test that

do not contribute to examinees' scores but are experimentally
"scored" for a representative sample of the population to obtain in

formation on the difficulty and usefulness of the questions All
questions contributing to anyone's GRE Aptitude Test scares have
been pretested before inclusion in a final form of the test Pretest
data are valuable because they enable lest specialists to eliminate

poor questions (perhaps revising and repretesting them) and to
meet rather precisely the test specifications for difficulty and reliability Examinees are informed through the GRE Information
Bulletin and the GRE Sample Aptitude Test that such trial questions

are part of the examination and that they will not affect reported
scores. After statistical analysis is completed on pretested questions, information on the performance of each question is pasted
on a card with the question printed on the front. This assures that
the information on the question will be readily available and convenient to use. the card is then used in assembling a final form of a
test (assuming that the performance of the question is satisfactory)
The analysis on the back of the card provides information on the

number of people in the sample. difficulty level of the question
(percent answering it correctly). number selecting each answer
choice, and mean ability level of those selecting each choice (mean
ability level is defined in terms of performance on the appropriate
ability measure in the actual test). Another bit of vital information
on the analysis card is the ebiserial, that is, the question-test correlation If students doing well on the test as a whole also do well on
the question. the correlation will be relatively high, if not, it will be
relatively low If all the ebisenals ate very high, the test may be
measuring a construct too limited or too narrowly defined If the
ebiserial of a question is very low. it is not contributing to the reliability of the test as a whole The low r-brsenal suggests that there
may be a problem inherent in the question or that students are unfamiliar with the material or concept tested

The GRE Advanced Tests have typically been constructed
without pretesting. Even though pretesting would permit development of forms more nearly parallel in difficulty. some differences
among test forms in this respect are acceptable since one edition of
a test is statisticaliy equated to other editions. Thus. students taking
a more difficult test would not have to answer as high a percentage
of questions correctly as those taking an easier edition For a full
year, pretesting was tried for all the Advanced Tests The process
proved to be of little value in improving the liven." r: !lability of the

tests, and sectioning the tests to allow for a separately limed pretest
section caused administrative problems. Students who otherwise

might have finished the tests and left early experienced restlessness when they finished each individual section early.
For other reasons also, pretesting for the Advanced Tests did not
prove particularly useful. First, it is easier for a committee of

examiners in a field to estimate the difficulty and discriminating
power of a question in that field than it is for test specialists to estimate the difficulty of an Aptitude Test question that Will be used for

a widely heterogeneous group embracing all fields of study.
Second, each Advanced Test contains a number of already tried
questions (generally 20 percent of the test, sometimes more) included for equating purposes. These questions have all proved to
be of appropriate difficulty and high discriminating power.
Preliminary item analysis is an important procedure rn controlling
the quality of the Advanced Tests Preliminary item analysis is
performed also for the Aptitude Test, as an additional check for
such problems as possible misprints, but the previous pretesting
step makes the preliminary item analysis less important for the Ap-

titude Test than for the Advanced Tests. Before a test being
administered for the first time is scored, a sample of answer sheets
arriving relatively early is experimentally scored and analyzed. A
question that reveals poor discriminating power, inordinate
diffiCulty, or a large number of omissions is reviewed again at this
point by test specialists and committee members to make certain
that the question is not ambiguous and that the answer designated
as correct is indeed the only correct answer. 0 problematical questions are identified that escaped the attention of the committee or

test specialists earlier, a decision can be made to eliminate the
question from scoring or, possibly, to permit two correct answers.
Many Advanced Tests require no change at this stage: others may
require action in the Case of one or a few questions. Because of the

effectiveness of the pretesting process for the Aptitude Test, a
change in the scoring instructions is almost never needed. Although the methods of pretesting and preliminary item analysis dif-

fer in their importance for the Aptitude Test and the Advanced
Tests, these methods are vital to the maintenance of quality in the
Graduate Record Examinations and are effective in keeping reliabilities in the very high .80s or above. Pretesting and preliminary
item analysis are discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.

Testing Standards
The standards that apply to all GRE tests are summarized below.
I

Tests used to assist in making decisions that are typically irrevocable and have significant impact on students' courses of action should have reliabilities that do not fail below the upper .80s
or low .90s. Tests with lower reliabilities can be provided for
such purposes as self-evaluation or counseling.

2 All scores used to assist in making significant decisions should
be sufficiently distinct to warrant separate reporting (for
example, score intercorrelations below 80 when reliabilities are
in the 90s)

3 The measures should provide a distribution of scores that approximates the normal curve.

4 The tests should not be highly speeded.

5 The tests should have appropriate content for the constructs
they are designed to measure and should be positively correlated with successful performance in gradaate school
7

...

6. Sufficient information should be provided to users to permit appropriate interpretation of scores.

Educational Testing Service. GRE 1977-78 information Bulletin.
National Administrations Edition. Princeton. N.J.: Educational
Testing Service, 1977 (published annually).
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Chapter 3

DEVELOPMENT OF THE APTITUDE TEST

The GRE Aptitude Test is a standardized test of general academic
ability. It includes three measures: verbal ability, quantitative ability.
and a newly added analytical ability measure. The Aptitude Test is
intended to reflect skills that have developed over a long period of
time. Although it assumes exposure to a predominantly English-

speaking culture and to the educational practices of the United
States, the test is designed to be as appropriate as possible for
potential graduate students with diverse backgrounds and
interests.

same standards, only two kinds of change have thus far been introduced into the Aptitude Test: 1) minor change in specifications
of content expected to result in a measure more appropriate for the
population without compromising parallelism of test forms and
comparability of scores over the years: and 2) change that would
increase the usefulness of the test without subtracting advantages
already offered. In all instances where Change has been suggested.
results have been analyzed statistically to determine the possible
effects.

The purpose of the test is to contribute to prediction of a

Two recent examples illustrate the kinds of minor change

student's performance in graduate school. Not only is it based on
constructs that are theoretically related to successful Study in a variety of fields. but performance on the test has been demonstrated
to be positively correlated with Performance in graduate and undergraduate school as measured by various criteria. The Aptitude Test
is not intended to measure inherent intellectual capacity or intelligence: nor is it intended to measure personality traits or social
worth. Its limited purpose is to tap the ability to reason with words.
mathematical concepts. and other abstractions to arrive at a solu-

which one can reason using these toois.
The rationale for the content of the Aptitude Test originates in the
need for highly developed fundamental skills in graduate study 01
any kind. Three scores rather than a single score are provided for
several reasons: 1) a multidimensional definition of academic talent
will best serve institutions and students in a variety of fields; 2) the

generally acccmmodated in the Aptitude Test, typical reasons for
such minor change, and the results of the change as demonstrated
by statistical analysis. Because of current plans in the United States
to introduce the metric system. some of the terminology used in the
quantitative measure of the Aptitude Test has been altered to reflect
changes taking place in the educational system. Some questions
Previously referring to feet and inches. for example, may now refer
to meters and centimeters. However, it is not required that students
know the number of inches in a meter or the number of quarts in a
liter. The numbers and computation have not changed, but the
terms may have. Statistical analysis has shown that changes in the
terminology in the questions have not, on the average, affected
their difficulty or their usefulness ie distinguishing between high
and low scorers. Until the new system of units and measurement
has become firmly entrenched, the quantitative measure in the Aptitude Test will not require knowledge of its fundamentals.
Recently. the specifications of the verbal ability measure of the
Aptitude Test were relined to reflect social change thought to have

three scoresverbal ability. quantitative ability, and analytical
abilityare sufficiently independent to be Providing comple-

resulted in a different mix of reading materials in the average
student's experience. Diversification of passages in the reading

mentary information about students: and 3) studies suggest that
each score is related to academic performance in differing degrees
depending on the field and may differentially improve prediction of

comprehension section had previously been assured by concern

tion to a problem. Such factors as knowledge of words and
mathematical concepts and practice in reading and fundamental

quantitative operations will. of course. define the limits within

graduate acnool success

Evolution of the Aptitude Test
The development and evolution of the Aptitude Test have been determined by perceptions of the needs of the students and institutions making up the graduate community and by high standards of
psychometric quality These perceived needs and established stan-

dardsand the fact that they are sometimes in conflictare
reflected in published materials concerning the Aptitude Test in
various stages of its evoiution. For example. the GRE General
Bulletin. No. 2, in 194e noted that ''further breakdowns of the verbal

ability score are anticipated if analyses of the test results show
them to yield satisfactorily reliable and differentiating part scores'"
(p. 3). Although part scores were perceived as potentially valuable
to the graduate community, it was discovered that the various kinds
of verbal questions were so highly intercorrelated that part scores
could not be defended as psychometrically sound.
Throughout its history. the Aptitude Test has been considered to
be relatively independent of passing trends in student interests and

teaching methods. Because the primary advantage of a standardized test is its capacity to permit comparison of students by the

for balance among humanities, social studies. and science
Passages and inclusion of various styles. such as fiction and argumentation. The refinement in specifications added a requirement
for one Passage relating to minority concerns and one relating to

the concerns of women. The purpose of this refinement was to
increase the appropriateness of the content for the heterogeneous
population and to increase the resemblance of the reading selections in the test to materials available to the typical student. Statis-

tical analysis of the passages with content related to minorities

showed that they were not significantly different from other
passages in the same general categoriesthat is, in the humanities. social studies, and sciencefor the total population.
The feasibility of making major changes in the test (such as the
addition of new measures} to increase its usefulness has been
investigated periodically. In the early 1950s. a number of potentially
useful types of questions were tried out in experimental sections of
the GRE Aptitude Test: for example, questions designed to test the
-ability to reason logically in terms of abstract figures." as the directions in a 1951 pretest suggested; the ability to interpret data or
to judge the sufficiency of data: the ability to "integrate" material in
an essentially artificial language with more rules, greater complexity. and less dependence on knowledge of grammar than other
such tests. the ability to induce rules in such tasks as completing
analogies. completing a series of symbols or concepts, and select9

I
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ing an incompatible term or symbol in an otherwise logically related

1

series: the ability to pc*, evidence (these questions resemble a
type of question investigated more recently, Evaluation of Evidencesee Appendix I), and even a non-multiple-choice type of
question involving categorization of words in lists. These experimental efforts. however. did not lead to expansion of the test.

In the late 1980s and early 1970s, such possible measures as
Spatial Vieuelization. History of Ideas. Writing Skills. High Level
Math Usage. and Logical Reasoning were examined with a view of
permitting students to select optional measures based on their
intended specialization. At that time. the tests judged by a sample
of faculty members on the Advanced Test committees of examiners
to be most important and potentially useful were the Logical Reasoning Test (assumed to be selected as an option by humanities.
social science. and some natural science students) and the High
Level Math Usage Test (assumed to be selected as an option by
some science students). Despite reliability and promise of validity.
scores on the Logical Reasoning Test were too highly correlated

with verbal scores to be considered a valuable adjunct to the
original Aptitude Test. Although the High Level Math Usage Test
was found lo be appropriate for its intended use, its introduction
depended on shortening the part of the quantitative measure cornmon to all students to only 30 minutes. Such a reduction in time
was considered to be unwise because it limited the Common
meas:rree diversity However, the High Level Math Usage Test was
incorporated into the Advanced Engineering Test. a measure in
which it appeared particularly useful.
In 1974, a new effort was initiated to consider possible improvement of the Aptitude Test by broadening its definition of academic

That effort is continuing and includes investigation of
methods of testing for scientific creativity and cognitive style.
talent

Results of research suggested that the verbal and quantitative portions of the test. as it existed before 1977-78. could be shortened
without reducing reliability below a satisfactory level and without
affecting the comparability of past scores with scores based on the
shortened versions This research effort also yielded information on
a variety of tests of various aspects of reasoning. A subiel of those
tests was selected to form a new measure of analytical skills. The
1977-78 Aptitude Test differs dramatically from the test that preceded it. However, that difference represents an added value to the

test and maintains the imporance of the traditional verbal and
quantitative measures The diagram al the right illustrates the difference between the two tests in scores yielded and in basic
content

General Format

ORIGINAL APTITUDE
TEST
(Before October 1977)

RESTRUCTURED APTITUDE
TEST

VERBAL ABILITY
Discrete
Verbal Questions
(25 min.)

VERBAL ABILITY
Discrete
Verbal Questions
(25 min.)

Reading
Comprehension
(all topics)
(50 min.)

Reading
Comprehension
(all topics)
125min.)

QUANTITATIVE ABILITY
QUESTIONS
(75 min.)

QUANTITATIVE ABILITY
QUESTIONS
(50 min.)
1

ANALYTICAL ABILITY
QUESTIONS
(50 min.)

be obtained. The Trial questions represent research that directly

benefits the students who take the tests, and students are. of
course. informed in the GRE Information Bulletin of the inclusion of

trial questions in the test. In addition. the test supervisor, just
before the examination is administered, reiterates that "each edition of the Aptitude Test containsa number of questions being tried
ou1 or pretested for possible use in future editions of the test.
Therefore, you may not have the same test book as your neighbor.
Answers to these trial questions will not be counted in your scores"
(GRE National Administrations. 1977-78 Supervisor's Manual, p.
15). Taking 1he test is considered to be acceptance of or consent to
that situation.

Content Characteristics
The content of each edition of the Aptitude Test is determined by
concern for appropriateness to the population and comparability
with past editions. Appropriateness of the material is assured by in.
elusion of diversified content. use of a variety of kinds of questions.

and selction of nontechnical material of the sort likely to have

The restructured Aptitude Test consists of five separately timed
sections. two of which are 50 minutes long and three of which are
25 minutes long The verbal measure consists of 80 questions: the
quantitative measure consists of 55 questions: and the analytical

been encountered by students planning graduate study. Comparability or stability is maintained by constant requirements for similarity in content and statistical characteristics In all editions of the

measure consists of 70 questions Equal amounts of time-50

In the following discussion of the Aptitude Test, the part of each
question that poses the problem will be referred to as the "stem,the answer choices as "options," the wrong choices as "distractors." and the right chOice as the "correct response."

minutes eachare devoted to the three measures Twenty-five of
the 175 minutes of the students time is spent answering trial questions
Although not contributing to the scores of the students who lake
them. trial questions are considered an integral part of the examination. essential to maintaining the high quality of the test. Unless

the triai questions can be given to a sample of the regular GRE
Population under normal standardized conditions. the statistical
data most dependable in making parallel forms of the test cannot
10

test.

Verbal Ability Measure
The verbal ability measure. designed to test the ability to understand and manipulate written words in order to solve problems.
consists of four question types. antonyms. analogies. sentence

completions (discrete questions. so called because each question
is independent. sharing no common stimulus material). and reading comprehension sets. Discrete questions are drawn from four
areas of human interest: 1) the arts and humanities, 2) the social
eludies and concerns of practical or everyday life. 3) the world of
science and nature, and 4) the domain of human relationships and
feelings. Reading passages may be drawn from the humanities.
social eciences, and natural sciences and may represent a narrative

ship between them. The relationship may be of kind, size. contiguity. or degree. Analogies may be classified as independent or

as well as a discursive style.
Equal amounts of time are devoted to discrete questions and sets

overlapping analogy, one or both of the words in the correct

of reading comprehension questions. Fifty-five discrete questions
Can be administered in 25 minutes and 25 reading comprehension
questions in 25 minutes. Discrete questions are notable for their
efficiency (contributing high reliability for the amount of time invested). and reading comprehension questions are distinguished
by the close link they provide between the lest and the actual reading activities of graduate students.

Antonyms. Antonym questions provide the least context An
isolated word or phrase is presented in the stem: the options
consist of possible antonyms to the stem. Distractors may be
chosen on the basis of their similarity in sound or spelling to other
words, but synonyms are avoided as distractors. since they may

overlapping.
In an independent analogy. neither of the words comprising the
correct response is similar in meaning 10 a word in the stem (for
example. COLD:CONGEALMENT ::heat:incandescence, where cold
and hear. through extremes of the same continuum. are no more

similar in meaning than congealment and incandescence). In an
response is suggestive of the meaning of one or both of the words
in the stem (for example, METALDROSS; :wheat:chaff, where dross

and chaff both signify a waste product). There are more independent than overlapping analogies. and, even in overlapping
analogies, dependence on word associations alone for the solution
is avoided, often by inclusion of distractors with similar associations The purpose or the analogy is to test the ability to recognize
parallel rather than loosely related word pairs. Analogies may also

be based on .cords with only concrete referents (see the first
example below), with only abstract referents (see the second
example). or with both kinds of words (see the third example). The

directions for analogy questions and three examples follow. An
asterisk denotes the correct response.

prove more tricky than challenging to students The purpose of
antonym questions is to measure, not only knowledge of words but
also the ability to reason from a positive to a negative concept, to
leap conceptually from one extreme to another. Word frequency

Directions: In each of the following questions, a related palr of
words or phrases Is followed by live lettered pairs of words or

lists are not generally used in selecting words to be used in

phrases. Select the lettered pair which best expresses a relationship similar to that expressed Inlhe original pair.

antonym questions because the pretesting process provides the
best indication of the familiarity of the population with the word.
The difficulty of an antonym question may reflect the frequency of

t. FROND:FERN:: (A) ecorn:oak (B) bulb:tulip
'(C) needle:pine (D) desert:cactus (E)follage:blossom

appearance of the words in Speech and writing as well as the attractiveness of the options
Antonyms may require only rather general knowledge Of a word

(see the first example below), or they may require that a student
make tine distinctions (see the second example). They may appear
as single words or as phrases and may be any part of speech The

directions for antonym questions and three examples appear
below. An asterisk denotes the correct response

Directions: Each question below consists of a word printed in
capital letters. followed by five words or phrases lettered A
through E. Choose the lettered word or Phrase that is most nearly
opposite in meaning to the word In capital letters. Since some of
the questions require you to histinguish fine shades of meaning.
be sure to consider all the choices before deciding which one is
best.

1. CONSCRIPT: (A) mediator 1O) volunteer
(D) comedian (E) villain

(C) eccentric

2. MURKY: (A) clamorous (B) complex IC) full of light
(0) endowed with beauty (E) free from error
3. PROMULGATE: (A) distort (B) demote
(D) retard (E) discourage

'(C) suppress

Analogies. Analogy questions provide somewhat more context
than antonyms and require the student to recognize parallel relationships The two words in the stem are separated by a colon suggesting that they share a relationship Each of the options presents
a Pair of words again separated by a colon to suggest a relation-

2. OBEDIENT:OBSEQUIOUS:: (A) ludicrous:ridiculous
'(B) helpful: otticious (C) unusual:obvious
(0) happy:zealous (E) serene:agitated

3. JUNTA:POLITICAL:: (A) team:successful
'(B) councltadviscry (C) Jury:secretive
(0) catalogue:arbitrary (E) parent:instructive
Sentence Completions. The third discrete question type. sentence
completions. Provides increased context and is closely related to
reading comprehension. Sentences are usually selected from reading materials that might be Commonly available to students. They
contain one blank or two. and students are required to select the
completion that is logically and stylistically consistent with the rest
of the sentence.

The four examples of sentence completions illustrate, in Order.
the four areas of human interest to which an antonym, analogy, or
sentence completion question may be related: 1) the arts and humanities. 2) the social studies and concerns of practical or everyday
life, 3) the world of science and nature. and 4) the domain of human
relationships and feelings. An asterisk denotes the correct
response.

Directions: Each of the sentences below has one or more blank
spaces, each blank indicating that a word has been omitted.
Beneath the sentence are five lettered words or sets of words.
You are to choose the one word or set of words which. when

inserted in the sentence, best fits in with the meaning of the
sentence as a whole.
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1. Some time ego translators realized that they must

the idea

that an Indent classic, simply becsuse it is ancient, must be
rendered In the archaic English of another era.

(A) extract (B) absolve (C) maintain (D) perpetuate
"(E) relinquish

2. Some people argue that the growth of industrial research has
been too rapid. that in some companies research Is----which
is supported because of the-----assocIeted with It rather than
because of the real benefits derived.
(A) a fed..glamour (B) a luxury..protif
(C) a necessity-satisfaction (D) an obstacle-Prestige
(E) an innovation-stability
3. When a new comet appeared in 1577, ifs path straight through

what were supposed to be the------spheres that formed the
skiesthe view that these spheres did not exist.
(A) @DIM-punctured (B) vacant-dispelled
IC) impenetrable-encouraged (D) lnvislble..exploded
(E) perforated..corroborated

4. She was saddened to hear that her colleagues continued to
-----har protege, for she had hoped that success would

born of the fact that for years he white American artlet had
regarded the American art scene as unsophisticated, aril the
black artist had felt oppressed by the social situation. Frequently
escaping to life abroad where new developments In art were taking place. neither contributed much toward the development of a
distinctive American art. In the midtwenties, the same forces that

him.

inspired the upsurge of new, more realistic. -ad unapologetic

(Ay pkronite-enrage "(B) diaparage..vindicate
(C) underwrite-attract (D) flatter-encourage
(E) deride-humiliate

talent in the other arts inspired changes in the attitude of artists.
In addition, of course, Me rising tide of modernism in Europe and

Reading Comprehension Sets. Reading comprehension passages
are of varying lengths. In each edition of the test, there are two relatively lOng passages. each providing the basis for answering seven
or eight questions. and three relativist/ short passages, each providing the basis for answering three or four questions. Test forms are
comparable in terms of the total number of words in passages in
the reading comprehension section.
Although the mean difficulty of the questions themselves for the
examinees is considered the best index of the difficulty of the read-

ing comprehension section of the test. an attempt is made to
achieve an appropriate range and variation of levels of difficulty of
the reading material. In a special analysis, applying the Simple Test
Approach for Readability (STAR) developed by General Motors. an
average of 14.3 grade-level equivalency was obtained for two recent
GRE verbal forms. This grade-level equivalent suggests that the
overall reading level was not difficult for college graduates. The
grade-level equivalency of passages ranged from 10.1 to 21.2 in this
analysis. and the correlation between mean question difficulty and
the difficulty of the passage on which the questions are based was
only .22. It is not surprising that the difficulty of questions has a low
relationship to the difficulty of the passage associated with those
questions. A question's difficulty depends on a number of factors
such as the attractiveness of the distractors and the type of reading
skill being tested.
The six example questions illustrate, in order, the six major types
of reading comprehension questions that appear in the test. These
types focus on 1) the main idea or primary purpose of the passage:
2} information explicitly stated in the passage: 3) information or
Ideas implied or suggested by the author: 4) possible application of
the author's ideas to other situations: 5) the author's logic, reasoning. or persuasive techniques: and 6) the tone of the passage or the
author's attitude as it is revealed in the ianguage used. An asterisk
denotes the correct response
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Directions: Each passage in this group is followed by questions
based on Its content. After reading a passage, choose the best
answer to each question and blacken the corresponding space
on the answer sheet, Answer ell questions following a passage
on the heels of whet is staled orimpffed in that passage.
The literary generation that crusaded ageinst Puritanism and
the genteel tradition, against stereotypes and sentimentality,
also saw what Merle Curti terms "the beginnings of a new end
realistic interest In American regions and Americen folk." The
trend toward twentlety-century realism exemplified In this country
by the works of Sherwood Anderson. Sinclair Lewis. and Theodore Drelssr was paralleled in the work of black writers of the
same period. Rudolph Fisher, Arne Bontemps, end Jessie Faucet,
for example, reached an almost full scale of self - revelation and a
substantial degree of self-criticism. By breaking with past literary
tradition, black writers in the 1920's were developing a greater sophistication of style and wider and more universal appeal.
American art faced a problem In the early twenties--a problem

at home encouraged young black painters to turn away from
traditionalism In both sublect matter and style.

Fortunately, as with the parallel movement in literature. this
movement in painting did not lead the black artists into racialist
art. On the contrary, It led them into the mainstream. American
artists were beginning to develop Nein) themes and subjects as
new native American material. The older white artists had handled the Negro themes in a somewhat casual and superficial
manner. For many young white artists of the twenties, blacks
were the subject of reful and penetrating interpretation. The
fact that young white
rican artists and their young black

new interest In black life was
contemporaries shared t
significant. A common ground was established among young
artists. The notion of the black world as a restricted province to
which the black artist was confined was removed. At the same
time, the black artist was challenged by the task of sett-revelation
and forced to attempt it In competition with other artists. The
poise and originality of the young artists of that period and their

honest depiction of American life brought them closer to the
realization that race was a medium of expression, not an end In itself. For though their work was avowedly racial for the most pert,

they ranged with an increasing sense of freedom through the
universe of a common human art. The strength and vigor of artists
like Aaron Douglas. Palmer Hayden, and Hale Woodruff were 8

reflection of superior advantages and training. Df equal, if not
greater, importance was the fact that their spiritual enlargement
stemmed from the growing conception of American culture as vitally and necessarily including the materials of black life.

2)

1. The author's primary purpose In the passage is to

(A) enumerate several dilemmas faced by black artists in
America

(0) explain the differences between realism In literature and
realism in painting
(C) contrast the works of black artists with those of their white
contemporaries
0) analyze the effect on black artists of the movement toward
realism in rat
(E) encourage the inclusion of black life in artistic depictions
of American culture

2. The author mentions Sinclair Lewis and Jessie Fauset as
examples of writers who

(A) awakened European interest in American culture
13) broke away from past literary traditions
(C) portrayed the lives of blacks realistically
(0) were among the most prolific writers of the 1920's
(E) influenced artiste in fields other than literature

3, it can be inferred that, in the early decades of the twentieth

Content Specifications for the Verbal Ability Measure
Content specifications or statements of required numbers and
kinds of content for each test form assure the parallelism of all
forms. The tables below and on page 14 show !he breakdown of
content for the current verbal ability measure.
As Tables 1. 2, and 3 illustrate, balance of diversified materials i:::
a primary consideration to make the test appropriate.for the various
segments of the population. For example. since Coffman (1965) has

shown that men tend to do slightly better on discrete questions
classified as belonging to the world of science and nature and to
the domain of social studies and concerns of practical or everyday
life whereas women tend to do slightly better on the arts and humanities (aesthetic, philosophical) and human relationships questions. balance among those classes of questions should result in a
test appropriate for both sexes. The rationale for balancing content

throughout the test is an extension of these observations. The
greater the tteriety of material provided, the more likely it is that the
diverse population will be well served. assuming that the material is
generally accessible (nontechnical).

century, many American painters went abroad because they

(A) hoped to redress social injustices in America
(B) disliked the trend toward modernism In America
IC) regarded Europe as the place where new developments In
art were faking place

Table 1: Specifications for Discrete
Verbal Questions
(55 questions)

(0) wished to encourage Europeans to loin the movement
toward realism
(E) Could find no way to support themselves In America

4, The statements in the passage suggest that the author would
most likely react to a movement among black artists toward
racialist art with
(A) amused cynicism
(B) deliberate indifference
(C) enthusiastic encouragement
(0) cautious optimism
*(E) disappointed disapproval
5. The author quotes Merle Curti in order to

IA) support his own analysis of a trend
(B) indicate the ambiguity of his topic
(C) provide a contrasting viewpoint
(0) foreshadow new directions attitudes may take
(E) illustrate past resentment to change

6, The tone and content of the passage suggest that its source
was most likely
(A) a guidebook to a collection of paintings by black artists
(B) an essay on the development of a characteristic American
style by black and white artists
(C) an editorial on ghetto life as experienced by artists during
the f 920's

(0) a book on the way art reflects public opinion as
exemplified by the trend toward realism
(E) a biography of a famous black American artist who lives in
Europe

eumbit of

Antonyms
Arts and Humanities
Social Studies and Practical
.
or Everyday Life
.
Science and Nature . .
.
Human Relationships and Feelings
General definitions
Fine distinctions
Single words
Phrases
.

I

Quoationl

Content

5
5

.

5

5
8-14

Verb
Noun

.
.

Adjective
Other parts of speech
Analogies
Arts and Humanities
Social Studies and Practical
or Everyday Life
Science and Nature
Human Relationships and Feelings
Concrete
Mixed .
Abstract
Independent
Overlapping
Sentence Completions
Arts and Humanities
Social Studies and Practical
or Everyday Life
.
Science and Nature
.
Human Relationships and Feelings
One blank
Two blanks

6.12
10-16
4.10
3.9
3.9
5.11

4.6
4.6

4.6
4.6
4.8
5.11

4.8
11.15
5.9
4
5
.

4
4

5.9
11.15
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Table 2: Specifications for
Reading Comprehension Passages
(5 passages)

Note: Figures which accompany these problema are intended to

provide information useful In solving the problems. They are
drawn as accurately as possible EXCEPT when it is stated in a
specific problem that its figure Is not drawn to scale. All figures Ile
in a plane unless otherwise indicated.

Number of Penases
Length

Subtoct elettte

Awes.
450 erode

Humanities
Social Studies
Natural Science
Other

Wel

400foz
150 words

1. if 2x = 2, then 1

1

2

1

2

x=

1

2

Total

All numbers used are real numbers.

(A)

1
1

1

3

5

3

(B)

2

4

(C)

1

2

to

'(D) 0

1

2

Table 3: Specifications for
Reading Comprehension Questions
(25 questions)
hoe et Question

Main idea
Explicit Statement
Inference
Application
Logic
Tone

i

Number of
Questioes

3.5
5.8
6-7
2.3
2.3
1,2

25

Total

2. If A represents the area of IOAS above, then 2A =

(A) 4 (B) 6 IC) 12 (0) 24

(E) 36

3. After an initial deposit of x dollars, the amount of money In a
certain fund is doubled at the end of each month for 5 months.
If at the end of the 5-month period there is a total of 5560 in the
fund, how much money was In the fund at the beginning of the
third month?
(A) $17.50

(B) $35 IC) $70 (0)5140 (E) $224

4. Suppose that 9 stands for a binary operation which adds the
reciprocals of the two numbers it operates on. For example,

Quantitative Ability Measure
quantitative ability section is designed to test basic
mathematical skills, understanding of elementary mathematical
The

concepts, and ability to reason quantitatively and to solve problems

in a quantitative setting. This section consists of three question
types: discrete mathematics, data interpretation, and quantitative
comparison.
Each discrete mathematics queston contains all the information
needed for answering the question. except for the basic

mathematical knowledge assumed to be common to the backgrounds of all students. Many of these questions, such as examples

1 and 2. require little more than manipulation and very basic
knowledge: others. such as examples 3 and 4, require the student
to read. understand, and solve a problem that involves either an
actual or an abstract situation
The data interpretation questions, like the reading compreheosion questions in the verbal measure, usually appear in sets based
on stimulus material that precedes the questions. The stimulus material tor these questions consists of data presented in graphs or tables. Data interpretation questions are designed to test the ability to
synthesize information, to select the appropriate data for answering
a question, as in example 5, or to determine that sufficient information for answering a question is not given, as in example 6.
Directions for discrete mathematics and data interpretation questions and examples of each type follow. An asterisk denotes the
correct response.

59 7 =

1

5

+

1

7

.

Which of the following statements is (are) true for all positive
a,b?

I. le =a +b
b

a

II. a9b= a + b
III

1

a iiii.

=

ab
a -I- b

(A) I only (3) 11 only
*(E) 1 end III only

Directions: Solve each of the following problems, using any
available space on the page for scratch work. Then Indicate the
best answer In the appropriate space on the answer sheet.
14

4-1 ' )

4 .of

(C) Ill only (D) I and II only

dot

Questions 5-6 refer to the following gaphs.
FRINGE BENEFIT PAYMENTS BY TYPE,

1955 AND 1965. ALL INDUSTRIES

39.24 Per

71.54 Per

Payroll Hour = 100'

Payroll Hour = 100(4

Directions: Each of the following questions consists of two quantities, one in Column A and one in Column 8. Your are to compare
the two quantities and on the answer sheet blacken space
A if the quantity in Column A is the greater;
B If the quantity in Column 13 Is the greater;
C if the quantities are equal;
O if the relationship cannot be determined from the information
given.
Common

Information: In a question, information concerning one or both

of the quantities to be compared is centered
above the two columns. A symbol that appears in

both columns represents the same thing in
1955

1965

Column A as it does in Column B.
Numbers:
Figures:

All numbers used are ter, numbers.

Position of points, angles, regions. etc. can be
assumed to be in the order. shown.

Type A. Paid vacations, holidays, sick leave, etc.
Type B. Private pension and welfare fund contribution,.
severance pay, etc.
Type C. Legally required payments isocial security, etc 1
Type D. Paid rest periods, national guard. jury duty, etc.
Type E. Profit-sharing payments, other bonuses

Lines shown as straight can be assumed to be
straight.

Figures are assumed to lie in the plane unless
otherwise indicated.
Figures which accompany questions are intended

to provide information useful in answering the
questions. However, unless a note states that a
figure is drawn to scale, you should solve these

S. What was the approximate increase in cents per payroll hour
from 1955 to 196Sfor type C fringe benefit payments?
(A) 0.90 {8) 1.60 (C) 2.30 ID) 7.30 (E) 9.2C

problems NOT by estimating sizes by sight or by
measurement, but by using your knowledge of
mathematics (see example 2 below).

6. If fringe benefit payments averaged 25 percent of the total
payroll in 1965, then fringe benefit payments averaged approximately what percent of the total payroll in 19557
(A) 10% (13) 14% (C)25% (0) 46%
(E) it cannot be determined from the information given.
The third question type. quantitative comparisons, was included
in the GRE Aptitude Test for the first time in the 1977-76 year, although variations of this type of question have been used for a

number of years in other testing programs. Quantitative com-

Example 1:

Column A

Column B

Semple Answers

2x6

2 +6

ef 11:0 sZ) (Z)

PN

NO

GliaDCle

Examples 2-4
refer to APOR.

parisons are characterized by a fixed set of four options and are the
least time consuming of the three types of questions in this section;
the data interpretation questions are the most lime consuming. The

efficiency of quantitative comparisons was one factor permitting
restructuring of the Aptitude Test to include a new measure. Since
performance of quantitative comparisons correlated so highly (approximately .90) with performance on other types of quantitative
questions used in the test before restructuring, it was possible to
reduce the testing time without reducing the number of questions.
Some of the more time-consuming questions were replaced by
quantitative comparisons. with the expectation that the high reliability of the test and the comparability of scores would be main-

Example 2:

(since equal measures cannot be assumed, even
though PN and
NO appear equal)

tained.

Quantitative comparisons are designed to test the ability to
reason quickly and accurately about the relative sizes of two quantities or to perceive that not enough information is given to make
such a decision. Some questions. as in example 1 at the right. only
require some manipulation to determine which of the quantities is
greaterthe one in Column A or the one in Column 8 Other questions require the student to reason more or to think of special cases

in which the relative sizes of the quantities reverse, or. as in
example 2. to visualize other possible ways in which a figure could
be drawn within the ground rules tor figures given in the directions

Example 3:

x

Y

0 IID 0 al
(since N is
between P and 0)

Example 4:

W +z

180

Gll:Deal
(since PO Is a

straight line)
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categories or groups. Three types of questions are used in measur-

Content Specifications for the
Quantitative Ability Measure
Content specifications for the quantitative measure are given in Table 4 below.

Table 4: Quantitative Specifications for the
GRE Aptitude Test
Arithmetic

Discrete Mathematics

Data Interpretation

10

tions, to simplify and clarify them wherever possible, or in the

5

15

Analysis of Explanations. Each set of analysis of explanations

1

10

questions is preceded by a narrative describing related events and
a statement of a result, which may be surprising in light of the facts

10

10

30

presented. Actually, the result may not follow directly from the
situation but may be dictated by other events consistent with the

17

15. 16

55

2

0

Quantitative
Comparisons

Total

10

23 25

15

format. Such changes will be made under conditions designed to
maintain score comparability from one test edition to another.

Total

5

0

the content of the measure may gradually change it such change is
demonstrated to represent an improvement. As experience with the
new measure accumulates, changes may also be made in the direc-

Geometry

Algebra

5

8

ing these analytical skills: analysis of explanations, logical diagrams. and analytical reasuining. If continuing research should
identify other question types that also effectively lap these skills,

Since this section of the test is designed primarily to measure the
ability to reason quantitatively, the mathematics required does not
extend beyond that assumed to be common to the mathematics
background of alt students. Questions classified as arithmetic can
be answered by performing arithmetic operations (add, subtract,
multiply, divide, find percents or averages). by reasoning, or by a
combination of the two.

The algebra required does not extend beyond that usually
covered in a first-year high school course and includes such topics
as properties of numbers (odd and even integers. prime numbers.

divisibility, and factors). operations with signed numbers, linear
equations, factorable quadratic equations, factoring, simplifying algebraic expressions. exponents. and radicals. The skills required
include the ability to solve simple equations. the ability to read and
set up an equation for solving a complex problem. and the ability to
apply basic algebraic skills to solve unfamiliar problems. Unusual

notation is used only when it is explicitly defined for a particular

situation, although not described. One part of the student's task is
to imagine what missing information might plausibly explain the
result. Although the measure is called analysis of explanations, its
purpose may be broader than that title implies. It measures the
ability to recognize inconsistencies and deducible information, to
hypothesize, and to judge the relevance of certain facts to possible
hypotheses or possible explanations of a staled fact. The measure
also requires that a sequential procedure be followed in arriving at
the correct answer. Choice A must be eliminated before choice B
can be considered, and so on. Since this is a fixed-format type of
question, each question in a set presents the same five answer
choices. The directions and sample questions are given below.

Directions: For each set of questions, a fact situation and a result
are presented. Several numbered statements follow the result.
Each statement is to be evaluated in relation to the fact situation
and result.

Consider each statement separately from the other statements.
For each one, examine the following sequence of decisions, In

question.
The geometry is limited primarily to measurement and intuitive
geometry or spatial visualization. Topics inctude properties

the order A, B, C, 0, E. Each decision results In selecting or

associated with parallel lines, circles, triangles. rectangles, and
other polygons and measurement- related concepts of area,

A Is the statement inconsistent with, or contradictory to, some-

perimeter, volume, the Pythagorean theorem. and angle measure in

degrees. Knowledge of simple coordinate geometry and special
triangles such as isosceles. equilateral, and 30'- 60' -90. triangles is
also assumed. Knowledge of theorems and the ability to construct
proofs that are usually learned in a formal geometry course are not
measured

Analytical Ability Measure
Questions in this new measure are designed to tap students
abilities to recognize logical relationships (for example, between
evidence and a hypothesis. between premises and a conclusion. or

eliminating a choice. The first choice that cannot be eliminated is
the correct answer.
thing in the fact situation, the result, or both together?
If so, choose A.
If not,
B
Does the statement present a possible adequate explanation
of the result?
If so, choose B.
If not,
C
Does the statement have to be true if the fact situation and
result are as stated?
If so, the statement Is deducible from something in Ousted
r 'tuition, the result, or both together: choose C.
It not,
Does the statement either support or weaken a possible
D
explanatilon of the result?
If so, the statement is relevant to an explanation: choose
D.

between stated facts and possible explanations); to judge the
consistency of interrelated statements: to draw conclusions from a
complex series of statements: to use a sequential procedure to
eliminate incorrect choices in order to reach a conclusion: to make
inferences from statements expressing relationship, among
abstract entities such as nonverbal or nonnumencal symbols: and
to determine relationships between independent of interdependent
16

If not, the statement is irrelevant to an explanation of
the result; choose E.

E

Use common sense to decide whether explanations are adequate
and whether statements are inconsistent or deducible. No formal
system of logic Is presupposed. Oo not consider extremely un
likely or remote possibilities.

el

i

4 `;,-

1

Situation: In an attempt to end the theft of books from Parkman
University Library, Elmira Johnson. the chief librarian.
initiated a stringent inspection program at the beginning of the fall term. At the library entrance. Johnson
posted inspectors to check that each library book leaving the building had a checkout slip bearing the call
number of the book its due date, and the borrowers
identification number. The library retained a carbon
copy of this slip as its only record that the book had
been checked out. Johnson ordered the inspectors to
search for concealed library books In attache cases.
bookbags, and all other containers large enough to

Directions: In this pert, you are to choose from five diagrams the
one that illustrates the relationship among the given classes better than any of the other diagrams offered.
There are three possible relationships between any Iwo different
classes:

indicates that one class is completely contained
In the other. but not vice versa.
indicates that

hold a book. Since no new personnel could be hired. all

Result:

conducting the searches.
During that term Margaret Zimmer stole twenty-five library books.

1. Zimmer stole the books before skis inspection system began.
(Correct response A)

2. Zimmer dropped the books out of a secondstorY window into a
clump of bushes and retrieved them after she lett the building.
(Correct response B)
3. During that term, if Zimmer carried a bookbag out of the library

entrance door during regular hours, an inspector was supposed to check it. (Correct response C)

indicates that there are no members in common.
Note: The size of the circles does not indicate relative size of the
classes.
Example:

Birds, robins, trees

0 000

(A)

lio

4. The doors to the library tire escapes are equipped with alarm
bells set off by opening the doors. (Correct response 0)

5. The library had at one time kept two carbon copies of each
checkout slip. (Correct response E)

Logical Diagrams. Logical diagrams

(D)

is

neither class Is completely contained in the other, but the two do
have members In common,

library personnel took turns serving as inspectors.
though many complained of their embarrassment in

CD 0

(

(E)

also a fixed-format

measure; that is, the same Options apply to each of several sets of
questions. Students are given five circle diagrams expressing dit.
lerent class relationships. They are then asked to look at sets of
words and choose the diagram that best illustrates the relationship
of the concepts they signify. The logical process might technically
be described as consisting of three steps: 1) translating words Into
propositions that define their relationships (as in example 3 below.

translating "fish. minnows. things that live in water" into the
propositions that "some things live in water. and "all minnows are
fish"): 2) diagramming those propositions: and 3) selecting from
five diagrams the one that is appropriate to show the relationship of
the propositions. The final step in the logical process drawing the

The correct answer, (A), shows that one of the classes (trees)
has no members in common with the other two. (No trees are
either birds or robins, and no birds or robins are trees,) (A) also
shows that one of the two remaining classes (robins) is completely included in the other class (birds).

The five possible choices for all problems In this part are given
below.

(A)

(C)

(B)

inference that "all minnows live in water --is not required. although the diagram illustrates that inference. it should be emphasized that a student need not have studied this process formally
to solve the problems; nor will the student necessarily be aware of
the steps of reasoning taken to select the correct answer. The purpose is to measure skills likely to have been learned in a variety of
contexts and in academic study of most kinds The directions and
sample questions follOw.

(D)

COD

1. Nuts. Pecans. forks

(I)

(Correct response C)

2. Adult women, Infants, black-haired people
0)

(Correct response

3. Fish, minnows. things that live in water (Correct response A)
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Analytical Reasoning. Analytical reasoning consists of complex
sets of statements from which the student must draw Inferences.
The statements may include abstractions such as symbols without
specific referents. The directions and sample questions appear
below. An asterisk denotes the correct response.

Directions: Each question or group of questions is based on a
passage or est of statements. In answering some of the questions

It may be useful to draw a rough diagram. Choose the best
answer for each question and blacken the corresponding space
on your answer sheet.
Questions 1-2

(1) ft is assumed that a half tone is the smallest possible interval
between notes.
(2) Note Tie a half tone higher than note V.
(3) Note V is a whole tone higher than note W.
(4) Note W la half tone lower than note X.
(5) Note Xis a whole tone lower than note T.
(6) Note Y is a whole tone lower than note W.

1. Which of the following represents the relative order of the
notes from the lowest to the highest?

(A)XYWVT (13)YWXVT (C)WVTYX
(D)YWVTX (E)YXWVT
2. Which of the following statements about an additional note. Z.
could NOT be true?
(A) Z Is higher than T. (8) Z is lower than Y.
(C) Z is lower then W. (D) Z 1$ between W and Y.
*(E) Z Is between W and X.

Questions 3-4
(1) You cannot enter unless you have a red ticket.

(2) if you present a blue form signed by the director, you will
receive a red ticket.

(3) The director will sign and give you a blue form it and only if
you surrender your yellow pass to him.

(4) If you have a green slip, you can exchange it for a yellow
pass. but you can do so only if you also have a blue form
signed by the director.

(5) In order to get a red ticket, a person who does not have a
driver's license must have a blue form signed by the director.
(6) You can gel a yellow pass on request, but you can do so .only
if you have never had a green slip.
3. The above procedures fail to specify

IA) whether anything besides a red ticket is required for en.
trance
(B) whether you can exchange a green slip for a yellow pass

(C) the condition under which the director will sign the blue

4. Which of the following people can. under the rules given,
eventually obtain a ticket?

I. A person who has no driver's license and who has only a
green slip
H. A person who has no driver's ticense and who has only a
yellow pass
ill. A person who has both a driver's license and a blue form
signed by the director
(A) I only (El) II only (C) 1 and 11 Only
ID) 11 and ill only (E) I, 11, and Ill

Content Specifications for the Analytical Ability Measure
The content specifications for the analytical ability measure are
based on achieving an approximate balance between questions
with greater face validity for students with a humanities-social
studies orientation and those with greater face validity for students
with a science orientation (though those categories are clearly not

exclusive or independent). The specifications now call for 40
analysis of explanations questions (appearing more closely related
to kinds of analysis used in the humanities and social Studies) and
30 questions (15 logical diagrams and 15 analytical reasoning) ap
peering more closely related to the kind of analysis required in the
sciences. Since the analytical measure was introduced for the first
time in October or 1977, a detailed breakdown of specifications is
not yet in final form. Diversity of subject matter and questions is the
general rule.

Statistical Characteristics
Item and test analyses, which are regularly performed for every new
test form introduced. provide information on the statistical characteristics of the test and its components. The most important statistical information indicates the difficulty, reliability. Interrelationship
of test components. and speededness. Data on these characteris-

tics for five recent Aptitude Test forms administered prior to
October 1977 are shown in Table 5, and data for the first two
restructured test forms administered in October 1977 are shown in
Table 5A. The analyses providing these data were based on samples

representative of the administrations in which the respective tests
were introduced rather than the total GRE population in a given
year or years. Of the five prior forms shown in Table 5, three were
introduced in April and two in October. The October examinees are
consistently more able. on the average. than the April examinees.
The reliability estimate for the verbal sections of a typical prior
form of the Aptitude Test is .93 and for the quantitative section .91.
with corresponding standard errors of measurement of 33 and 40
converted scaled score values, respectively.' Taken separately. the

form
(D) how to get a red ticket if you have a yellow pass

two verbal componentsdiscrete verbal questions and reading
comprehensionhave reliabilities in the middle to upper .80s.

(E) whether it is possible to obtain a red ticket if you do not

Thus, the reliability of each of the verbal sections is higher than the
intercorrelation between the two. which is in the middle .70s. suggesting that the two verbal components contribute somewhat independent indicators of verbal ability.
The correlation between the verbal ability score and the quantitahit ,bility score is about .56 in a typical prior form. The correlation
be :en the discrete verbal and quantitative sections is .46 and the

have a driver's license

'Clehability hy estimated by Me kuderCtichardson torawita1201. odabled lot use with tar,
mat. Scoring

al
r1 :

40

Table 5: Statistical. Characteristics of Flve Recent Prior Forms
of the GRE Aptitude Test
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The verbs questions of the Prior Ap Rude Test were in two seoa
rattily timed sections. Section I contained discrete questions and

was given in 25 minutes. Section 11 contained reading comprehension
MiestuonS and was given in 50 minutes.

Table 5A: Statistical Characteristics of the First Two Restructured Forms
of the GRE Aptitude Test
(Based on Two Separate Evenly Spaced Samples of 1,950 and 1,945
Examinees at the October 1977 Administration)
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The analytical questions OS the restructured Aptitude Test are in two
separately timed sections. Section 111 contains analysis-ot-explana-

tiOnS Questions and is given in 25 minutes. Section IV contains

correlation between the reading comprehension and quantitative
sections is .59.

For the first two forms of the present restructured Aptitude Test
administered in October 5977, the reliability of the verbal ability
measure, which has discrete verbal and reading comprehension
questions combined in one section. remains at .93. The reliability of
the shortened quantitative ability section is .88. and that for the new
analytical ability measure .92. Standard errors of measurement for
the scores on the restructured test are 33 for verbal ability. 38 for
quantitative ability, and 36 for analytical ability.
The correlation between the verbal ability and quantitative ability
scores on the restructured test is approximately .54; between the

logical diagrams and analytical reasoning questions and is given in
25 minutes.

One set of standards sometimes taken to indicate that a test is a
power test and tacks any significant speed factor is that virtually all

examinees reach three-fourths of the questions and 80 percent
reach the last question. The percentage completing three-fourths
of the test is the more reliable indicator becaus3 the percentage
completing the test depends entirely on the number answering the
very last question. Often there is quite a large difference between
the percentage reaching the next-to-last question and the percentage reaching the last question.
In terms of this set of standards. the test sections of five recent
forms of the prior Aptitude Test were slightly speeded for those taking them. The percentages completing three-fourths of the test sec-

verbal ability and analytical ability scores .73. and between the

tions ranged from 92 to 88 percent with a median value of 96

quantitative ability and analytical ability scores 70

percent. The verbal sections of the first two restructured forms are
19
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somewhat speeded. but the other sections are only slightly

the test at different times of the year vary. This variation affects

speeded.
Another approatati to investigating speededness is (actor
analysis. Factor analyses were performed on two lorms of the GRE

results of the analysis of a given final form and 01 pretest material.

Aptitude Test given in October 1975 (Powers. Swinton, & Carlson.
1977). The results showed that speededness associated with the
discrete verbal questions accounted for 6.2 and 7.7 percent of the

Relationship of Statistical Analysis and Research
to Test Specifications

Statistical Specifications

Research and statistical analysis play a major role both in setting
specifications for the Aptitude Test and in meeting specifications
for a final form with pretested and statistically analyzed questions.
Research that is closely related to the Aptitude Test is not usually
formally reported or published because its primary audience is test
developers who can act on the results. In some cases. materials
intended for use in a future form are the subject of the research and
would be compromised by publication. However, such research is
an important part of the test-making process.

The statistical specifications for each form of the test are fairly
constant and change only gradually and for compelling reasons.

Standard Activities

common variance of the first and second forms, respectively.
whereas the factor reflecting speededness in the reading
comprehension passages explained only 2.5 and 4.4 percent. A factor of quantitative speed. accounting for 2.5 percent of the common
Variance, emerged as a separate factor in the second form only

The purpose of such stability in specifications is to assure parallel
forms of the test and thus comparability of scores regardless of
form, Statistical adjustments for remaining unavoidable differences
in test forms are thus smaller and less susceptible to error than if
forms were widely divergent.
Essential to the effectiveness of detailed, fixed specifications is
the pretesting process. Since all questions used in the Aptitude
Test are tried out experimentally on the regular GRE population.

without, being counted toward students' scores, the statistical
characteristics of individual questions are known and can be used
in selecting Questions that will meet the statistical specifications
and result in an appropriate test for the population.
The primary statistical specifications are: 1) difficulty of the test
(expressed as a mean delta for questions), 2) range of question
difficulties, and 3) mean question -test correlation (rboserial). The
test assembler knows the difficulty and question-test correlation of
each question in the usable pool Thus. the test can be constructed
to provide a full range of scores. rather than measure at one end or
at the middle of the scale only, and appropriate total reliability The
statistical specifications for the Aptitude Test appear In Table 6

Table 6: Statistical Specifications for the
GRE Aptitude Test

After every form of the test is introduced, it is analyzed stalistically.
In addition. item (question) analyses are performed giving information on each question In the test. Item analyses for the pretest are

particularly important because they enable the test specialist to
identify and eliminate questions that are not performing
consistently with similar questions in the final form or with the rest
of those in the pretest section. Pretesting and the item analysis
process provide the necessary data for meeting the specifications
fora final form of the test.
Statistical information is also necessary for revising specifications where necessary. For example. in test analyses performed
prior 10 1972. it was noted that Section I of the verbal measure appeared to be speeded: that is. not enough people were reaching the

last question, too few people were reaching three-fourths of the
questions. and the variance of questions not reached was too high
relative to the variance of scores. For this reason the test specifications were changed in 1972 from requiring 60 discrete verbal questions in that section to 55. Since the reliability of the verbal measure
was welt above .90, reliability was not threatened by this change. A
gradual decrease in the number of word problems in the quantitative section of the test (that is. a reduction in the number of questions requiring a great deal of reading to understand and then solve
the problem) is due to careful investigation of the correlation of the

verbal and quantitative measures as well as the philosophical
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stance that the verbal and quantitative measures should be as independent as possible.

43 ..47

.50 .55
.43 47

'Since theft are fewer quantitative questions than verbal and analyfica
questienS. the mean r tuSerfal must be higher to obtain appropriate
reliability

Although these specifications do not provide separate requirements for each type of question within a measure, wide variations in
the statistical characteristics of the components of the test are not
tolerated. For example. the reading comprehension questions can-

not have a mean delta of 8 while the mean delta of the discrete
verbal questions is 16. The mean delta range considered acceptable for the various types of questions is approximately 11 to 13
The specifications are not always met precisely for a given administration in which the test is analyzed because the populations taking

Special Activities
Periodically, other kinds of research or statistical analyses are car-

ried out to evaluate or explore the possibility of changing test
specifications, Analyses carried out in other programs at ETS (such
as the Law School Admission Test Program. the Graduate Management Admission Test Program, and the College Entrance Examina-

tion Board's Admission Testing Program) may also contribute to
the GRE test development process. Examples of analyses for other

programs that have had some influence on the thinking of test
developers working on the GRE are: 1) criterion validity research
done by the Law School Admission Test Program on a type of question considered by the GRE for the newly restructured Aptitude
Test. 2) factor analyses of the Scholastic Aptitude Test (which until
very recently had content similar to the GRE Aptitude Test, though
not as difficult): and 3) coaching studies carried out by the College
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Board and other test sponsors to aeteimine whether aptitude test
questions are. indeed. measering skills developed over a tong pe-

riod rather than skills that can be learned in a beef cramming
session

Coaching studies in a variety of settings arid for a number of
groups have shown that special cramming sessions or study of test-

taking strategies for aptitude tests cannot substantially improve
performance on quantitative and verbal questions like those that
have traditionally been part of the GRE Aptitude Test. However, in a
recent SAT study (Pike and Evans. 1972) in which coaching was

redefined to suggest a substantial component of instruction in
mathematics as welt, performance on the quantitative questions
quantitative comparisons in particularwas improved. A similar
study was initiated to test the findings in a GRE context, but the
results were not interpretable because of the scanty data resulting
from a high dropout among subjects in the experiment. Nevertheless, the SAT findings suggest that significant instruction in quanti-

tative skills, as opposed to Instruction primarily in test-taking
strategies can be effective and may be reflected in test scores It
cannot be concluded that quantitative comparisons are in the usual
sense coach able since coaching and mathematics instruction were
combined in the Pike and Evans study showing score improvement
on that type of question The GRE Information Bulletin contains
sample quantitative comparisons, and a full compfement of quantitative comparisons is included in the GRE Sample Aptitude Test.
both of which are accessible to all students. II is assumed that any
possible coaching effectif such an effect should exist separately
from instructionwill be standard for all students if all become familiar with the question type before taking the test. Future resear:h
is expected to explore further the question of coachability and
instruction in the widely applicable skills measured by the GRE Aptitude Test

The Sample Aptitude Test was first published in 1975-76 io give
all students equal access to information on the kinds of questions
in the test and equal opportunity to become familiar with them and
ways to solve them before taking the test Another reason for providing the Sample Aptitude Test was to make it possible for
students to obtain more information on the lest without turning to
marketed materials that, though designed to prepare students for
the GRE, may not actually parallel the content of the GRE
Research on subpopulations has been done in the GRE Program
and in other testing programs to determine the interaction of test
content and students' performance. For example. In one study the

performance of males; females. blacks. and whites has been
analyzed to determine whether different kinds of questions or
topical material have differential effects on the question difficulties
for those various groups (See -Population Validity in Chapter 6 )
Still other special subpopulation studies concern appropriateness of the timing and directions of the test Currently, a study is
underway to determine whether allowing additional time tor verbal
and quantitative questions will have differential effects on

subgroups of the population identified by age sex, or ethnic
characteristics Research is also underway to examine closely the

guessing procedures students use, students' attitudes toward
guessing as engendered by the test instructions. and the possible

differential effects of various guessing instructions on different
subgroups of the population ff results of this research show that
formula scoring or guessing instructiont, may be wnrking to lho
disadvantage of some students. the method of scoring or the worn
leg of the directions will be reconsidered

Research Related to Restructuring the Aptitude Test
Perhaps the relationship between statistical analysis and research
and the Aptitude Test development process is best illustrated by the
research effort preceding the decision to restructure the Aptitude
Test to include shortened versions of the verbal and quantitative
measures and , a new analytical measure. Because of the
significance of the proposed change, the Graduate Record Examinations Board. particularly the Research Committee, monitored all

stages of the research, determining what questions seemed to
merit further investigation and making final decisions concerning
results. The extensive research effort was focused on possible ways

of broadening the definition of talent measured by the GRE Aptitude Test.
The verbal and quantitative ability rneacures, both of which were
respected for the usefulness they had demonstrated over the years.
were examined to see whether they could be made more useful and

whether they could be shortened to make room for possible new
measures. should they become available. Concurrently. research
was undertaken to determine whether a supplemental measure
could be designed that would allow students to demonstrate a
broader range of skills and permit educational institutions to better
ridge the academic qualifications of their applicants.
Several methods of study were used: constituency surveys (questionnaires addressed to students, faculty members, and administrators), experimental pretesting followed by item and test analyses,
factor analyses. validity research using self-reported under-

graduate grades as the criterion, and some analyses for special
subgroups of the population.

Research Related to Changes In the Verbal and Quantitative
Measures. Research related to the verbal and quantitative ability
measures was intended to show whether these measures could be

shortened to make room for a new measure and whether the
diversified content of the reading comprehension measure could
be replaced by specialized material to be selected by students on
the basis of their undergraduate background. It was hoped that
specialized reading material would increase the validity of the
verbal measure and provide a useful subscore without affecting the
comparability of total verbal scores. The investigation focused on
the following questions

1. Can the GRE verbal and quantitative ability measures be
shortened /

(a) What effect will a reduction in the number of reading
comprehension questions have?

it) What effect will the introduction of relatively short reading
(C)

comprehension passages have?
What effect will the inttoduction of quantitative comparison
questions have on the quantitative measure/

2 Can reading comprehension subscores be based on different
reading selections for students with different undergraduate ma-

jors/ Are total verbal scores, based on reading material corresponding to undergraduate background. comparable to past
reported total verbal scores based on diversified reading material?

A related subsequent question was If it is not feasible to provide
suoscores based on matenal setected by students according to
major held, can a reading comprehension subscore based on corn21
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mon material for all students be provided? Because of the high intercorrelation of such a subscore with the total verbal score, the
answer lo this question was "no.Several methods of investigation were used. A survey of departmental representatives and administrators was made in a special
questionnaire in the GRE Board Newsletter. Short experimental
variations of the reading comprehension and quantitative measures
were developed and included as trial material in a regular adminis
tration of the GRE Aptitude Test. It was then possible to compare 1)
the combination of operational discrete verbal questions and the
50-minute operational section of reading comprehension questions

with an experimental combination of the operational discrete
verbal section and the 25-minute experimental reading comprehension section, and 2) the 75-minute quantitative measure containing
three types of questions with each of four 25-minute experimental
sections. The comparisons are diagrammed above. Factor analyses
were performed to test the potential usefulness of the experimental
material.

Research results suggested that the verbal and quantitative
measures could be shortened without altering the original functions of these measures or the comparability of scores on the
original and new versions. The verbal measure could contain 25
instead of 40 reading comprehension questions without falling
below .90 in reliability. Because of the lower proportion of reading
comprehension questions. which have a higher correlation with
quantitative scores than discrete verbal questions. the separateness of the verbal and quantitative ability measures would. in fact,
be enhanced. However, optional reading comprehension sections
based only on specialized topical material would result in lack of
equivalence between total verbal scores on the original test and the
new test. The inclusion in the quantitative section of a number of

25 min.

25 min.

Quantitative
Comparisons

Regular
Math
Problem
Solving

25 min.

Quantitative
Comparisons
& Problem
Solving

Research Related to the New Analytical Measure. At the GRE
Board's direction, seven types of questions intended to measure
various aspects of reasoning ability were developed. Various
sources of questions purported to measure reasoning or analytical
skills were examined, such as some of the measures in the French

Factor Kit, components of the Law School Admission Test and
Graduate Management Admission Test, the Watson-Glaser Test of

Critical Thinking, and the Cornell Test of Critical Thinking.
However, the emphasis was on creating new question types, each
intended to tap a different aspect of ,reasoning or analytical skills.
When pretests of each of the seven question types administered
with the regular GRE Aptitude Test were analyzed, a number of
questions were posed: 1) Will the new test questions yield material
that is appropriately difficult, reliable. and unspeeded? 2) Will they
measure skills that are relatively independent of verbal and quanti-

tative abilities? 3) Will they be valid in relation to the criterion of
self-reported undergraduate grades? 4) What combination of the
new test questions, if any, would be appropriate to create a new
measure that would add to the value of the Aptitude Test?
To provide answers to these questions, each type of question was

pretested in one of three regularly scheduled GRE national
administrations. Each pretest was taken by a substantial number of
GRE examinees. For all but one question type, at least three samples were drawn: a representative (spaced) sample of 811 students, a
sample of biological and physical science undergraduate majors,
and a sample of humanities and social science undergraduate majors. In addition, separate analyses for one pretest were based on
samples of black males, black females, white males, and white females.

The efficiency, criterion validity, difficulty. reliability, speeded-

quantitative comparisons would not noticeably alter the factor

mess, correlation with verbal and quantitative ability measures, and
appropriateness for students with different academic backgrOunds

structure of that measure or its comparability to the original test

were Investigated for each type of question. To assess the face
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Table 7: A Comparison of Various Experimental Ouestion Types
Efficiency
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'Analysis of
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'Logical
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Diagrams

92

116

.5 min per question

June 1976

Deductive
Reasoning

.674

11.8

1 8 min per question

tEstlensted by the KuderRichardson formula (201 adaU ed for use with
formula storing

(Difficulty is Swan in terms of the delta scale. with a mean of 13 and
standard deviation of 4 For five-choiCe questions such as these.
middle difficulty is a delta 12 (60% answered correctty. 50% thee,
retically "knew- the answer and 10% guessed correctly) (See also
Page 28 and Chapter 5 1

validity of each question type and the way in which ditterent groups

perceived its utility, surveys were administered to samples of
students who had taken each pretest, and two student committees
offered opinions about samples of the experimental questions.
Presentations were made at a number of national and regional
meetings of professional associations, and the questions were
briefly discussed by some GRE Advanced Test committees of
examiners. Asa result, a number of decisions could be made about
the appropriateness of each of the seven question types as a possible part of a new measure.
Statistical characteristics of each type of question are indicated
in Table 7. The asterisked question types are included in the new
analytical measure
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Chapter 4
DEVELOPMENT OF THE ADVANCED TESTS

Applicants for graduate study can demonstrate some of their
qualifications by taking an Advanced Test in the discipline they
studied as undergraduates. Beginning in October 1976. there were
Advanced Tests in each of 20 disciplines: biology, chemistry, computer science, economics, education, engineering. French,
geography, geology, German. history, literature in English.
mathematics, music. philosophy, physics. political science.
psychology, sociology, and Spanish.
Decisions concerning the appropriateness of providing a test are
based on criteria developed by the GRE Board in 1967. These criteria. given below. generally reflect the primary purpose of an Advanced Test: to provide a high quality measure of undergraduate
achievement to aid in assessing the preparedness of students for
graduate study in a major discipline.

1. A significant number of institutions should offer a graduate
program in the held under consideration.

2. There should be a significant number of qualified graduate
faculty members whose teaching and research activities are in
that field primarily.
3. A significant number of matriculated graduate students should
be studying in that field primarily.

4. There should exist one or more appropriate learned societies
or professional associations in that field which publish one or
more scnolarly journals in which original research articles are

published. One or more appropriate learned societies or
professional associations should express an interest in the es-

tablishment of any new test offering and a willingness to
cooperate in its development.

5. The field should be sufficiently homogeneous so that a test

testing programs.

The Advanced Tests are constructed on the assumption, borne
out by evidence from validity studies, that graduate school performance is related to achievement at the undergraduate level, Thus,
the tests focus on measurement of learning in undergraduate curricula. Because the tests are intended primarily for graduate applicants. on the average a more able population th.ri all undergraduate majors in a field, the tests in some cs..1.9.tlay be relatively
difficult for the average senior who does not plan to continue study.
However, the tests are designed to cover the material that would be
encountered by the average senior majoring in a field. Students
who move from one undergraduate field to another graduate field
will tend to find the test in their undergraduate major field to be
more appropriate than the test offered in the field they plan to enter.
One of the main advantages of the tests is the standard measure
of competence they provide. The scores reflect the relative standing of all students on the same measure. A second advantage is that
subscores. reported for 9 of the 20 tests, show strengths and weaknesses in particular subfields of the disciplines.
The Advanced Tests also have limitations. Students who specialize very early and who do not have a broad background in the
field may find the coverage of a test inappropriate. The tests must
focus on topics to which the majority of students in a field have
been exposed. In some fields, which incorporate a wide variety of
relatively independent subfieldssuch as education and engineer-

ing. for exampleit is a particular challenge to find the "core" of
knowledge that is common to all.

with satisfactory psychometric _tharacteristics can be

Uses

developed.

GRE Advanced Test scores generally are used to assist in making

6. There should be good reason to think that continued validation of the test by appropriate methods will yield satisfactory
results.

7. The field should be amenable to techniques of testing that can
be reliably scored.
B. There should be a sufficient number of potential candidates in
any proposed new field so that adequate statistical data (e.g..
scaling. norming) can be obtained on the first administration of
a test in that field.

9. A test in the field should be amenable tc standardized test
administration procedures.

10 The field should be amenable to testing techniques which are
comparable in spirit and quality to those used in the other Advanced Tests.

11. Introduction or continuation of a test in any one field should
not impose an undue financial strain on tha ty:ie Naponal
Program as a whole.
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12. There should be a demonstrable need for a test in the field
which is not met adequately by other available instruments or

decisions on admission to graduate programs and in awarding
fellowships. The total scores serve this purpose and Some subscores are sufficiently reliable (near .90) to be used in making admission decisions as well. The subscores are especially useful in
counseling admitted students and helping them decide what
Courses they should take. Other uses of the Advanced Tests are as

indicators of the effectiveness of an undergraduate or' master's
program and as comprehensive examinations at the undergraduate
level. (The "Guidelines for the Use of the GRE" in the Guide to the
Use of the Graduate Record Examinations includes a list of appropriate uses of the Advanced Tests.) To properly use the tests. it is
important that the test content be reviewed. pertinent information

in addition to test scores be considered, and the relationships
between measures of the qualifications of students for graduate
study and measures of their later success in graduate study be determined and recorded on a continuing basis (see the discussion of
validity in Chapter 6).

Some graduate departments require Advanced Test scores,
Others recommend them, and still others recommend them under
certain circumstances. The number and percentage of graduate

Tsbia 8: Policies of Graduate School Departments Listed In the Graduate Programs and
Admissions Manual on Use of the ORE Advanced Tests for the 20 Fields of
Study Whose Names Match or Closely Match Those of the Tests
Recommend
Remake

Maned lest
lest

Biology
Chemistry
Computer
Science
Economics
Education

Engineering
French
Geography
Geology
German

History
Literature in
English
Mathematics
Music
Philosophy
Physics

Political
Science
Psychology
Sociology
Spanish

Paid

Biology

Chemistry
Computer
Science
Economics
Education.
General

Recemmand

Advanced lest in

Advanced lest

Certain Cases

Ni.

%

No.

%

No.

%

160
76

50
24

39
48

12
15

31

84

10
27

75

36

15

7

40

15

12

11

8

Rena of tee
Foredoelt

letel

No.

%

too.

89

28
33

319

103

19

77

37

207

18

14

86

66

130

163
19

26

40

20

255
46
68

10

51

30

631
132
128
167

311

Newno data

Engineering'

77

12

136

22

French
Geography
Geosciences
German

49
20
53
24

37
16
32
22

18
14

14
11

47

28
10

26
16
29

26

47

42

111

101

32
39

42
40

13
12

49
40

15
12

127
132

40

319
345

22
24
19
32

43

13
7

129
129

40
58

9
10

78
24
47
79

24

16
13

62
65

41

319
223
150

26

250

67

30

48
39

63

9
10

21
13

37

48
30

26
26
21

12

143

47

22

13

19

11

16

11

16

225
296
213
70

History
English
Mathematics
Music
Philosophy
Physics

133

69
54

28
81

n

25

14

11

33

32

35
53

38

Political
Science
Psychology
Sociology
Spanish

84
88
82
35

30
38
50

incfndes general. chemical. civil. electrical. industrial. and mechanical Ortetneeriera

school departments requiring or recommending that students

is presented at the beginning of the set. Sets can lead to probing

provide GRE scores in the 20 fields of graduate study for which Advanced Tests are offered are shown in Table 8. These data are taken
from the Graduate Programs and Admissions Manual. 1976-77 edi-

more deeply into a topic than is generally possible with independent questions. Extensive information cannot be presented

tion.'

Format
All the questions in each Advanced Test are of the multiple-choice
type. Eighteen tests have five - Choice questions exclusively: the Advanced German Test has four-choice questions exclusively: and the
Advanced Spanish Test has both four- and five-choice questions.
Various kinds of multiple-choice questions appear in the tests.

Most are independent items in which a question or incomplete
statement is followed by five (or four. as mentioned earlier} suggested answers or completions. The examinee is to choose the one
option that best answers the question or completes the statement
Many tests contain sets of questions in which all questions in the
set relate to one topic: ordinarily, a body of information on the topic

with each individual question if a test is to be unspeeded. As many
as 10 questions are contained in some sets, although 3 to 5 questions are more usual.
In some sets of questions. live preset answer choices in the form

of words, sentences. graphs. equations, diagrams. charts. or
symbols are presented and serve as the options for several questions that follow. These questions can usually be answered more
rapidly than independent questions because the same five options
are used repeatedly. The five options must be chosen in such a way
that they possess a reasonable degree of relatedness, and all five
have some plausibility as answers to each question in the set. Yet
they cannot be so closely related as to be nearly synonymous. thus
leading to two or more correct answers to a given question.
Some ouestions require the examinee to select the incorrect,
least likely, or exceptional response. The nature of such a task.
whith is the reverse of the usual pattern. is communicated with emphasis by capitalizing words such as JNCOAAECI. LEAST. or EXCEPT

'this edition of the Manuel contain, information abet* 522 nsidutione in tne United
States and about the gradual* programs Wier (*term 79 moor Nelda The 522.nt9tuhOnS
telleaS*o1410 in the Manua/ ate attended by more leen 85 nercent of all gradual* sl urlentS
in the united SIM** The aPP.,;11froatili7
accramtao
retet.
that Otter *Mater a or higher degrees .n the helda 01 gOuCaliOn and me Loma' arm and
scienCes were invited to supply information for tne Msnuo

in the stem of the questions. There is some evidence that such
questions are more difficult than those in the usual pattern. It does
seem important to be able to reason toward the identification of ex-

ceptions as well as correct answers. and some questions lend
themselves more comfortably to this format Marl to the standard
pattern.
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A number of questions in the tests are arranged to allow for
multiple responses within the framework of recording only one

Committees of Examiners

mark on the answer sheet for each question. A question of this type
may take the following form:

For each GRE Advanced Test there is a committee of examiners
composed usually of five scholars in the discipline of the test. Some
committees have more than five members on occasion, and some
have fewer than live On much rarer occasions, but five is the typical
number. One of these scholars serves as the chairperson of the
committee.
The committee members or examiners are generally appointed
for two-year terms. Members may be reappointed for any number of
terms. In general, the membership of each committee changes
gradually every two years. It is typical for one or two examiners to
leave a committee and be replaced by one or two scholars new to
the committee every other year. Hence. a typical length of service
for a given committee member is four to eight years. The advantage
of this gradual change in the membership of the committee is that it

Factors responsible for the observed Increase Include which of
this following?
i. Higher pressure
II. Higher temperature
III. Lower humidity
IV. Lower wind speed

(A) I only (0) I and II only (C) Ill and IV only
(0) I, li. and III only (E) I, II, Ill, and IV
Each Advanced Test is given in 170 minutes. All the tests are
designed to be power rather than speed tests; consequently, the
guideline has been adopted that virtually all examinees should

complete three-fourths of the questions and about 80 percent
should finish the test. Other indicators of possible speededness
that are found and studied for each test edition include the means
and variances of the number of questions omitted and the number
of questions not reached and plots of the scores as a function of the
number of right plus wrong responses. The number of questions in
the tests varies from 66(2.56 minutes per question) in the Advanced
Mathematics Test to 230 (0.74 minute per question) in the Advanced
Literature in English Test. In the more quantitative fields where the
test questions sometimes require preliminary figuring before an
answer can be selected. more time is needed per question. A complete listing of the number of questions and the average testing
time per question for each of the 20 tests is given in Table 9.

Table 9: Number of Questions In GRE Advanced
Tests and Average Testing Time per Question
(Each test Is given in 170 minutes.)
Test

Biology
Chemistry
Computer Science
Economics
Education
Engineering
French
Geography
Geology
German
History
Literature in English
Mathematics
Music
Philosophy
Physics
Political Science
Psychology
Sociology
Spanish
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Number of
Questions

210
150

80
160

200
150
190

200
200
210
190

230
66
200
160

90
170
200
200
210

evonseTwoling Time
psi Question hi
Minutes

0.81
1.13
2.12
1.06
0.85
1.13

0.90
0.85
0.85
0.81

0.90
0.74
2.58
0.85
1.06
1.89
1.00

0.85
0.85
0.81

provides continuity and experience on the one hand and fresh
insights and approaches on the other.
The scholars who serve on a committee of examiners are almost

always college and university Professors in the discipline of the
test. The few exceptions to this pattern invariably arise because an
examiner who was a professor at the time of the initial appointment
leaves the professional ranks for some other assignment during the

term of the appointment. The examiners tend to be members of
graduate school faculties at universities with large graduate
schools and high quality programs. This tendency arises from the
sensible assumption that academicians of this kind are more
closely concerned than anyone else with the selection of students
for graduate study. However, the Advanced Tests are predictors of
success in graduate study because they are measures of achievement in undergraduate study. Therefore. it is reasonable to have
some professors who teach at the undergraduate level represented
on the committees.
Disciplines differ in scope and homogeneity. Some are so broad
they include several divisions that have themselves become virtually separate disciplines. Examples include zoology in biology.
electrical engineering in engineering. American history in history.
and Spanish American literature in Spanish. An important
consideration in constituting a committee is adequate representation of the important divisions that exist in the discipline. Thus. the
chemistry committee includes specialists in analytical. inorganic.

organic. and physical chemistry. and the physics committee includes high-energy. nuclear. and solid-state physicists.
Another consideration in the appointment of committee
members is geographical representation. In an increasingly mobile
society in which a person may be born and reared in one region. do
undergraduate work in a second, do graduate work in a third, and
go on to become professor in a fourth, geographical representation
is not an overriding consideration. However. this characteristic is a
very easy one to ascertain, and an attempt is made to represent different regions of the country on each committee.

There is considerable concern, too. about fairly representing
the interests of blacks. other minorities. and women on Advanced

Test committees. Efforts to include at least One racial minority
member and at least one woman on every committee have met with
success.
The examiners are appointed by Educational Testing Service with

the cooperation and assistance of a leading learned society (or
societies) in the discipline of the test. The typical practice is for EIS
to submit the names of several scholars under consideration for a

el

committee lo the executive secretary or president ol the relevant
society. The society officer is asked to comment on the scholars

under consideration and to suggest additional scholars. The
scholars considered fOr committee membership come to attention
through a variety of channels. A scholar's writings in professional
journals or speeches at professional meetings may indicate special
qualifications or an interest in serving as an examiner. Sometimes
scholars are suggested by current examiners who know what is involved in committee work and hence can recognize which of their
colleagues may be especially suited for service on a committee
Sometimes a number of professors are invited to write questions
for a test: those who are especially successful may later be appointed to a committee of examiners.

sion. By the lime the examiners have satisfied themselves that a
Question requires the demonstration of a capability they believe to
be a significant one for a graduate student in their discipline to
possess, it is probably superfluous to inquire further into what

name might be appropriately attached to the ability needed to

specifications for the test for which it is responsible: writes. re-

answer the question. Hence. ler many tests the specifications are
set purely in terms of the subject areas of the discipline, with indications as to the number of questions to be included in each category
of that content. For a few tests. the content and abilities are treated
as two dimensions. Some attention is given to ascertaining, for
example, if a question requires recall of information. application of
information to the solution of a new problem. or analysis of a given
body of information.
At each meeting of the committee. the test specifications are
likely to be reviewed. The specifications agreed upon will guide test

views. selects, revises. and approves questions for the test; and reviews and approves new editions of the test. Much of this work is

development until the next revision in the specifications. The
practical implication of this procedure is that the specifications

Each committee of examiners reviews and approves the

carried out by mail, but typically each committee meets once for
each new edition of a test that is developed Thus. 12 committees
meet annually, and 8 meet biennially
Several characteristics of the Advanced Tests must remain fixed
and can be changed only gradually. These stable characteristics
reflect the fact that the GRE Advanced Tests are part of an ongoing
testing program. For reasons of fairness, several editions of each
Advanced Test must be available for administration each year. To
be useful, these different editions must yield scores on the same
scale. For the Advanced Tests. this means that each new edition
must contain some questions from prior editions. It also means that
the test specifications cannot change abruptly but must evolve over
a period of time. Since all 20 Advanced Tests are given in the same
170- minute period in the same rooms, alt tests must conform to the
same administration mode. Finally, for reasons of effective mea-

surementthat is. to provide measures of high validity and reliability war. economy of time. money, and effortthe test questions
must be of the multiple-choice type Within this framework. the
committees of examiners are free to exercise their judgment and
creative skills in assessing the competencies of the examinees

agreed upon at the first meeting are likely to guide development of

the test prepared at a second meeting. Then the specifications
agreed upon at the second meeting will guide development of the
test prepared at a third meeting, and so on. The review of specifica-

tions focuses on such questions as: Has the field or the undergraduate curriculum changed in significant ways that will affect
student knowledge? The newest trends in a field may not, of
course. have yet had any effect on most curricula. Thus, the committee must consider the experience of the majority of students
rather than the activities of a vanguard in the discipline.
One way of determining the appropriate content of the test is for
committee members who have direct experience with students and
with the teaching profession in the field to pool their knowledge of
students' common experiences. Another method. Particularly in
cases where differences of opinion may exist, is to obtain information directly from the students taking the test. Periodically, students
taking the Advanced Tests are asked to answer questions about
their undergraduate background as well as their educational level
(senior, graduate. etc.) and goal (master's. Ph.D.. etc.). Most ques-

tions elicit Information on specific courses taken or areas of

Content Specifications

concentration. (The answers to such questions for most of the Advanced Tests at 1970-71 test administrations are presented in Appendix II.) On occasion. more extensive questionnaires are dis-

When a new test rs being introduced. the first task is to determine

tributed to examinees at test centers following the test: the

the test's future content and to set specifications A number of

examinees answer those questionnaires at home and mail their

problems must be faced and solutions devised. For example, committee members must grapple with such questions as: What are the

responses to ETS.

major subareas of study within the field" Which are mast important, With which subareas are enough students familiar to

confidential inspection copy of a test. they are asked to complete a
test evaluation form, expressing their judgments of the appropriateness of the test and of specific test Questions for particular purposes. In the late 1960s and early 1970s, panels of faculty members
at a number of institutions were systematically identified and asked
to complete more detailed test evaluation forms. Several professors
devoted many hours to these test reviews, and their collective judgments on test and question appropriateness proved valuable in determining test content
Consultants may join the committees of examiners at their meetings occasionally. Often the consultant is an officer in the relevant
professional association. Again. the discussion with the consultant
is likely to focus on the appropriateness of the test content. From
time to time. a panel of educators in a held may be convened to
cva!uate the test and make recommendations, or the !acuity in an
undergraduate field may be surveyed for reactions to test content

make the topics in those areas a reasonable focus of measurement, How can balance (knowledge and application. for example)
among subareas and among skill dimensions be attained" If there
are professional and academic tracks in a field of graduate study,
which should be dealt with? Or can they be reconciled and both in-

cluded, Is there a core of material basic to the study of the discipline or are specialized subfieids relatively independent', Often
no answer that serves the purposes of testing is fully satisfactory,
but a consensus must be reached to provide a framework for future
test development

The first step in developing a new test edition after a test has
been introduced is a review of test specifications For many of the

tests. two aspects 0 the specificationssubieel matter to be
covered and abilities to be measured blend into a single dimeng.:

Whenever department heads or faculty members review a
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Table 10: Statistical Characteristics of the Advanced Test Total Scores'
Defierkd Scaled Scent

Difficv Hy

intka the

Advanced

test

Biology
Chemistry
Computer
Science
Economics
Educalion
Engineering
French

Geography
Geology
German
History
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bow lows le Pareiratop
Number of
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Seeedediwas
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Error of

fileature
went at
Rellobllity
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some
some
Sown'

Arsine&

noon

Closiotim

4,001
930

640
652

110
109

900.
990 (1.010)?

990 (1.060)
990 (1.140)

260
440

1,300

55%

.93

28

930

30

.93

29

485
600
2.164

637
615
458
614
519
460
590
527
520

108
114
91
109
88
91
94
100

020
990 (1,020)
810
990 (1,010)
810

55

.93

43

.95

49

.94

28
25
22

1,310

50

53
50

.94
.96
.93
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190

910
810
870

390
400
220
320
290
210
300
290
330

485
600
2.160

57

.94
.96

81

870
960
700
910
770
690
850
760
760

45

.94

548
707
508
660
657

101

800

990 (1.060

96

760
960
990 (1,090)

810
990 (1.060)
820
990 (1.070)
990 (1,210)

250
420
270
380
370

1,375
990
580
225
965

60

143

52
52

491

84

90
119
106

850
940
990 (1,000)
910

270

484
550

680
810
780
820

250

550

210
290

1,310
190
259
765

320
865

850

Correctly

Poroontap of
Ismilmee Completing

if, often Satire two
100%
99

90%
30

100

54

96
99
98

.70
"39

24

100
100

58
62
84

22
19

99

75

100

20

99

73
89

.97

18

100

.93
.96

38

100

82
68

19

99

64

48
42

.94

29

97

.89

45

99

82
32

625
1,675

50

.92

24

51

25

425
225

44

.93
.94
.95

99
100
99
100

255
765
320
865

56

19

Literature in
English
Mathematics
Music
Philosophy
Physics
Political

1,378

Science
Psychology
Sociology
Spanish

625
3.348
429
227

993
582

225
965

118

136

53

29

23

91

58
81

92

'Values fo editions introduced in 1976 (t974 for Geography and

'This is the standard deviation of the scores an exam nee would eam
it taking the test repeatedly. assuming that factors such as fatigue

cm* numbers in parentheses represent scaled scores that would have
been earned if the stele extended beyond 990. Scaled scores higher
than 990 are reported as 990.
!Estimated by the kuderitichardson formula (20) adapted for use with
formula 'cosine.

,..Is is noted on page 29. the percentage finishing the *nth'e test may
be misleading slime the number reaching the list question may differ

German).

Statistical Specifications and Characteristics
The statistical specifications call for the Advanced Tests to be of
middle difficulty, maximum reliability, and minimum speededness
within the time constraints. Data on the difficulty. reliability, and
speededness of the editions of each of the 20 tests introduced in
1976 (1974 for Geography and German) are given in Table 10. The
data are obtained for each test edition introduced.
For maximum effectiveness in guiding admission decisions. the
difficulties of questions should be such that about half the students

who are at the dividing line between admission and rejection
answer the questions correctly. If there were only one graduate
school and the ability level of students who just qualified for admission to that graduate school could be established, then the test
questions could be pitched at the ideal level of difficulty tor making
admission decisions at that school. Since there are hundreds of

graduate schools, a reasonable alternative is to construct tests

containing questions with a range o! difficulties, but with an
average question of such difficulty that halt the examinees who
respond to the question get it right.
In actuality, the Advanced Tests tend to be more difficult than the
specifications recommendett For only 13 of the test editions in Table 10 is the average percentage of examinees answering questions

correctly 50 percent or greater. One could infer that. tor a iive-

ChOiCe question the answer to which is known by hail the
examinees and is guessed by the other half, the most likely

were eliminable.

significantly from the number reaching the nexttolest question.

percentage choosing the correct answer would be 60 percent. This
is used as a reasonable standared of middle difficulty. Only one test
is easy enough that the average percentage of examinees correctly
answering the questions is 60 percent. The difficult questions are
especially effective in distinguishing among higher-scoring examinees, whereas easy questions are especially effective in distinguishing among lower-scoring examinees.
If tests scores are to have value, they must possess a high degree
of reliability. Reliability coefficients can range from 0.00 to 1.00. and
meaning can be attached to them in several different ways. The
method of determining reliability is discussed in Chapter 5. For the
purposes of discussion here, reliability will be considered a statis-

tical indicator of the tendency of a test to measure consistently
from one time to another.
The reliabilities of the Advanced Tests almost always exceed .90.
Such high reliabilities are desirable because the decisions being

made partly on the basis of the tests are significant ones with
considerable impact on people's lives. All the reliabilities in Table
10 equal or exceed .89. with six equal to or greater than .95. The
standard errors of measurement range from 1$ to 45 scaled score
points. with a median of 25. Only two tests have standard errors of
measurement greater than 29: they are the Advanced Mathematics
and Physics Tests. which have relatively few questions. The Ad-

vanced Mathematics Test has 66 questions and the Advanced
Physics Test 90. The nature of these fields, however, requires quite
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time-consuming questions. There is a reluctance to increase the

number of questions very close to the level that tends to produce indications of speededness. The reason is that reliability depends on

number of questions because this might shift the measurement emphasis away from problem-solving ability toward the recall of facts.

the number of questions included in the test. Observations show
that examinees are quite variable in the rapidity with which they
work. if the number of questions were reduced to allow at least 80
percent to complete every test. much useful information would be
sacrificed. and the test reliabilities would suffer accordingly.

In January 1978 the committee of examiners for the Advanced
Physics Test decided to raise the number of questions in the test to
100 to increase the reliability and decrease the standard error of
measurement.
The Advanced Tests are intended to be of such a length that most
examinees will have time to consider most, if not all. of the questions. Two speededness indicators are presented in Table 10; the
Percentage of students completing three-fourths of the test and the
percentage answering the last question. Of the two speededness indicators given in Table 10. the percentage completing three-fourths
of the test is the more reliable indicator. The percentage complet-

In the assembly of most Advanced Test editions. computed
statistical information is available only for the equating questions
and a few other questions. If the new edition is being equated
through one prior edition. statistical information will be available
for about 20 percent of the questions. It it is being equated through
two prior editions, as is often dons, information will be available for
about 40 percent of the questions. New questions are not pretested;
thus their statistical characteristics must be estimated.
Pretesting of questions for the Advanced Tests was introduced at

ing the test depends entirely on the number answering the last
question. Often there is quite a large difference between the
percentage reaching the next-to-last question and the percentage

one time but was later discontinued. Pretesting does permit

reaching the last question. One set of standards sometimes taken
to indicate that a test is a power test and lacks any significant speed
factor is that virtually all examinees reach three-fourths of the ques-

construction of tests whose actual characteristics will more closely
meet specifications than otherwise. However. it has proved possi-

ble to assemble Advanced Tests with fully adequate statistical
characteristics without pretesting new questions. (See the dis-

tions and 80 percent reach the last question. If "virtually all" is
defined as 99 percent to 100 percent. then only three tests did not
meet this standard. Although the tests are clearly designed to be
power rather than speed tests. there is a strong desire to keep the

cussion of pretesting in Chapter 2.)

Two or three subscores are reported for nine Advanced Tests.

The subscores are intended to provide information useful to

Table 11: Statistical Characteristics of the Advanced Test Subscores*
Member of
Examinees
in Groups on

Number of

Mike the

Reported
Scaled Submerse

Rap Oiled

Scaled
Subscores

Sonnet's

Iterantod Tam

Biology

Engineering

01 Maley

Re Keeney

Examinees

In Unpin

Are eased

Mean

Cellular & Subceiiular
Organismal
Population

4,001

64

Engineering
Mathematics Usage

1.310

64
64

Standard
Deviation

11
11

on which
the
Remaining
Oats Am
eased

1.300

11

Ammo
Parvenu.
of Examinees
Answering

Staimbrd
Error of
Re Dahill*

Measurement

Maudlin

of

of Subsea*

Correctly

Suessers

(Stele*

53%

.88

53

.82

59

.85

3.8
4.7
4.2

41

60

.86
.92

3.0

1.310

61

11
11

190

63
43

.93
.92

2.4
2.5

255

53

45

.89
.88

3.1

58

.84

3.7

61

4.1

French

interpretive Reading Skills
Literature & Civilization

190

52
52

9
9

Geography

Human
Physical

255

47
47

9
9

Strabgraphy, Paleontology,
and Geomorphology
Structural Geology and
Geophysics
Mineralogy, Petrology.
and Geochemistry

765

59

9

59

9

56

.87

3.4

59

9

53

.88

3.3

H.story

European
American

865

52
52

8
8

865

45
44

.92
.85

2.3
3.1

Music

Theory
History

582

51

10
10

580

51

58
48

.90
.94

3.1
2.3

3.348

55
55

9
9

1.675

47
56

.87
.85

3.3
3.5

227

55
55
55

11
11

225

54

.88
.89
85

3.8
3.7
4.2

Geology

Psychology

Experimental
Social

Spanish

Interpretive Reading Skills
Peninsular Topics
SpentShAMeriCee Topics

'Values to. editions introduced in 1976 a974 foi Gengrachy)
I

11

.(

765

51

46

3.0

students in assessing their strengths and weaknesses and useful to

in providing more specific information about the student's relative

institutions in guiding and placing students. Subscores are reported if the committee of examiners for a test identifies sub-

achievement in the subdivisions of the field. The correlations

scores judged to serve these purposes and if the reliabilities of the
subscores exceed .80. The number of subscores represents a compromise between the desire to report many subscores to more fully
describe the student's achievement and the desire to report subscores of sufficient reliability to be used with confidence. The reliability el a subscore depends in part on the number of questions

contributing to it. As the number of subscores increases. the
number of questions contributing to a subscore and hence the reliability of that subscore tend to decrease. Since subscores tend to

have lower reliabilities than total scores, they are more appropriately used for placement than admission decisions. Data on subscore performance. the average difficulty of questions contributing
to each eubscore, and the reliability of subscores are given in Table
11. All but two of the subscores have reliabilities at or above .85.
Table 12 shows the correlations of the subscores with each other
and with the total scores. The correlations (between .52 and .82) indicate that the subscores are sufficiently independent to be useful

between subscores and total scores are spuriously high because
the questions in each subscore make up a substantial portion,
sometimes more than half, of the questions contributing to the total
score.
Most students who take Advanced Tests also take the GRE Ap-

titudo Test. Correlations between verbal and quantitative ability
sco*es on the Aptitude Test and Advanced Test scores are shown in

Tole 13. These data are from 1967-68, the last time correlations
between Advanced Test and Aptitude Test scores were calculated.
The median correlation between Advanced Test score and verbal
ability score was .63. and the median correlation between Advat.ced Test score and quantitative ability score was .52. These cor-

relatons suggest that the Advanced Tests measure domains
substantially independent of the verbal and quantitative ability
measures of the Aptitude Test!
'Correlations between Advanced Test scores and the restructured Aptitude Teat scores,
melodic(' the enelvtleal ability Score. *ate not available at the time of Otis manual's
publication

Table 12: Correlations among Scores on the Advanced Tests
for which Subscores Are Reported
Salmon
Adverwed
Test

TONI

Stets

BIOLOGY: Total Score

(1) Cellular and Subcellular Biology
(2) Organisms, Biology
(3) Population Biology
ENGINEERING: Total Score

(1) Engineering
(2) Mathematics Usage
FRENCH: Total Score

(1) Interpretive Reading Skills
(2? Literature and Civilization
GEOGRAPHY: Total Score

(1) Human Geography
(.2) Physical Geography
GEOLOGY: Total Score
(1) St ratigra phy, Paleontology,
Geomorphology

Score

(1)

(2)

Ill

1.00
.84 to .87
.89 to .92
.85 to .87

.84 to .87
1,00
.64 to .68
.52 to .58

.89 to .92
.64 to .68

.85 to .87
.52 to .58
.70 to .73
1.00

1.00

.90 to .91
.91 to .92

.90 to .91
1.00
65 to .67

.91 to .92
.65 to .67
1.00

1.00
.93 to .94
.92 to .93

.93 to .94
1.00
.72 to .74

.92 to .93
.72 to .74
1.00

1.00
.92 to .96
.85 to .88

.92 to .96

.85 to .88
.63 to .68
1.00

1.00

.89

1.00

.63 to .68

1.00
.70 to .73

.90 to .91

.86 to .89

.63 to .70
.68 to .70
1.00

.89
.90 to .91
.86 to .89

1.00
.71 to .73
.63 to .70

.71 to .73
1.00
.68 to .70

1.00
.95 to .97
.89 to .90

.95 to .97

.89 to .90
.72 to .76

.72 to .76

1:00

MUSIC: Total Score
(1) /Theory of Music

1.00
.92 to .93

(2) History of Music

.96 to .97

.92 to .93
1.00
.77 to .82

.96 to .97
.77 to .82
1.00

.90 to .93
.90 to .92

.90 to .93
1.00
.67 to .73

1.00
.91 to .93
.87 to .88
.80 to .85

.91 to .93
1.00
.69 to .70
.63 to .72

.90 to .92
.67 to .73
1.00
.87 to .88
.69 to .70
1.00
.63 to .65

(2) Structural Geology, Geophysics
(3) Mineralogy, Petrology. Geochemistry
HISTORY: Total Score

(1) European History
(2) American History

PSYCHOLOGY: Total Score

(1) Experimental Psychology
(2) Social Psychology
SPANISH: Total Score
(1) Interpretive Reading Skills
(2) Peninsular Topics
(3) Spanish-American Topics

1,00

30
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1.00

.80 to .85
.63 to .72,
.63 to .65
1.00

Table 13: Correlations of Advanced Test Scores
with Aptitude Test Scores, 1967-68
Correlations Ilobyeen:

&Mond

Advanced

test see

Ability Scam

test and
Qusnetative
Ability Stores

4.696
2.486
(No test in 1967.68)

.66
50

.60
.58

Economics

1.930

66

.65

Education

2.746

71

.46

Engineering
French
Geography

4.259

49

61

1.292

69

.41

306
575

.53

.54

51

.50

.40

..

Advanced

Iasi
Biology
Chemistry
Computer Science

Geology

German

_

Number et
Examinees

Verbal

Tests with the highest correlations with quantitative ability scores
were, in order. Sociology. Economics, Mathematics. Engineering,
Biology, and Chemistry. The significance of these correlations is
discussed in Chapter 6 in relation to the construct validity of the Aptitude Test

Information Unique to Each Advanced Test

(No lest in 1967.68)

Several important categories of Information about each of the Advanced Tests are treated in Appendix IL which provides for each Advanced Test, where appropriate and available, the following:
1

A description of the test's content. specifications. and specific
problems associated with determining the test content,

2. Responses of students to questions about undergraduate background in the discipline.

History
Literature in English
Mathematics
Music
Philosophy'

4,919
6,276

61
75

40

3.279
647

55

.65

60

54

793

69

50

olfering by listing tests available in 1956-57, in 1'66 -67. and in

Physics

2.190
2.745

46

.55
.50

1976-77, with indications of changes that took place in the decades
between.

Political Science
Psychology
Sociology
Spanish

5,643
2,151
770

65
67

3- Reports of validity studies or other studies involving the test.
Table 14 provides a historical perspective on each Advanced Test

50

78

.67
.18

39

Reference
Graduate Record Examinations Board and Council of Graduate

The six Advanced Tests with the highest correlations with verbal

Schools in the United Slates. Graduate Programs and Ad-

ability scores were. in order, Sociology, Literature in English.

missions ,Wanual, 1976-77. Princeton, N.J.: Educational Testing

Education. French, Philosophy, and Psychology. The six Advanced

Service, 1976

Table 14: Advanced Tests Available
16 Taste .n 1556.57

Mates in 1957.1966

Biology
Chemistry
Economics
Education
Engineering

Business. Geography.
Music. Physical Educe-

]
1

1

non, and Speech were
added.

French

f

Geology

!

Government
History

;
!

Literature
Mathematics

RW05907
Physics
Psychology

Sociology
Spanish

i

fj

21 tuts in 196647
Biology
Business

Chemistry
Economics
Education
Engineering
French
Geography
Geology
Government
History
Literature
Mathematics
Music
Philosophy
Physical Education
Physics
Psychology
Sociology
Spanish

Mops in 1967.1976
Business, Physical Education. and
Speech were dropped: Computer
Science and German were added:
Anthropology was added. then dropped.
The name of Government*was
changed to Political Science. and the
name of Literature was changed to

Literature in English.

20 tests in 1976.77

Biology
Chemistry
Computer Science
Economics
Education
Engineering
French
Geography
Geology
German

History
Literature in English
Mathematics
Music
Philosophy
Physics
Political Science
Psychology
Sociology
Spanish

Speech
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Chapter 5
STATISTICAL METHODS AND ANALYSES OF
THE GRADUATE RECORD EXAMINATIONS

The psychometric problems of the Graduate Record Examinations
Program are similar to those toohd in any testing program with the
following characteristics: (a) the services offered are based on a

battery of tests rather than on a single test: (b) the tests are
administered more than once a year: (c) they are administered over

an extended period of years: and (d) the complex nature of the
services includes providing information used in making decisions
that have a long-term effect on individuals and are important for institutions.
In a testing program in which only one test and one administration are involved. the score scale may be defined in any convenient
and arbitrary fashion. For example, the score scale for grading
final examination prepared for evaluating one class of students is
selected by the person who does the evaluating and adequately
serves the dual purposes of ranking the students in that class and
establishinp an acceptable level of perfor.-nance. No further use of
the scale is anticipated.
However, when morelhan one test or score is involved, it may be

desirable to introduce some kind of linkage that binds each test
scale to the othl3rs in a manner that will facilitate score interpretation. Up until 147,7. the Aptitude Test provided two basic measures
of academic potential that have been widely used in admissions de-

cisions. It is obvious that reporting the verbal and quantitative
ability scores on a single scale was a necessary convenience, it is
'equally obvious that the new analytical ability measure, introduced
as part of the Aptitude Test in the fall of 1977, be reported on that
same scale. In the case of the Advanced Tests. however. it is not so
obvious, but the early years of experience with the development of
the Graduate Record Examinations showed that there were decided advantages in having a scale structure that would reflect the
relative ability levels of students who elect the various major fields.
This is the kind of scaled-score system currently used in the GRE
Program.
A testing program that involves multiple administrations within a
relatively short period of time must provide alternate forms of each
test and comparability of scores across test forms. Each alternate
form must satisfy to a high degree all the requirements of parallelism in both COntent and statistical characteristics with the form it

to replace. Because alternate forms will inevitably' differ
somewhat in difficulty level, some statistical adjustments must be
made in the score conversion to make the scores reported on the
two forms directly comparable. This adjustment is accomplished
through the statistical procedure of equating.
When a test is administered frequently over an extended period
of time, it becomes necessary to insure the stability of the scale so
that the experience gained In interpreting scores earned in previous years can be applied to interpreting scores earned in the current year, This requires that test forms be indeed parallel so as to
is

minimize the statistical errors of equating. At the same time,
however, there is a psychometric need to allow for revisions in
content that reflect advancements in knowledge and changing curricular emphasis within a field. The conflict between the statistic&
requirements for scale stability and the psychometric requirements
32

for test vitality is resolved by permitting gradual content revision
combined with tight statistical control of the scale.
Although scaling and equating procedures provide for consistency 'in reporting scores. the interpretation of those scores must
be enhanced by information on the ranking of each score among all
other scores for some meaningful group. Therefore, normative in-

formation Is provided along with ihef interpretive data to help
students and graduate school repr sentatives.compare theperformance of an indivi
f others. The Guide to the Use of
the Graduate RecOrd Examinations provides three sets of normative or interpretive tables. The first set provides percentile ranks for

selected scaled scores for the total GRE population taking a
particular test within a recent three-year period. The second set
provides the same kind of information for recent GRE National
Program seniors and nonenrolled college graduates (the typical ap-

plicants for admission to graduate schools. approximately 60
percent of the total GRE population) who have taken the Aptitude
Test and may have taken an Advanced Test. The third set, which Is
based on this same group. provides Aptitude Test score distribu-

tions based on the classification of the examinees by intended
graduate major field. (As data are accumulated for the restructured

Aptitude Test, first administered in October 1977. they will be
presented in succeeding issues of the Guide.)

Development of the GRE Scaled-Score System
The scaled-scoie system used in the GRE Program defines a scaled
score of 500 as the mean of the score distribution for the particular
standardization or reference group on which the scale is based and

100 as the standard deviation of that distribution. Scores are

reported as three-digit scores ending in zero and having a
maximum, permitted range of 200 to 900 for the Aptitude Test and

200 to 990 for the Advanced Tests. Prior to 1952 each test was
scaled independently of the others by setting the mean of the group
that took the test equal to 500 and the standard deviation equal to

100. Shortly before t952. the Advanced tests were extensively
revised and the allotted testing time was extended from one hour
and forty-five minutes to three hours. As a result of these changes
in the tests and changes in the GRE population, a decision was

made to restate the tests and to recognize the advantages of
changing the type of scaled-score system used.

Students majoring in different fields generally exhibit different
levels and ranges of aptitude development, in the redesign of the
scaled-score system. these differences were to be taken into account and incorporated in the scales for the individual Advanced
Tests. The data for the-rescaling were collected in the spring of
1952 and consisted of scores earned by 2.095 graduating seniors in
11

colleges. This group was considered at that time to be

reasonably representative of the GRE senior population. and,
therefore. a scale system based on their performance would have
normative properties useful in the interpretation of scores obtained
by other groups in subsequent administrations.
Each student in the 1952 scaling group took the Aptitude Test

and also the Advanced Test appropriate to his or her major field
The scale for each score (verbal ability and quantitative ability) on
the Aptitude Test was established by setting the total-group mean
equal to 500 and the standard deviation equal to 100. This process.
Which preserved the rank order of the students, resulted in a linear
transformation for converting raw scores to scaled scores.
For the scaling of the Advanced Tests. a more complex statistical
procedure was employed. Fitr each Advanced Test subgroup.
regression coefficients were determined for predicting Advanced
Test scores from the verbal and quantitative ability scores on the
Aptitude Test. Estimations were then made of the raw-score mean
and standard deviation of the entire standardization group on that
Advanced Test. The estimated mean was then set equal to 500 and
the estimated Standard deviation equal to 100. The equations for
estimating the mean and standard deviation were developed by
Ledyard R Tucker and are reprinted below from the article written
by Schultz and Angoff (1956) describing the 1952 scaling experiment.

Notation-

v,q = scaled scores on the verbal and quantitative parts of the
Aptitude Test
x = raw scores on the Advanced Test
t = entire standardization group (2.095 seniors)
s = Advanced Test subgroup
M. rr= = estimated mean and variance
M. 72 = obtained mean and variance
b = regression coefficient
Cs = covariance betv,ten verbal and quantitative

The estimated mean and the estimated variance for the 2.095
seniors in the standardization group are given by the equations:

M,) i b...., (MN

1;45

2b
The linear transformation to obtain scaled scores (y) from raw
scores ix) is defined by the equation:

y -- A x t13.
where

A=

Test

Sutra',
Biology
Chemistry
Economics
Education
Engineering

Wilt,

N

209
180
239
180
151

French

32

Geology

35

German'
History
Literature

10
181

239

Willem- cs

81

Philosophy
Physics

31

49

Moan

s.0.

Mari

486
507
476
438
454
520
473
543
517
564
508
563
531

94

499
562
516
434
570
453
500
495
468
463

96
89

86
92
92
92
69

93
98

S.P. I
87

99
99
83

86
72

86

93
96
106

587

93

89

521

633

90
79

Tests.

Anthropology
Business
Computer Science
Geography

Adveneett
Test
Mean

S.O.

495
530
494
446
497
533
488

96

93

485
495
447

34

498
527
482
529

102

451

83

2,095

500

100

500

100

146

Sociology
Spanish

127

Entire Scaling
Group

171

94

86
77

the UP lest in 1970)

(scaled in 1964 for the GRE Institutional

Music

Program. added to the GRE National Program
in 1965)

97

Physical Education

93
98
92

SPeech

(available in 1962. extensively revised end rescaled in 1965. withdrawn in 1970)
{scaled in 1963. withdrawn in 1970)

97

For each of these tests. the scaling process involved using the

97

verbal and quantitative ability scores of the group taking the test to
estimate the Advanced Test performance of the original 1952 Standardization group and setting the estimated mean equal to 500 and

506
548
542
549
546

101

496
512
474
520

97
96
96
99

99
97
97

tStablIShIng the ccsle
The German subgroup was too email for use
to69
for this Advanced Test A revised version of the test was sealed
in the Undergraduate Program
ar.d Angoft
(Tee interrestioe ,n the above table was taken from

09501

{scaled in 1968. withdrawn in 1971)
{scaled in 1964, withdrawn in 1970)
{scaled ir. 1976)
{scaled in 1966)
(scaled in 1969 in the Undergraduate Program

as a Field Test; GRE counterpart equated to

101

Political
Science
Psychology

A

titude Test. The scale was established by using the relationships
among the three scores. thus reflecting the aptitude level and range
of the group tested. The following tests were introduced alter the
1952 scaling administration:

79

80
86
90

B = 500

As can be seen in Table 15. the Advanced Test mean for the
subgroup that actually took that test reflects the aptitude level of
that group. This kind of difference in Aptitude Test Performance
was taken into account in establishing the scales for the Advanced

Gerfnan
Quantitative

Verbal
AWRY

and

As each new test was added to the GRE battery, it was placed on
the GRE scale in a similar mariner. The Scaling sample consisted of
the first group of seniors who took the new test along with the Ap-

Table 15: Scaled-Score Means and Standard 11
Deviations of the 1952 Standardization Group/
Adventatl

100

the estimated standard deviation equal to 100. A significant difference between the scaling of these tests and the scaling of those
included in the 1952 scaling experiment lies in the fact that the relationships among the verbal and quantitative ability and Advanced
Test scores are based on more recent populations. The Possible effect this might have on Interpretation of the scores is discussed in
the section dealing with the rescaling study of 1967-68 (page 38.)

Scaling Of the Analytical Ability Measure
The introduction of the new analytical ability measure in the GRE
Aptitude Test in October t977 Presented a new scaling problem. If
the analytical measure had beer, introduced with the verbal end
33

quantitative measures in the original 1952 scaling administration,
the analytical ability scores would have been put on scale by setting
the mean of the standardization group equal to 500 and the standard deviation equal to 100, as was done with the verbal and quantitative ability scores. Obviously, this procedure was not possible in
1977

The correlations of the analytical ability measure with the verbal
and quantitative ability measures are nearly equal and are rather

high. approximately 76 for verbal and 74 for quantitative The
method selected for scaling the analytical ability score consisted of

averaging the-vearbal and quantitative ability score means and
variances using 0-weights. as shown in the following formulas.

a very small-volume field, and it is unlikely that more than 150
examinees will take the Advanced Geography Test at one time.
whereas the volume for the Aptitude Test will exceed 50.000
examinees. In the case of Advanced Geography. the small sample

size is balanced to some degree by the fact that the sample

Estimate of the analytical score mean

represents the population. In all cases. successful GRE equating is

A. . M.

:A..,

facilitated by the standardization and tight control of the test

M.,

administrations.
The choice of equating method is dictated in part by sampling
possibilities and in part by test construction. The Aptitude Test is
perhaps the most important test in the GRE battery and the most
widely used. For security reasons, it is constructed so that each test

and of the varteine
'

it. }'

14

Item appears in only one form. This fact, Combined with the

whrire

r,

the test length should be changed. Changes of this kind. however,
are purposely introduced gradually to avoid a serious effect on the
comparability of scores across forms,
In the planning of an equating experiment, every reasonable effort is made to establish samples that are large and representative.
Practical circumstances do occasionally necessitate compromise.
Sample size Is limited by the nature of the test and the number of
examinees tested in one administration. For example. geography is

availability of large samples. permits the use of an equaling method
that should not be used for the Advanced Tests.
A review of the most fundamental method of equating is a useful
preface to discussion of the methods used for equating the GRE
Aptitude Test and Advanced Tests. In this method, the old form and

r..., r,,,

r

r,.,

.

the new form of a test are administered to the same group of

1

and the means and variances are in scaled-score units The resulting means and standard deviations for the October 1977 scaling
administration are. 503 and 126 for verbal ability, 525 and 133 for
quantitative ability. and 513 and 129 for analytical ability.

Score Equating and Related Concerns
The purpose of equating is to permit introduction of new forms of a
test to replace old forms without losing comparability of reported

scores and long-term coatinuity of the established score scale
Among the conditions for sound equating are tour of particular importance- the new form must be parallel to the old form: the equating samples must be adequate in size and must represent the popu-

lation for which the test was designed, the conditions of test
administration must be carefully controlled, and the equating
method must be appropriate for the particular equating experiment. In practice. however, compromises are sometimes necessary
to accommodate other considerations governing the policies of the
testing program
A rigid interpretation of the conditions of parallelism would result

examinees. and the assumption is made that performance on the
second form is in no way affected by the fact that the examinees
have previously taken the first form. The scale of measurement of
the second form is then transformed in such a way tha: the frequency distribution of the transformed scores will be statistically
equivalent to that of the raw scores on the first form. This can be accomplished through a linear transformation that sets the raw-score
mean and standard deviation of the new form equal to the corresponding raw-score statistics of the old form.
Let

X = raw score on the new form,
Y = raw score on the old form.
M, raw-score mean and standard deviation for the new form.
M, = raw-score mean and standard deviation for the old form,

a, b, , conversion parameters for transforming raw scores en X
to the scale of Y.
Then.
and

rr, = a, tr..
=

in production of a test built with the same content specifications.
the same number of test items.' the same !evel and spread of
difficulty, and the same reliability as the old form. Even with this ob-

M, =
M,

a.m

J

Conversion Parameters

leclive governing test construction, the requirements for paral-

These 'parameters convert the X scores to scores on the Y raw.
score scale. If the old form has already been put on a scale for

lelism can never be precisely met, but the deviations are small and
the statistical adjustments of the equating are adequate Advanced
Test committees of examiners may born time to time reassess the

reporting, it has conversion parameters A, and 13, Thus. the scores
on the new form can be put on the same scale for reporting by using the transformation:

content specifications and possibly make changes that reflect
changes in curricula and in populations An examination of the

content specifications of the old form may indicate that the

Scaled Score = A, X

difficulty level is no longer appropriate for current grouos or that
A!f ORE Iii,.: 01)1.5tonv aro ob.oeir,
10C11.* Ml quoqt$etn 14

w

r on,!...r.ar (,,$ h tr.

hp

11.$4

...M.N.

I

fa,.

where

A, = A, a,

and

B,

A, b., - 13,

This fundamental method has a serious weakness in that the
assumption on which It is based is not valid The effects of practice

14

4,

and/or fatigue are disturbing factors that make the method unacceptable in almost all circumstances. However, the idea of having
the group taking the new form equivalent to the group taking the
old form is sound and forms the basis tor other equating methods.
The methods actually used currently in the GRE Program are dis-

into one sample), with estimated mean and standard deviation on
the new form and estimated mean and standard deviation on the
old form. These estimated values are then set equal to each other
by applying the procedures described in the introduction to equat-

cussed in the next sections.

ing,
Two methods for estimating the means and standard deviations
are used. The first, proposed by Ledyard Tucker and referred to as

Aptitude Test Equating. Because the examinee volume for the Aptitude Test is so large. the problem of getting two equating samples

the Tucker equations, is appropriate when the new-form and the
old-form samples are well matched. The equations for estimating
are given below in the notation used in the introduction to this section, expanded to include sample identification and several addi-

(one for the new torm and one for the old form) that can be
considered equivalent Is solved by making use of a test administration practice called -spiraling." The test books are packaged in spiraled order, alternating Form A (the old form) with Form B (the new

form) in such a manner that at every testing center half the
examinees lake Form A and the other half Form B. Because the
volume insures samples of more than 10,000 cases, the two groups

are considered comparable and the random errors of sampling
negligible. The assumption is then made that the scaled-score
mean and standard deviation for the group taking the new form
should be equal to the corresponding measures for the old form
The computation is the same as that described in the introduction

tional terms.
Let

X -= the score on the new form taken by group a,
Y - the score on the old form taken by group A
V = the score on the equaling subtest taken by the total group I.
where t = a 4- ft,
kol. = the estimated mean of the total group on Form X,

C, = the estimated variance (square of the standard deviation of
the total group on Form X),

to equating.

Under certain circumstances, spiraling cannot be used. For
example. when the timing of the new form is different from that of
the old form, the Iwo forms cannot be administered together in the
same testing room. This was the situation with the introduction of

Then

A.1 -= Ail +

the restructured Aptitude Test in October 1977. The equating
problem was solved by using an external equating subtest to establish a link between the old form and the new one. In the January
1977 administration, four different versions of a currenitorm of the
Aptitude Test were used to establish four old-form equaling samples. Two versions included verbal equating sub tests as Section lV
(the pretest section) and Iwo had quantitative equating subtests. In
the October 1977 administration, each of the two new forms also

had four versions with the same four equating subtests. Each
equating subtest was used as common material to link the new
verbal measure (or quantitative measure) to its old counterpart.
thus providing two independent links between each new and old
form. The equations used to establish these relationships are discussed in the following section on Advanced Test equating.
Advanced Test Equating. The relatively small samples available for
equating the Advanced Tests make the spiraling technique undesirable because the random sampling error would be unacceptably
high. Therefore. a different procedure for establishing equivalent
samples is required. The new-form sample generally consists of all
examinees tested in the current administration. The old-form
sample is selected from groups tested in previous administrations
and is matched, insofar as possible, to the expected performance
Wei of the new-form group. Both forms of the lest contain a com-

mon subset of items that represents the total test in content
and statistical properties Since the two forms of the test are
parallel. it is reasonable to assume that the practice of fact of taking
the equating subset on the scores obtained on the total test rs the

same for both groups. The observed relationships between total
score and equating subset score for the two groups are used to
make a statistical estimate of the total-score mean and standard deviation of the combined groups on each of the twc forms Thus, we
now have one sample (the new- a:. i old-form samples combined

and

&,,,

= c,,. .

C.

(M,..

M,..)

,

c:I(.- c,v).
a

These equations provide estimates of the total-group mean and
variance on Test X. There is a parallel set of equations for test Y
based on the observed statistics of the ligroup. From this point on.
the procedures are those described previously for equating means
and standard deviations. The disadvantage of this method Is that it
is based on two conditions that are not always satisfied in practice:
that the two forms are parallel and that the two samples are similar.

The Levine (1955) equations (also called the major axis equations) wore developed for use in those situations not appropriate
for the Tucker equations. In practice it is not always possible to
select similar equating samples, and the Levine equations are
preferred in this case. There are four sets of equations for estimat-

ing total-group means and variances when both total test and
equating subtests are scored in the same way. (in the GRE Program

scores are all computed by the formula: Rights - k x Wrongs.)
Two sets are based on the condition of equal reliabilities of the two
forms, and the other two on the condition cf unequal reliabilities.

Each of these pairs is further categorized oy the location of the
equaling subtest: internal (included in the total sclre) or external
(equating subtest separate from the total testi. For most Advanced
Test equating experiments, the reliabilities are assumed to be equal

(same timing, same number of items, and parallel forms) and
the equating subtest is part of the total test. For some experiments,
the reliabilities are assumed tc be unequal because a significant
change has occurred. On rare occasions, the equating subtest may
be administered as a separate test.
Using the same notational system that was used in the preceding
explanations, we have four sets of equations for estimating totalgroup means and variances:
35

1. Equal rehatuhties. equating subtest included in the total test

C.,

ac...

In a practical equating experiment, rt Is usually not possible to

predict that the two equating samples will be well matched,

(c,

c

).

For this case, and also for the three other Cases. there is a
parallel set of equations for Form Y based on the observed
statistics of the $ group. This set of equations is the one most
frequently used in equating the GRE Advanced Tests.

Therefore, the common practice Is to apply both the Tucker and the
appropriate Levine methods and exercise the option of choosing
the more appropriate method when the sample statistics become
known. This Is done by comparing the performance of the two samples on the common measure, the equating subset V:
j M,
.

X0.25

'Test of significance for the difference of the
means)

< 1.25

(Test of significance for the difference of the
standard deviations)

,,

0.80 <

2- Unequal reliabilities. equating subtest included in the total test.

C,rs

If both these statements are true in a given equating experiment,
then the two samples are sufficiently similar and the Tucker method
is preferred. If either one is not true, then the samples are
sufficiently different to make the Levine estimates the better choice.

CM%

oa.., -(t,-'
r%

The factor 0 in the estimate of the total-group variance appears
in both estimates of variance (for Test Y as well as for Test X) and
consequently drops out in the computation of the conversion
parameter,a,. Therefore, there is no need to compute it. These
equations are used for equating Advanced Tests that have un-

dergone some change. When the timing. for example, was
decreased from 180 minutes to 170 minutes in 1972. this method
was used for all the tests

3 Unequal reliabilities. equating subtest external to the total test
C%%.,

C:.

C

(C

CC

As in the second case given above, the factor 0 appears in both
estimates of variance and consequently drops out in the computation of a,. and there is no need to compute it. This method is
used when the new form has no items in common with the old

form and differs from it in a nontrivial way. This was the case
with the equating of the verbal and quantitative parts of the first
restructured Aptitude Test forms introduced in October 1977. It
would be used with an Advanced Test under unusual circumstances, but this is not likely to happen

4 Equal rellabilities, equating subtest external to the total test

C.,

- C.,

CC

.

(C'

Subscore Scaling
Subscore reporting was first used in the Graduate Record Examina-

tions Program in 1965, when a revised version of the Advanced
Speech Test was introduced. (The test was withdrawn in 1970.)
Subscore reporting was next used with the Advanced Geography
Test in 1969. In 1972, subscore reporting service was expanded and
now includes nine Advahced Tests: Biology, Engineering, French,
Geography, Geology, History, Music, Psychology, and Spanish. In

each case. the subscores for the first form were scaled by setting
the subscore mean equal to one-tenth the total-score scaled-score
mean and the subscore standard deviation equal to one-tenth the
total-score scaled-score standard deviation. Thus, the subscore
scale is a two-digit scale directly related to the total-score scale and
having a maximum permitted range of 20 to 99. For example, if an
examinee has an Advanced Biology score of 600 and is a biology
major, his or her performance on the three subscores is likely to be
in the range of 56 to 64.
After the initial scaling of the subscores. some problems were en-

countered in using common-item equating (equating subtest) for
the subscores of subsequent forms. Both the Tucker and the Levine
methods require each new form to have items in common with the
old form. For sound equating, each test or subtest must include at
least 20 items in common with the old form. Therefore, a test with
three subscores would require at least 60 items in common with the
old form, and that amount of overlap is not acceptable for security
reasons. A compromise solution to this problem is to scale the subscores of each new form through the total score, as was done In the

initial scaling of the subscores: in the case of the Advanced
Geography Test, the results of this kind of equating were compared

with the common-item equating method in 1969, and the two
methods were found to yield almost identical results. Since that ekperiment, the scaling procedure has been used to place the subscores of new forms on the GRE subscore scale for reporting.

Stability of the Scale

This fourth set of equations has not yet been used in the
Graduate Record Examinations Program. but It may be used for
Aptitude Test equating in the future The strongest advantage of
this method is that it permits the Introduction of a new form that
has no items in common with previous forms
36

The preceding discussion of total-score equating explains how the
form-to-form relationships are established. It implies a sequential
operation extending over a long period of time in which each new
form is equated to its immediate predecessor. If that procedure

4

academic year and more than ten forms in a five-year period Com-

Form A is the first form in the series. Form B is equated to Form A
Then Form C is equated to both A and B. and the bisector of the
angle between the two equating lines is used for the final conversion. In the same manner. 0 is related to both C and A. E is related
to B and O. and F is related to E and C. These equating practices are

parability of scores across forms is such an essential part of the

effective in establishing and maintaining a score scale with the

G4E score reporting service that considerable effort is expended in
establishing and maintaining scale stability.
One solution to this problem is the use of a statistical technique

following characteristics for each test:

were followed in practice without modification. the stet:ily of the
scale would be in Jeopardy and scale "wobble" could develop. This
presents a serious problem in a program such as GRE. in which as

many as five test forms may be used interchangeably in one

called double part -score equating. In this procedure, each new
form of a test is equated to two old forms instead of one. thus obtaining two conversion lines relating scores on the new form to the
GRE scale The final conversion line is the bisector of the angle
formed by these two lines

A, X

B.

be the conversion tine obtained by equating Test x
to one old form.

and
Y

represents the same level of development or achievement
regardless of the test form on which the score was earned.

2. That number represents the same level of development or
achievement for any individual or group of individuals taking the
test.

3. That number represents the same level of development or
achievement for any form of the test administered over an

Let
Y

1. The number designating a particular point On the scale

A; X

B

the conversion line obtained by equating Test X to a
second old form

Then the bisector of these two lines is Y z AX
A

A, \ 1

A:

i -A!

A. \

\1

B. where

A,1

extended period of time.

The effectiveness of these procedures is illustrated in Figure 1,
which shows the mean scaled scores of the National Science Foundation (NSF) Graduate Fellowship applicants in engineering from
1960 to 1970.

Figure 1: Level of Performance of NSF FirstYear
Engineering Applicants
Scaled
Score

A,

and
B,

-A - B:
\1

......

750

-

Quantitative
Engineering

A7

700

The effect of this procedure is that small equating errors are
650

averaged out over a period of time.

Planning of the sequence of double equating involves -braiding.- a technique for establishing form-to-form relationships that
reduces the danger of developing distinct scale strands.** Tne
equating sequence shown on the diagram below illustrates this principle For each arrow linking a new form to a previous form. there
must be a set of equating items common to both forms

Verbal

60°550
1960

1962

1964

1966

1966

1970

Administration Year
The NSF applicant groups applying for first-year graduate fellowships are similar from year to year. The expectation is that their test
performance will exhibit the same characteristics over a 10-year pe-

riod. The graph shOws that their mean scores on the Advanced
Engineering Test and the Aptitude Test between 1960 and 1970

B

Form

have remained as steady as can be expected.

Stability of the ScaledScore System
There is yet another aspect of scale stability that. although dependent on the stability maintained through equating. can be affected by factors outside the statistical considerations described in
the preceding sections. In the description of thedevelopment of the
GRE scaled -score system. emphasis was placed on the relationship
between Aptitude and Advanced Test scores and the fact that the
scale for each Advanced Test was designed to reflect the ability
level of the population taking the test. Figure 1 shows the stability

Form E

of that relationship for the Advanced Engineering Test. The

Formrp

engineering applicant group is, as one would expect, a relatively
high ability group. and the verbal and quantitative ability score
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means are well above the GRE average The mean scores on the Ad-

vanced Engineering Test are consistently between the verbal and

quantitative means, thus showing the expected relationships
among the three scores and demonstrating the stability of the GRE
scaled-score system as far as the Advanced Engineering Test is
concerned
The GRE scaled-score system is defined in terms of the basic

By 1968 the accumulated evidence of changes in the meaning of
the scaled -score system was sufficient to warrant a statistical investigation. A resealing study based on the 1967-68 scores was begun
in 1968 to determine what had happened to the scale in the 15 years
since its development. A report of the results of this study was prepared for the GRE Board (Wallmark. 1969), showing tne magnitude

of the change for each test. As had been predicted, the major

reference group of 1952 and the educational experience of that
group. What happens when the educational experience of more
recent groups differs drastically from that of the 1952 group/ A few
years before 1960. there was a strong movement of mathematics
curriculum revision that introduced concepts of modern
mathematics into the high school curriculum and then intr the elementary school curriculum The effect of this movement was to

changes occurred in mathematics and the sciences. The results of
the study are summarized in Table 16, which shows the means and
standard deviations on the Aptitude Test and on the Advanced Test
for each Advanced Test group. A comparison of the old-scale and
possible new-scale statistics shows the magnitude of the adjust-

speed up the mathematics experience of some students before they
reached college and to enable them to do college level work while

and Physics Tests.

ment that would result from a rescaling. Note in particular the
decreases in standard deviations for the Advanced Mathematics

still in high school. Consistent with that curriculum change is the
change in performance on the GRE Advanced Mathematics Test
shown in Figure 2, which presents the mean scores of NSF first-

Table 16: Scaled Score Means and
Standard Deviations of the
1967-68 Resealing Samples

year applicants in mathematics

I

Figure 2. Level of Performance of NSF First-Year
Mathematics Applicants
Scaled
Score
Mathematics
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I
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700

Geography
Geology
I
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1964

1966
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1988
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Administration Year
The relationship between each Advanced Mathematics Test mean
and the corresponding Aptitude Test means is near the expected
value from 1960 to 1962, but the consistent upward trend in the Advanced Mathematics 'Test means is not accompanied by a corresponding trend in the Aptitude Test means. From 1964 to 1970
land continuing to the present). the Advanced Mathematics Test
performance is significantly higher than one would expect from the
Aptitude Test performance
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The resealing study demonstrated that the across-field comparisons of.Advanced Test scores that were possible with the 1952
senior population could not be made with the 1967-68 senior popu-

iation: and such comparisons cannot be made with a current

Resealing Study of 1967-68

group, The GRE Board considered the implications of the study of
the scale and deliberated over the possibility of resealing the Ad-

The trend observed in the case of the NSF first-yea: mathematics
applicants was also evident in the general GRE population for other

vanced Tests Resealing would have permitted users to make
limited comparisons of Advanced Test scores in different fields

iests. It was inevitable that long-range factors would change the
moaning of the scaled-score system and affect the interpretation of
GRE scores Among the changes that were operating since the establishment of the scale were changes in the GRE population (approximately a threelold increase in Aptitude Test volume from 1964
to 19701, curriculum changes at the high school level (CORP
Chemical Bond Approach Prowl CHEMS Chemical Education
Material Study: BSCS. Biological Sciences Curriculum Study
PSSC Physical Science Study Committee. SMSG- School Mettlemahes Study Group. etc ). and changes in the relationships among

However, resealing would als0 have meant that past scores and rescaled scores for a given Advanced Test would not have the same
meaning and could not be compared. The issue was fundamentally

the GRE verbalability. quantita !wee bility. and Advanced Test scores

would find comparability across years to be essential to study of the

this: Which will be more beneficial to most users the ability to
compare the Advanced Test scores of people in different fields taking different Advanced Tests or the ability to study score trends ef-

fectively within a field? Although fellowship sponsors might find
comparisons of Advanced Test scores across fields to be important,
most institutions using the scores would be interested in compar-

ing the scores of students taking the same Advanced Test and

t

)

where

usefulness of the scores .1ver a period of time. Thus, it was decided
to continue use of the original scale, to meet the needs of the ma-

the estimated reliabitity of test
the observed variance of lest t.
n = the number of items in test t.

jority of users. and to provide rescaling information to fellowship
sponsors requiring the capacity for across-field comparisons of Advanced Tests to supplement the across-field comparisons already
possible using the Aptitude 'Tesl. Thus, the Guide to the Use of the
Graduate Record Examinations instructs users that scores across
Advanced Tests are not comparable although scores from one year"
to the next for a given Advanced Test are comparable. Although the
linkage of the Advanced Tests with the Aptitude Test has not been
sustained, for historical reasons any newly introduced Advanced
Test is scaled by the same method used in the past, providing initial
linkage in the year of introduction

and

pq = the average of the item variances.

This Kuder-Richardson formula (20) has been adapted for formula
scoring (see page 43). It provides an average of all reliability
coefficients that can be obtained from all possible ways of splitting
the test.

Reliebility and Error of Measurement
Reliability is the extent to which a test is consistent in measuring
whatever it does measure. it indicates now much of the variation in
the results of testing a group of individuals can be attributed to the
systematic sources of variation one is trying to measure and how
much to other sources of variation that may be classed as errors of
measurement. The index of reliability is usually stated as a correlation coefficient for two sets of similar measurements and may be interpreted as the ratio of the true-score variance to the observedscore variance
One method of estimating the reliability of a test is to administer
the test twice to the same group of individuals and to correlate the
two sets of measurements. Because this method has both statistical

mula (20} results obtained on moderately speeded forms of the
College Board Scholastic Aptitude Test with results obtained by us-

ing three other methods and demonstrated that the KuderRichardson formula (20) can be used with confidence for estimating the reliability of tests that are moderately speeded.
Reliability coefficients indicate the portion of score variance that
can be attributed to true-score variation, but it is of limited value for
test users. The standard error of measurement is the statistic commonly used to interpret scores because it is a measure of reliability

stated in score units and indicates the probable range of discrepancy between the observed scores and the true scores of a

and Practical disadvantages, it is seldom used For the GRE this
procedure would introduce memory as an unwanted factor of
systematic variation, thus overestimating the reliability. The main
practical disadvantage for GRE is that the three-hour time limn 01
each testing session is excessive for a double session and would introduce a factor 01 fatigue

The statistical disadvantage of the test-retest method can be
overcome by using an alternate parallel form of the test for the
second testing Although this second method does not solve the
problem of the practical disadvantages mentioned above. it is the
preferred method when speed is an important factor in the scores
The spef-halves method. a variation of the parallel-forms method.
can be used for estimating the reliability of tests that are sufficiently
long One form of the test is administered to a group of individuals
The lest is divided into halves for scoring, and the correlation of the
two sets of scores is uSed as the reliability estimate after correction

for test length The difficulty with this method lies in splitting the
lest into halves that can be considered parallel in both content and
statistical properties The main advantage. however. is that the ef-

fects of content sampling are considered without the effects of
memory or response variation over time.
The method of estimating reliability coefficients used in the GRE

group, In interpreting lest scores for a group, one may say that the
true score for each individual in the group lies within an interval extending from one standard error above to one standard error below
the observed score and expect to be right about 2 limes out of 3. By
extending the range to two standard errors above and below the
observed score. one increases the proportion of correct statements
to 95 out of 100.

Item and Test Analysis
Equating is based on the assumption that the various forms of a test

are parallel in both content and difficulty. To the extent that this
condition is not met, the standard error of measurement computed
from a distribution of scores earned on a number of different forms
would be higher than that estimated from scores on Only one form
of the test. it is obvious. therefore. that achieving parallelism is an
important aspect of test construction, and quality control
procedures must be established to evaluate the success of that effort. The specifications for any given test within the GRE Program

consist of three principal elements: 1} the distribution of item
content and Skills to be assessed: 2) the distribution of item

Program employs analysis of variance procedures with a single
administration of one test form This method. proposed by Kuder

difficulty; and 3) the distribution of ilem-test correlations. This sec-

and Richardson (1937) and further developed by Gressel (1940), is
based on interitem correlations and lends itself well to computer
processing The formula. now known as Kuder-RictiardsOn tormula
(201. :s given below

tion is concerned with the Iwo latter elements and with olher
psychometric properties of the test,

Item Analysis
Item analysis is a statistical procedure that provides detailed information about each item, describing the relative attractiveness of
the options, the difficulty level of the item for the analysis sample.

npti
r)

There has been considerable debate among measurement specialists as to the appropriateness of the Kuder- Richardson formula
(20) in estimating the reliability of a test when all examinees do not
finish the test. The criticism is important for the GRE Program because some of the Advanced Tests show moderate speededness
when the usual criteria are applied. However, a good portion of the
"speededness" may reasonably be attributed to difficulty. Frances
Swineford (1973} made a comparison of the Kuder-Richardson for-

1
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the power of the item to discriminate among the examinees with
respect to a given criterion. and the way the item functions in a
particular test.

Before an item is used in a final form of the Aptitude Test, it is
pretested and analyzed to identify possible weaknesses and to determine difficulty level and discrimination. Items that pass inspection are then placed in an item pool to make them available for test
assembly: those that do not pass are rewritten to correct the flaws
or are discarded. In the GRE Program, pretesting serves a useful
quality control function for Aptitude Test construction.
For the Advanced Tests, although analyzed items are used as
equators, reliance is placed on the subjective judgment of the committee of examiners in estimating difficulty level and discriminat-

ing power of newly written items. To a remarkable degree, this
procedure is effective. Nevertheless. when a new form is first
administered, it is subjected before final scoring to a preliminary
item analysis for the sole purpose of identifying items that may be
ambiguous or faulty. For most forms no problems emerge. When a
problem is identified through the analysis and is confirmed by the
subject matter specialists, the item is dropped from scoring if there

is no correct response or double-keyed if there are two correct

the next two will be converted to 2(1.000 x .0023, rounded), and so
on. The cumulative area cA is used to resolve rounding problems.
Thus, each individual in the sample is assigned a converted score in
the range of 1 to 25, and this score is used in the item analysis computation.

Figure 4: Criterion Score Conversion
.40
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.10
I

Converted
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responses. Since GRE Advanced Tests contain an ample quantity of
items. reliability remains above .90 in spite of the deletion.

Normalized -fetal-Group Method of Item Ane lyele. The method of
item analysis used in the GRE Program is called the normalized
total-group method. A sample analysis of an Advanced Biology Test
.tern is shown in Figure 3. The item analysts form consists of two
parts, the upper grid showing the tally of how many examinees in
each quintile group selected each distracter, and the lower strip
providing the essential item statistics

,

Figure 3: Item Analysis Sample
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designed and to be adequate in size The criterion selected for the
analysis is usually the total score on the test or subtest, but may be
an external criterion related to the Item type The distribution of criterion scores is then converted to a normal distribution with a mean
set at 13.0 and a standard deviation at 4.0 The transformation is

shown in Figure 4. which shows the lett half of a normal curve
divided into sections one-fourth standard deviation wide. Each section represents a converted score, and the area of that section indicates the proportion of observations ui the interval identified on the
graph by the value of its midpoint For example, It the sample s ze is
1 000. the two lowest scores will oe converted to 1 (1.000
0020,

4

11 !

izt

4

response A and have a mean criterion score of 14.2. The right-hand

portion of the form shows the mean criterion score of the total
group (M,) to be 13.0. the proportion of the group reaching the
item (PI,,) to be 1,00, and the proportion answering correctly (P.)
to be .73 P. is translated into a difficulty index, A.. which is also on
the 13.0/4.0 scale. The biserial correlation is determined by the formula

152.0

to be representative of the population for which the test was

10 1t 12 13 14 15

The item analysis sample is divided into five equal subgroups
based on the criterion score: the lowest fifth, the second fifth, the
middle fifth. and so on. The responses of the sample are tallied and
the frequencies entered in the grid of the item analysis form. This
display is used to determine how each option functions in discriminating among the examinees. The total frequency for each
response and for omissions is entered in the strip at the bottom of
the form with the mean converted criterion score for that group. in
Figure 3, for example, 128 examinees omitted the item, and this
group has a mean criterion score of t0,0: 1,150 chose the correct

, iM .

0,65

Under optimum conditions. the item analysis sample is selected

9

1 P.

where
M. is the mean criterion score for the group answering correctly.

r
P.

is the standard deviation for the total sample (set equal to 4.0 in
this method).
is the proportion answering correctly,

and
y

is the ordinate in the unit normal distribution which divides the
area under the normal curve into P. and 1 - P..

The relationships between P. and

wion

is 13.0 are shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Relationship between F+ and when

cluded), the nature of the criterion (same subject matter as the item
and homogeneous, different subject matter, or mixed subject mat-

Masai = 13.0
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the item with respect to the criterion (I means internal, X means
external); the second letter indicates the nature of the criterion (S
means that the subject matter is homogeneous and the same as
tnat for the item, D means that the subject matter is different, and M
means that it is mixed); and the number indicates the number of

items in the criterion (if the item is included and the criterion is
based on fewer than 25 items, the biserial will have a spurious

-i10..0111111111111111111
mini

90

points or greater). To aid in interpreting the biserial correlation for a
particular analysis, a coded description of the criterion score is included in the upper right-hand box of the item analysis strip. There
are three parts to the code: the first letter indicates the location of

component).
In the GRE Program, a recurring problem with item analysis is

that the sample available for Item and test analysis is not
representative of the total group for which the test was designed
because groups taking the test vary by year and, within a year, by
administration date. If the sample is very able. the observed deltas
will be relatively low. if two forms of a test have been analyzed with
samples of different ability, the observed deltas cannot be directly
compared. This problem is solved by establishing a base state with
a sample selected to be representative of applicants for admission

to graduate school. In the GRE Program, the basic reference

,..i ,..i
.,..

For tests that tend to be difficult for the group. not all examinees
find time to attempt all items. An assumption is made that an individual has attempted every item up to and including the last one
that he or she answered and did not reach any of the remaining
items. In the typical case, the dropping out begins in the lowest
ability group. with consequent change in the ability level of the

sample for item analysis for each test consists of the seniors who
were tested in the academic year 1962-63. The samples for the
analyses of the next new forms, which were introduced in 1964 -65,
were selected to represent the reference groups and were used to
establish the A scales. In all subsequent analyses. the observed
deltas. J,, were equated to place them on the base scale. and the
equated values, A,,,, were entered on the item analysis form along
with the scale identification.
Delta equating is accomplished by relating the observed results
of an item analysis of a test to the standard reference population by
including in thg test a group of items that have, been used in the
program and fd'r which equated deltas are already known. This set
of items can be, and usually is. the set used for score equating
where common items are used for equating. A scatterplot relating

group that does reach the item. M,,, is based on the scores of

the observed deltas obtained in the new analysis with the cor-

those who. by this definition, reach the item. This is not a perfect
description of what occurs, but, provided that the proportion of
examinees who drop out is not extremely large, it is a reasonable
basis for using a variable M,,,,, in computing A when speed and

responding equated deltas from a previous analysis is then used to

I
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generate an equating line. This tine is then used to estimate
equated deltas for the new items in the test.
= a A.,

power are highly correlated, as is the case in the GRE tests.

The dropping out is indicated in two ways on the item analysis
form: the last row of the grid shows the number of examinees in

b

where a - tr,hr4.. and b = M.4 -

each group who have reached the item. and the P,,,,,, box in the strip

shows the proportion of the total sample reaching the item. MAl is

the mean criterion score for that group and usually increases
toward the end of the test. The difficulty index is then computed by
the formula

Test Analysis
Test analysis is the final stage in the test development process.
When a final form of a test has been administered, it is subjected to

M.,,,,,,

4x,

a detailed analysis to determine the extent to which the test

x = the deviation from the mean of the normal curve corresponding
to P., stated in standard deviation units, as shown in Figure 5

specifications have been met and to provide information that can
be used to guide future test construction, The analysis data are
used to evaluate the test as a whole, to determine its efficiency, its
discrimination in the score region used for selection decisions, the

The factors that affect rt.,, include- the degree of independence of
the item and the criterion (item included in the score or item not in-

reported scores and special subscores. its speededness characteristics. the distributions of item difficulty indexes and biserial cor-

where

reliability of the reported scores. the intercorrelations among

4

41

7

Table 17: Total Score Distributions

relations for the reported scores and Special subscores, and special
score data to study examinees' patterns of response to test ques-

Advanced French Test, Form A
(Taken by candidates for admission to graduate schools.
October 1976}

tions. All this information is condensed in a test analysis report.
written as a within-Office quality- control document providing information for test specialists and test committees. for the research

propriate sample. Under ideal conditions, the analysis sample
would represent the population for which the lest was designed.
Under practical conditions this ideal is seldom possible. Although
the sample may not represent the target population. it almost always represents the total group examined at the first administration
of the test. The sample size should be sufficiently large to ensure re-

liable results. Between 800 and t.000 cases in the sample is
considered adequate. but, if the total group tested at the first
administration is less than 3.000. all cases are generally used in the

sample. If the total group is much larger than that, a sample is
selected by taking one case out of every n cases to ensure a sample
size of approximately 1.000 cases. If the total group is much smaller

than 800, a decision is made whether to do the analysis with the
available cases or to delay until additional cases from some future
administration of that form become available and can be combined
with the original group.
The data processing phase of the test analysis work produces the
following computer output: distributions for all reported scores and
item analysis criterion scores, item analysis, a delta vs. r-biserial
distribution sheet for each Set of items analyzed. the results of the
delta equating. an intercorrelation table of all variables used in the
analysis. and a test analysis tabulation for each separately timed
section of the test. This detailed information is then analyzed and
summarized in the test analysis report.
Examples of the test analysis data for a recent form of the GRE
Advanced French Test are, presented in Tables 17 to 24. Table 17

°tabor f 97S-sotambor 1676 Moans

Otto nor 1976 Administration

staff. and for clients and test experts who review the tests.
The first Step in the planning of a test analysis is to select an ap-
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Presents two frequency distributions, one based on the performance of the total group of examinees who took this particular test
form when it was first administered in October 1976 and the other
based on the performance of the total group examined during the
year from October 1975 through September 1976. As can be seen
from the first distribution. the number of cases available for the
analysis sample is well below the number considered to be adequate. Although that number is small. a comparison of the totalgroup mean and standard deviation with the corresponding statistics of the 1975-76 norms group shows the total group for October
1976 represents the norms group rather well. This tact, combined
with the need for some information to help in the construction of
the next form. led to a decision to proceed with the analysis At the
bottom Of Table 17 are Summary statistics and conversion data.

including the conversion equation for translating raw scores to
scaled scores.
The information in Table 17 is used to describe the efficiency and
skewness of the test. Under normal circumstances. a test is most

efficient for the group if the score distribution covers the entire
possible score range. In this case the maximum obtained formula

score of 180 is nearly one-halt standard deviation below the
maximum possible score of 195. This character istic is common
among the GRE Advanced Teets. which cover subject matter
selected from a broad range of undergraduate curricula rather
than from one universal curriculum The test was relatively difficult
for the group The mean score on the 195 questions is 86 96 A lest
Of middle difficulty would be expected to yield a mean formula

score equal to approximately half the total number of test questions, in this case 92.5. the score that would be expected for an
examinee who knew the answers to half the items and responded at
random to the remaining ones. The skewness of the score distribution is another characteristic used for evaluating the effectiveness
of the test construction. Skewness. or the third moment. is defined
by the formula.

N

where x, is the deviate score (X, - M,) of the it" examinee and the
summation is done over the number of examinees (N). A convenient
approximation of skewness is given by the formula 3(M - Md)/ ir.
which in this case is .213. This estimate is not reliable for a sample
size es small as the N for the total group. but, it does indicate some
positive skewness. which usually means that the test is relatively
difficult for the group tested.
Two subscores are reported for the Advanced French Test. The
distributions of these scores for the total group are presented in Table t8. Using the same analysis procedures. one can see that the Interpretive Reading Skills subtest is rather easy for the group and

that the score distribution is characterized by a high mean and
slightly negative skewness The Literature' and Civilization subscore. on the other hand, has a very low mean and is positively
skewed. indicating a very difficult subtest. With this information.

Table 19A: Scoring Formulas and
Reliability Coefficients

Table 18: Subscore Dishibutions
Advanced French Test. Form A
(Taken by candidates for admission to graduate schools,
October 1976)
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the committee of examiners determines whether or not the high
difficulty level is consistent with their knowledge of French literature curriculum design and emphasis.
Table 19 presents three kinds of information the estimated reliability of the reported scores, the correlations among the reported
score s. and the speededness of the total test The reliability of each

subscore was estimated icy the Kuder-Richardson formula (20)
adapted by Dressel (1940) for use with formula scoring
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Table 19B: Intercorrelations
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Advanced French Test. Form A
(Description of Sample: Total group to highest

where

Percent completing test
Percent completing 75 percent of test
Number of items reached by
80 percent of the candidates
Total number of items

61.6
100.0
194
195

where the error variance is the sum of the squared standard errors
of measurement of the two subscores. and the total variance is the
variance of the total score on the test. The total-score reliability obtained by this formula is normally higher than that obtained by applying the K-R (20) formula to the total test, but the difference is
small when the test is homogeneous. In the case of the Advanced
French Test (Table 19). the two estimates are .9546 and .9540,
respectively. If a score is a factor in a decision that affects the future

educational goals and career choices of an individual, the estimated reliability of that score should be high (and the corresponding standard error of measurement low). The standard commonly
used in the GRE Program is that the reliability should be at least .90

for the total score on any test. The subscores, which are not
the number of items.
p = the proportion Of examinees answering correctly.
n

1

the corresponding proportions for incorrect responses.
k = the correction factor in the formula scoring.
tr, = the standard deviation of the score distribution.

p '.q

and the summations are over n items. The corresponding formula
for the standard error of measurement. which translates the relief:Hwy information into .3 statistic measured in score units. is

,

t

The estimated reliability of the total score is computed by the formula

rehabiliry

1

error variance
total variance

intended for selection purposes. may have somewhat lower reliability estimates. with lower limit set at about .60. For the example
in Table 19. all the reliability estimates exceed .90. The standard errors of measurement are given in both raw-score and scated-score
units. To translate the raw-score standard error of measurement
into scaled-score units, multiply by the conversion parameter A.
which is the slope of the conversion line. The use of the standard
error of measurement is explained in the Guide to the Use of the
Graduate Record Examinations. which is supplied to all institutions
using the GRE score reporting service.
Whenever a test generates more than one score for reporting, or
has separately timed sections. an intercorrelation table is presented
in the test analysis report. Table 19 shows such a table for the Advanced French Test. The correlation of each subscore with the total
score is spuriously high because the subscore is included in the
total score and is a large part of it. The correlation between the two
43

Table 20: Score Distributions
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subscores is not affected in this way because the subscores are independent of each other. If two subtests are parallel. the correlation
between the scores will approach the geometric mean of their rahability estimates. Expressed in terms of correction for attenuation,
is the correlation
rAir. rm, approaches 1, In this expression,
between the two subscores and ra,, and r,,,, are the respective reliability estimates. For the example in Table 19. this value is about
.81. For a value lees than .90 to .95. one may conclude that the two
subtests are tapping somewhat different traits or abilities.
At the bottom of Table 19 are data relating to sPeededness. The
guideline at ETS is to regard a test as essentially unspeeded if at

least 80 Percent of the group reach the last item and if virtually
every one reaches at least three-quarters of the items. Any conclusion based on this information must be supported by the special
score data presented in Table 20.
Table 20 shOws five distributions- the total formula-score dis-

the corresponding statistics of the score
distribution, and there is a noticeable tendency for the entries in the

tion are high relative 6)

scatterplot to Ile close to the diagonal solid line. If power is important, the "not reached" statistics are relatively low, and the
entries in the scatterplot cluster in the right-hand columns. In the
example shown In Table 20, the evidence points to a measure of
power

rather

than speed.

The dashed line near the bottom of the scatterplot is used to
describe the efficiency of the test. If an answer sheet were marked
at random. the resulting score would be expected 10 approximate.
zero, and the chances are 99 out of 100 that a score obtained in this
manner would lie below the dashed line. An efficient test would not
produce a large proportion of scores in this chance area. For the
example shown in Table 20. this proportion is less than .01.
Table 21 presents two sets of distributions. one set based on the
observed deltas of the reported scores and the other on the biserlal

tribution end distributions of the number of items answered correctly. answered wrong. omitted. and not reached. It also shows a

correlations of items with the total. score. Fdr- a test of middle

scatterplot, or two-way table, of the Score versus R + W. Two lines
appear on the scatterplot. a solid line that passes through equal
values of Score and R W, and a dashed lino near the bottom of
the plot that marks off the "chance' area. If speed is an important
element in the score. the "not reached mean and standard devia-

example, the mean delta for the total test is slightly above this
value. The difficult questions seem to concentrate in the second

44

difficulty for the group, the mean delta would be about 12.0. In the

subscore. The deltas have been equated to put them on the
reference scale established in 1963 and defined by the reference
Sample of seniors selected at that lime. Delta equating is done so

Table 21: Frequency Distributions of
Original Deltas and Bison& Correlations,
by Score

that the equated deltas obtained with a current sample can be compared directly with equated deltas from previous forms of the test.

The adjustment resulting from this equating is in this case very
slight.
Normally, the criterion used in the analysis is the score on the set
of items analyzed. The criterion for the total test would be the total
score. and that for each subtest would be the subscore itself. In this
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carefully the seven items with biserial correlations below .20. Such
low values are unusual in a language test and may indicate faulty
items or items based on subject matter most students do not encounter in their undergraduate programs. Although the item distribution sheet shown as Table 22 is not normally:included in the

11
..,

6

test analysis report, it is used by the committee of examiners to
judge the appropriateness of an item that may have questionable
statistics. H. for example. an item has a tow r-biserial and a low
delta. It produces a tally in the tower left-hand portion of the item
distribution sheet, thus indicating that the item is very easy for the

1
1

103 Equated
13.7 13.6
2.2
2.0

92 Equated
11.7
11.7
2.2
2.0

grcup of examinees sampled and does not discriminate well among
them. On the other hand. If the r-biserial is tow and the delta is very
high, this is sufficient evidence of a problem that warrants further
investigation.
In the course of examining the data on the Most recent form of a
test to prepare for the construction of a new form,the committee of
examiners usually compares the analysis results of the five most
recent forms. A summary of the results for the total scores appears
as Table 23. A similar table for the subscores appears as Table 24.
Thus, the test analysis report is a compact but complete record of
the essential statistical characteristics of the test and serves as a

0.92
0.92

a

b

Criterion = Total gam

rim

.80.89

1

1

.70-.79

4

4

.60.69
.50.59

17

44

12
21

.40-.49

57

28

.30.39
.20.29
.10.19

44
20
5

14

.00-.09

9

11

2

3

I

i

Negative
Not Computed
Mean
0

5
23
29
30

1

1

1

_._1

uide for future test construction.

1

Descriptive Statistics

1

44
.13

.40
.12

47
.14

The primary, reason for providing descriptive data is to help score

recipients interpret scores. The usefulness of a test score is

Table 22: item Distribution Sheet
Advanced French Test. Forrri A
Raw Delta
5.9

to.

DOWN

r

60

7.0

9.0

10.0

to

S0
to

to

to

to

6.9

7.9

8.9

9.9

10.9

11.0
to

11.9

12.0

13.0

to

to

12.9

13.9

14.0
to
14.9

15.0

rr9

)6.0
to
16.9

17.0
to
17.9

18.0

19.0

7P

111.9

1.1P

(13

1

80 .89

1

70.79
60.69
.50.59
40.49
30.39

2

2
2

2
3
5

1

1

1

1

1

3

2
4
2
2

4

1

1

t

20-.29
.10-.19
.00 .09

4
5

4

3

8

11

2

8

13

7

7

6

6

3

2

8
6

9
3

17

6
4

4

7

2

44
57

7
1

44

2

20

1

5

1

1

1

1

I

Neg.

Total

2

1

N

6

5
sum

84 48
2481.8
wnn P 4- A great*, than 95 the
r bpi

.

total

194
195

12

13

27

34

35

22

SUM Or SQuARES

MEAN

S.D.

40 244)
32727 56

0 4555

0.1335

12 7271

2 4!96

20

14

2

2

0

195

rt1810rt iS noT crifflottect

45
.-)

Table 23: Summary Statistics for Total Score
Advanced French Test
Form

Administration
Test Analysis Sample N
RawScore Information
Number of Items
Maximum Obtained
Minimum Obtained
Mean
S.D:
Median

Y

A

April 1973
360

October 1974
370

October 1976
190

190

190
150

195

V

W

October 1972

December 1972

420

450

190
159
0

190
154

81.60
28.48
81.67

78.35
24.68
79.75

540
83
860
770
300
300

534
78

523
91

517
91

880
770
290
280

900
810
310
310

890
770
320
320

519
88
810
770
310
290

542
92

542
92

542
92

533
88

533
88

51.8
12.8
2.7
13.5
2.7
.38
.13
10 items

51.0

45.7

42.5

12.9
2.9
13.3
2.4
.35
.14
17 items

13.4

13.8
2.4
14.0

52.7
12.7
2.4
12.7

9 items

9 items

2.2
.44
.13
5 items

.940

.921

.942

.947

.955

X

161

--

3

66.03

2
69.47

3
30.34

29.12
67.83

63.63

180
7

86.45
33.11
83.50

Scaled-Score information
Mean
S.D.

Maximum Possible
Maximum Obtained
Minimum Obtained
Minimum Possible°
No. of 990 Scores

Current Norms
Mean
S.D.

Item Statistics
Mean P+
Mean 6,0
S.D. 6,0

Mean pt
S.D. At
Mean r,i,

S.D. rbi,
rpm < .18

Test Statistics
Reliability

2.5
13.5
2.3
.39
.14

2.5
.39
.12

SE mess

7.00
20.41

6.94
21.90

7.01
22.00

20.91

Mean Wrongs
Mean Omits
Mean Not Reached

97.26
63.24
26.17
3.33

95.06
63.35
27.80
3.79

86.28
67.83
29.96
5.92

82.56
66.67
37.74
3.02

Speededness0'
% completing test
% completing 75%
Item reached by 80%

79 94 85 45
99 100 99 96
54 55 40 40

86 41 78 69
99 100 100 94
55 55 39 37

Raw Score
Scaled Score

Special Score Data'*
Mean Rights

54

81 37

7.00

51

99 99 98 90
52 55 40 35

63.8
98.4
189

7.06
18.79
101.07

58.95
33.52
1.46

61.6
100.0
194

The scaled score enilivaint to 0 .c arbitrarily assigned to negative "Forms introduced in October and December of 1972 and in April
ra..v scores

of 1973 consist of four separately timed sections. The special score

data are based on combined information; the speededness data
are given by section.

enhanced when accompanied by relevant Information that inCludeS

a description of the test and normative and descriptive data that
Permit evaluation of the performance of an examinee or group of
examinees relative to that of an appropriate norms group. The
descriptive data for each GRE test are provided in a descriptive
booklet made available to students before they take the test and to
graduate Institutions that use GRE score reporting services The
statistical information. which includes reliability estimates of
reported scores. standard errors of measurement, and intercorrelabons among reported scores. appears in the Guide to the Use of me

Graduate Record Examinations. Other kinds of interpretive data
based on the performance of groups of students are provided in
part in the Guide. supplemented by the descriptive statistics in the
following sections.

Basic Normative Data
General, or aggregate. norms that provides broad basis of comparison for graduate institutions consist of percentile rank tables

46

r0

1

Table 24: Summary Statistics for Subscores
Advanced French Test
V

w

Octatier 1972
420

Ditcontret 1972
490

Form

Administration
fest Analysis Sample N
Subscore

Raw-Scare Information
Number of Items
Maximum Obtained
Minimum Obtained
Mean

7

r

a

11

A

October 1974

*POI 1973
MO

October 1976
190

370

Intorpconve

titoialaiii

ialtitpcativo

tiliirattirii

totoigniititio

thereby.

Intertmettee

Mud

*mete,

and

/leafing

end

Reeding

Literature
end

intetprethre

1berliej

Resoling

and

Wit

Civilization

Wiz

Civilisation

Skills

Civilisation

Skills

Civ Insane%

Willis

Civilisation

90
83

100

97

93

92

98

95

95

92

86

68

80

87

80

76

90

0
48.63

80
0

1

-- 4

-2

-1

-4

33.10

51 61

15 44

15 45

14 85

-

4

42 06
16 07
43.05
high neg.

27 53

92

-I

31.38
high pos

53 30
high neg.

54 6

53 0

53 4

53.4

52 3

52 3

51.6

51.8

81

90

78

78

9.1

9.1

88

93

52.0
8.9

76

92

77

95

81

81

92

73

73

80

71

79

74

73

81

29

34

28

36

28

95
88
36

51.9
8.7
85

35

72
29

79
34

29

34

26

36

28

36

32
32

35

28

34

Mean P+

63 9

40 6

63 1

36.5

49 9

35 2

62.9

43.4

139

11 7

124

14.4

130

145

11 7

13.7

S.D ,6,,

116
24

23

27

380
142
24

55 6

Mean ,6,,,

23

2.3

22

Mean L E

12.3

14.6

12 2

14 3

12.6

2.3
14.4

13.2

14.8

2.2
11 7

13.5

23

23

20

2i

2.1

24

23

20

2.0

Median

50 25
high neg.

Skewness

15.01

25.50
high pos.

38.75

(-)

27.66

103

27 84
12 23
26 88
high pos

S.D.

38.47
17.14

3

Literibbe

15.60
25.36
high pos.

49.61
17 97
50.50
mod. neg

36.94
17.58

34.88
high pos.

rScaled-Score Information
Mean

SDMaximum Possible
Maximum Obtained
Minimum Obtained
Minimum Possible

Item Statistics

SD CIE

24
.44

Mean r IN,
S.O. rims

13

ibis < 18 (very low)

40

42

35

.43

.38

42

42

47

.12

16

11

1r.

.12

13

13

14

22

.40
12

4 items

3 items

6 items

7 items

2 items

3 items

3 items

4 items

2 Items

4 items

Criterion Score

IRS

LAC

IRS

LAC

IRS

LAC

IRS

LAC

FOTAL '

TOTAL'

Subscore Statistics
Reliability

.901

.893

842
4.86
3 08

.894

5.05
2.94

889
4 96

.902

4.85
2.53

5.03
2 86

4.88

926
4 89

916
5 09
2.53

SE,: raw score
scaled score

2.61

2 96

.912
5 09
2.63

.905
4 81
2.87

2 41

'The test development examiner requested tnis criterion It the appropriate subs cores had been used as Cfpler4a the mean 1bri would have been higher

Table 25: Frequency Distributions for All 1975 -76
Examinees Who Intended to Major in Microbiology
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based on the performance of all examinees within a recent threeyear norms period. From 1967 to 1977 this type of normative information was the only type provided in the GRE Guide, and the
percentile ranks that appear with the scaled scores on the score
reports are taken from these tables.
The three-year norms have limited value for most graduate institutions. For most users of GRE test scores. the need for identifying
an applicant's standing relative to an appropriate reference group
is better satisfied by developing local norms based on the institution's own data. In an effort to satisfy this need and to encourage institutions to accumulate local norms. the GRE Program now supplies more detailed information for score interpretation in the form

of summary statistics reports based on score data of the most
recent reporting year. At the end of a reporting year, each institution that received score reports during that year receives a summary statistics report showing frequency distributions based on ail
scores reported to the institution in that period with a count of the
number of scores for each test and with the mean and standard deviation for every distribution based on at least 25 cases. Each de47

t,

GRE Guide was the first to include this kind of information These
norms tables are probably more appropriate than the three-year aggregate norms for evaluating 1:.ie performance of applicants for admission to graduate schools

Table 26: 1970-71 Examinee Volume for the
Advanced Tests, by Educational Level
Himont ol total .1
Soars lors

Does*

Advancer'
Ysst

Anthropology
Biology
Chemistry
Economics
Education
Engineering
French
Geography
Geology
German

History
Literature
Mathematics
Music
Philosophy
Physics

No

No Re-

h.

*dam

Grad.

Taw

Sr.
Year

1

4

63

Wel

let Tr. 2nd Yr.
Grid. Wad.

e1

Leval

Laval

Egamirreas

18

6

8

1,190

Science

Sociology
Spanish

In the preceding discussion of the development of the GRE scaled-

score system, the fact that students selecting the various major
fields show, on the average, different levels of developed abilities

l

3

62

20

8

7

13.496

2

3

65

l7

7

7

2

3

61

18

9

6

3

1

24

30

28

14

5

3

52

11

3

65

23
70

7

6
4

5.126
4,770
24.179
7,858
2,472

1

2

53

21

12

10

1

3

64

15

9

1

3

64

18

7

8
6

1

3

21

3

4

1e,637

1

2

22

10

5

2

4

62
60
64

16

9

6

3

2

53

24

12

8

1

3

65

18

8

5

1

3

6/

12

9

7

14,079
7.131
2.503
1,570
3,907

The table is based on examinee response to the background information question on undergraduate major field and shows Aptitude Test performance for each major field category. The major
fields are grouped into the four main categories: humanities, social
sciences. biological sciences and physical sciences, Each of these
is further divided into subgroups based on a logical structure; language versus nonlanguage majors in the humanities, education,

3

62

21

8

65

I8

7

5
5

5.314
17,578

history, business-commerce-communications in the social

4
3

67

18

6

4

6.485

60

20

10

6

1,739

1

962
1.636
702

Political
Psychology

Descriptive Statistics for the Aptitude Test

Number

1

12
1

7

3

partment within the institution receives a similar report based on
scores reported to that department A third set of distributions.
based on all scores reported to all institutions, presents distributions for each intended major held group A sample page from this
third set. presented as Table 25. shows the frequency distributions
for all 1975-76 examinees who intended to major in microbiology
In addition to graduate institution summary statistics reports. the
GRE Program supplies the same kinds of information to undergraduate institutions Each undergraduate institution report is
based on the score information for examinees who identified that
institution as the one in which tney did their undergraduate work.
Although it was known for some time that GRE examinees are not

restricted to seniors applying for admission to graduate schools,
there was a general assumption that the proportion of examinees
not included in this category was rather small In 1970. Chaur C.
Chen analyzed examinees' responses to background information
questions for the Advanced Tests and found that the proportion of
Advanced Test examinees classified as seniors was lower than expected, averaging about 60 to 70 percent. A similar study based on
data from the following year 11970-71j was completed by Frances
Swineford in 1971 Table 26 summarizes the examinee volume
analysis in the report of the latter study Of particular interest are
the data for the Advanced Education. Engineering Geography, and
Music Tests

In light of this information. questions were raised about the need
to provide more clearly defined norms groups The first percentile
rank tables based on a normative group restricted to seniors plus

nonenrolled college graduates who had no graduate SChool
experience and who took the tests in 1974-75 were pubilshed as a
supplement to the 1975-77 GRE Guide The 1977 - -78 edition of the

was well recognized as evidenced by its incorporation into the GRE
scaled-score system. It is important that the magnitude et these differences be made known to score recipients who use GRE Aptitude
Test scores as part of applicant information for making selection
decisions. The descriptive data summarized in Table 27 are based
on the same group described in the preceding paragraphs: seniors
plus nonenrolled college graduates tested between 1974 and 1976.

sciences: applied versus basic science in the biological sciences,
and mathematics versus physical sciences in the physical sciences

Table 27: Aptitude Test Performance of Seniors
and Nonenrolled College Graduates Classified
by Undergraduate Major Field
(Tested at National Administrations between
October 1. 1974, and June 30. 1976)
HUMANITIES
llorlrolestusts
risme hold

Qmiltalve 4144

Webs?

.

SAW., a

.0.001 el

Stemeood

I

Ofoolbeft

I

MIMI

CMCMIII00

a

u..,

522

602
485
635
571
560
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126

I

568
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I

451
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117

556

110

73

499
505

115

6/ S

CIPIMOU

.

ongtostcs

Other twerp tanguages
Elasscal languages
oafish

1:64

638
18.883

107

20

112

:

10:

:

105

9B

106

1

533

116

36

116

:

555

116

11

117

86

118

j

112

12

586

132

i

469
558
553

131

503

123

4/4

107

04
04

295

56?

118

519

117

2,313
4,319
5 816

496

116

592

104

68

499

11?

4/1

51S

114

505

113
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122

L' B

reach

1 /31
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Russian

1.051
4717

601
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? 391
339
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120
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Far I astern i slows

19
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Architecture

Ant Arts
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Art Tommy

ChlAtorsher trrerarore

3.304
3.141
3.900
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2.210

S92
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11/
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461

10/
11/
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III

:13
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4A/
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Table 27 (con!)
PHYSIall. SCIENCES

SOCIAL SCIENCES

1

665.515.160
41104

Sebroto 4
EduCabonal Admrenttahon
Education
Fleysicol EduClhort
Cutrlanco ond Counselled
EducaIrcnal Psychology

.

-I464;5-1- ...-----515;46e5

I

I

1

117

1

22.017

l
;

i

363?
295
112

525
31.666
3.343
11.280

Sacral Psychology
Psychology
504,41 W4n 1

Socrology

&avow
oirrcao Studies

Government

111

41y

111

01

458

103

460

113

2713

420
451
411

9)

111

112

460
434
19?

119

46
04

118

03

576
530
467

509

121

01

;06

523
433

116

116

114

42

122

14 3

469

115

113
105

134

134

606
664

100

471

95

06

36

430

140

119

366
4,440

499

101

559

123

600
614
694

total Subgroup A
Tole' Subgroup B

11.353

576
503

121

35.488

12S

PHYSICAL SCIENCES

46,841

509

125

113

...

156
506

121
_

_

. ....._

fropneering. Machancal
E Mpneermg, Omer
Geotogy

Metallurgy
Wrung

34 1

°co/nov/04

09

10 /

14

15
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Total Subgroup 0
Total Subgroup C
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I
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530
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1913
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14 358
40 4 /1
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I1h
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VOW 1141111i
316411n0

Dowel.

*M.
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519

19

Dosionon
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144

03

/6

107

34

9/

416

127

17

1'4

561

139

03

Meditate

663

"21

101

591

6.331

594

107

517

96
91

118

:30

SOS

108

15

146

59,1

126

01

12

01

1I3

14

It.

44
47

Optometry

18

Osterm1(11;

I1

SO?

91

530

Pliwnacy

681

418

I11

5%1

93

46

PIVocal Therapy

465
431
113
572

499
534

94

100

11

106

108

166

9/

530
607
490

497

96

551

101

29
28
35

137
1,4 IS

.14/
489

111

10

1115

571

110

94

2 S72

451

96

466

106

17 1

92

06
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913
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$651.56 6
263
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648

1 904
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150

5101

32
10.817

451
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466
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411
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S:11

171

23 2

7.345
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to)

541

106

55

10/

514
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01

563

108

65S

911

105

slot

11171

104

616
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03

105

591

107

23

258
959
6,379

504

0111

40.0

forestry
Zoology

Sabering, A
Total Subgroup B

46 658

81010/G1LN SCIENCES
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T614C
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sin
96
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1')')
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1,1.1
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100
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13 -1

1616611161115,
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I
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sNoeero
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Moan
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Oorteol or
Cobeery

17.233
21.966

440

125
128

411

135

338

491

510

139

66 2

33,199

414

129

497

139

93

351.570

SOB

120

528

133

100 0

Steeese s 6.061 it

98

Entomology

1.0

92

0...tnel. awl

46S

543
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22 3

713

144

01
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11.1w NW

- 26 3
i 43 0

Anatomy
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1 051

55.5015661.
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78

OTNER

.
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Ptcistcs
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13103061E-N. SCIENCES

11.09hys.rs

12 3

532

116

57$
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93
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15

503
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&nisei

4B

Me

521

1,809
7? 189

91

3,0139
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126

130

11

104

840enolngy
Brochomory

671

482

37

49?

GeeelltS
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Paresnology
01nor erological Scrcncel
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105

1.719

22 2

119

16?
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06

100
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121
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529
515

534
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101

SOI
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113
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591
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121

601

116
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1113
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performance and educational experience and educational goals.

Because normative data on Aptitude Test performance by
intended graduate major field are important in score interpretation

for the purpose of Mintier', grouped score distributions by
intended major field are now included in the GRE Guide. The score
intervals used in these distributions are rather large, but the main
statistical properties of the distributions can be observed.
tr,..en this technical manual went to press, the only normative inf
formation available for the new analytical measure was based on
the data obtained in the first administration of the restructured Aptitude Test (October 1977). Although the examinee group of that
administration is high scoring and includes a relatively high proportion of fellowship applicants, the relationships among the verbal,
quantitative, and analytical scores for the four undergraduate major
field categories may provide a useful guide for interpreting scores
on the new measure. A brief summary of this information is given in
Table 29.
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Table 28 provides the same kinds of information based on
responses to the background information question on intended
graduate major field. The purpose of both tables is to point out
the magnitude of the range of means for both verbal and quantitative ability scores and the relationships between Aptitude Test

151

ill

Other Factors Interacting with Aptitude Test Performance
Other factors related to Aptitude Test performance have been
examined for this same norms group Three of these are sum1)

49

Table 28: Aptitude Teat Performance of Seniors
and Nonenrolled College Graduates Clasellieci
by Intended Graduate Major Field
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Table 29: Summary Statistics for the Aptitude Test
Performance of Seniors and Nonenrolled
College Graduates Tested in October 1977,
Classified by Undergraduate Major Field
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Table 31: Aptitude Test Performance of Seniors
and Nonenrolled College Graduates, Classified
by Citizenship and by Primary Language
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marized in Tables 30 and 31: graduate degree objectives,
citizenship, and primary language. These tables are less useful than

those described in the preceding paragraphs because they
consider each factor independently of the others. even though
there is likely to be a complex interaction among all factors. Of
interest is the proportion of examinees in certain categories. For
example. more than 6 percent are not American citizens. and more
than 6 percent have indicated that they communicate best in a language other than English.
Additional information describing the GRE population tested dur-

ing the academic year 1975-76 is provided in a GRE report by
Robert A. Altman and Paul W. Holland, A Summary of Data
Collected from Graduate Record Examinations TestTekers Curing
1975-76, Data Summary Report #1, March 1977, Educational Testing Service.
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Chapter 6

VALIDITY OF THE GRADUATE RECORD EXAMINATIONS*

Of the various haracteriatics of a test. its validity is often the focus
of greatest interest. Yet the term is ambiguous: it can be interpreted
In a variety of ways. Defined simply. validity Is the degree to which a
test reflects the truth about the characteristics of the person whose
traits it purports to measure. Thus. validity is as much concerned
with whet a test claims to measure as with the means by which it
measures.

The GRE Aptitude Test is defined as a measure of developed
verbal, quantitative, and analytical abilities. These abilities are
Scholastic in nature and broadly applicable. They are assumed to
be the product of the interaction of personal characteristics and
experience end to be related to achievement in activities requiring
those skills. The Advanced Tests are designed to measure an individual's mastery of a given discipline, which may be defined rather
specifically in terms of the typical undergraduate curriculum or the
usual expectations of graduate students in a field. What a test does
not measure may also be usefully identified in assessing validity

For example. the Aptitude Test cannot be said to be valid for
measuring creativity or "raw" intelligence because it is not
designed to measure these traits.
It could rightly be said that the GRE Advanced History Test, which
covers American and European history, is not a valid measure of a
student's knowledge of ancient Chinese history. Even if all students
who do well on the Advanced History Test also score high on a test
ot ancient Chinese history. the Advanced History Test does not purport to measure that particular domain of knowledge and cannot be
valid for that purpose. Validity must be judged in the context of the
purposes of a test.

The ways of assessing validity are generally expressed as different kinds ot validity. Because these kinds of validity are really
ways of articulating questions about how well a test measures up to
its dogma rather than clearly detined aspects of a concept. they can-

not be viewed as distinct and unrelated. For example. "content"
and "construct" validity, though differentiated as terms, may not always be extricable in situations in which validity is being explored.

tion. However, the question of content validity is also appropriate to
an evaluation of the Aptitude Test.
Construct validity concerns the relevance and legitimacy ot the'

skill domains being tested. "Evidence ot construct validity is not
found in a single study: rather. judgments of construct validity are
based upon an accumulation of research results. In obtaining the
information needed to establish construct validity, the investigator
begins by formulatirig hypotheses about the characteristics of
those who have high scores on the test in contrast to those who
have low scores. Taken together, such hypotheses form at least a

tentative theory about the nature of the construct the test is
believed to be measuring" (p. 30), In considerable part, the
construct validity ot the GRE rests upon decades Of psychometric
research. Indicating the sorts of ability that play a critical role in

most types of intellectual work, and upon even more extensive
educational experience, indicating that frequently the best predictor of future success in an academic field is early competence
revealed by a subject-matter test. Construct validation requires
constant attention, however. to ensure that a test is actually
measuring the construct intended. For example, a reading comprehension test should not be so complicated in content as to stress
reasoning instead of reading, or a mathematics test should not use
langu age Mat places a premium upon knowledge of vocabulary.
"Criterion-related validities apply when one wishes to infer from a
test score an Individual's most probable standing on some other

variable called a criterion. Statements of predictive validity (for
example] indicate the extent to which an individual's future level on
the criterion can be predicted from a knowledge of prior testperformance... . For many test uses, such as for selection decisions... .
predictive validity provides the appropriate model for evaluating the
use ot a test or test battery" (p. 26). Predictive validity is particularly
important to the GRE Program because the examinations are used
to select students likely to succeed in graduate study. but validity

based on other- criteria (such as self-reported undergraduate
grades) has also been explored.

The kinds of validity mosi frequently referred to are content
validity, construct validity, and criterion-related validity. The definitions of these terms quoted in the following paragraphs are taken
from Standards for Educational and PsycnologiCei Tests (American
Psychological Association. 1974).

"Evidence of content validity is required when the test user
wishes to estimate how an individual performs in the Universe of
situations the test is intended to represent. Content validity is most
commonly evaluated for tests of skill or knowledge: it may also be
appropriate to inquire into the content validity of personality inventories. behavior checklists, or measures of various aptitudes'. (p.
28). Content validity has special relevance to the Advanced Tests
since these examinations must represent subject fields accurately
and produce appraisals of knowledge that are fair regardless of the
fact that undergraduate curriculums vary from institution to institu-

,
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Content Validity
Concern for the content validity of the Aptitude Test is reflected in
test specifications based on: 1) diversity of topics and points tested,
2) coverage of fundamental concepts and skills; and 3) use of a

variety of methods of testing skillsfor example, antonyms.
analogies, sentence completions, and reading comprehension in
the verbal measure and computation problems. data interpretation.
and quantitative reasoning questions in the quantitative measure.
The question of content validity is fundamentally whether the test

adequately samples the domains of verbal. quantitative, and
analytical skills.

The first and most important step taken to help assure the
content validity of the Advanced Tests is the direct involvement of
scholars and teachers in the discipline of each test in writing. reviewing, revising, selecting, and approving questions for that test.

College professors who are actively engaged in teaching at
recognized institutions and who are therefore believed to be fa-
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miller with the content of typical undergraduate curriculums and
the requirements of graduate study in their disciplines serve as

that affect performance and has implications for test development.
The decision of the GRE Board to offer a restructured Aptitude

members of the committees of examiners.
Several additional steps are taken to aid the examiners in striving
for content validity. Probably the most important additional step is
the systematic and continual feedback to the examiners of parlormanes data of examinees on test questions. In addition, questions
about the educational backgrounds and goals of examinees are pe-

Test in October 1977 was based on the presupposition that the

riodically included in the test book. Examinees respond to these
questions just prior to taking the tests. The responses to the queseerie are analyzed to show the test performance of student groups
with deferent backgrounds and goals. but the responses have no
influence on reported scores. Occasionally, a more extensive questionnaire on student backgrounds and reactions to the test is given
to samples of examinees at a test administration. Responses to the

questionnaire are mailed back by the examinees following the
administration.
From time to time, a representative panel of college professors
reviews a test's Specifications and actual test Copies in considerable detail. Some tests are routinely reviewed before printing by
professors not on the committee of examiners. inspection copies of
tests may be requested by college presidents. deans, or graduate
department chairmen: forms to be used in evaluating the tests are
routinely sent with inspection copies and are Completed by faculty
members who review them Articles about certain Advanced 'rests

appear occasionally in appropriate professional journals, and
presentations on Advanced Tests are made sometimes at
professional meetings. These articles and presentations help
secure feedback from test users about the content validity of the
tests.

Construct Validity
Construct validity concerns the degree to which the domains of
skills tapped by the test appear to be related to those domains as
defined in other contexts Construct validity of the Aptitude Test is
evinced by the tendency for people in fields requiring quantitative
skills to have relatively high quantitative scores. and for people in
fields requiring verbal skills to have relatively high verbal scores.
For example. two of the highest correlations between an Advanced
Test and the quantitative ability measure are for economics and
mathematics. both fields in which quantitative skills are important.
High correlations between the verbal ability scores on the Aptitude
Test and scores on the Advanced Literature in English Test, the Advanced Education Test. and the Advanced Philosophy Test suggest
that the Aptitude Test is truly measuring a verbal construct underlying performance in those fields. (See Table 13 on page 31.)
The results of predictive validity studies also suggest that verbal
and quantitative ability constructs are appropriately reflected in the

Aptitude Test. in those scientific fields where quantitative ability
counts most. the GRE Aptitude Test quantitative ability score is

typically a better predictor than the verbal ability score. Correspondingly, the GRE Aptitude Test verbal score tends to be more
valid in such verbally oriented disciplines as English and education
than in scientific fields. Interco.' Aations of the verbal and quantita-

tive measures are sufficiently low ( 50- 60) to suggest the independence of the constructs
One of the most common ways of investigating construct validity
is through factor analysis. Examination of the relationshios among
questions in a test contributes to an understanding of the abilities

restructured test should measure the same verbal and quantitative

constructs as those measured before and that a new mc Imre
should tap a construct with unique dimensions. Factor analyses
were performed to determine whether projected changes in the
verbal and quantitative measures would be appropriate to the
constructs as defined by the original verbal and quantitative
measures and whether the analytical question types under study
would have qualities separating them from the verbal and quantitative domains.
In the first factor analysis (Powers. Swinton. and Carlson. 1977)
undertaken in relation tc investigating the possibility of restructuring the Aptitude Test, principal factor solutions were computed for
tne responses of two random samples. each consisting of 8,000
examinees, taking one of two forms of the GRE Aptitude Test. In addition. the factors of the test forms were extended into each Of eight

experimental subtests, which were administered along with the
final forms in a spiral design. These experimental subtests con-

tained variations of the Aptitude Test content considered as
potential constituents of a restructured Aptitude Test. Four were
verbal and four were quantitative iit nature. For example, one
subtest contained short reading comprehension passages considered for potential inclusion. as well as longer ones that had been
used exclusively in the original operational Aptitude Test. Others

contained reading passages with homogeneous contenteither
science passages or humanities and social studies passages. Still
others contained only data interpretation questions, used sparingly
in the original test. and quantitative comparisons. a new mathematics question type not then used in the Aptitude Test. (For an
extended discussion of Aptitude Test content. see Chapter 3.)
Both forms revealed three factors reflecting the global structure
of skills assessed by the Aptitude Test. These three major dimensions of question covariance accounted for about three-fourths of

the common variance in each form. Factor I was identified as a
general quantitative factor, accounting for nearly 30 percent of the
commoii variancesen each form. Most of the quantitative questions
but none of the verbal questions loaded highest on this factor.
Factor II. accounting for about one-fourth of the common
variance in each form. Was.-identified as a reading comprehension
(connected discourse) factor. Almost all the questions associated
with reading passages exhibited their highest loadings on this fac-

tor. and most of the sentence completion questions showed
substantial loadings on this factor. Physical science passages appeared less strongly related to the comprehension dimension than
Passages based on humanities or social Science content.
Factor 111 was identified as a vocabulary factor (words and concepts in isolation) and accounted for about 20 percent of the com-

mon variance of each form. Approximately 90 percent of the
antonym questions and 70 percent of the analogy questions loaded
highest on this factor.
The other less important factors (in terms of variance explained)
identified for the first form were as follows: Factor IV, contributing 5

to 10 percent of the common variance, was identified as an elementary algebra factor since each of the five questions having their
highest loading on the factor involved algebraic notation. Factor V,
also accounting for $ to 10 percent of the common variance, appeared to represent speed of response to discrete verbal questions

las opposed to speed in questions associated with reading
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passages). Factor VI. accounting for less than 5 percent of the common variance, was a dimension of variance underlying certain data
interpretation questions from the quantitative section. These questions were based on a complex graph or table and required the ex-

traction ot information from that table or graph. Thus, this factor
was identified as the ability to extract information. Factor VII. also
accounting for less than 5 percent of the common variance, was
designated an applications: word problems factor. Factor VIII. accounting for less than 5 percent of the common variance. seemed
to represent a factor of reading speed in comprehension Passages.
From the small percent of variance accounted for by this factor, it

was concluded that speed does not play an important role in the
reading comprehension section of the test.
The results of the factor analysis of the second form resembled
the results of the first. However, two differentiated data interpretation factors, comparable to Factor Vi in the first test form analyzed.

were discovered and called data interpretation: extraction and
maniPuletion and deta interpretation: extraction. In addition, a factor termed reading comprehension: scientificItechnical was
identified; it accounted for less than 5 percent of the test's common
variance. Two Other minor factors not identified in the first form
were found: quantitative speed (accounting for less than 5 percent
of the variance) and what was dubbed easy antonyms, though interpretation of this-latter factor was somewhat problematic

In the second form of the test, two factors isolated in the first
form were not found: elementary algebra (characterized by the
presence of algebraic notation) and word problems. The two forms
were, however, very closely similar since the first three rotated Mctors. which together account for approximately three-fourths of the

common and 40 percent of the :Olaf variance in each form.
represent the global skills tapped by the GRE Aptitude Test before
restructuring --one quantitative and two verbal factors The quantitative factor is general in nature by virtue of its high loadings on

most of the quantitative items. The two verbal factors define
abilities to deal with connected discourse (reading comprehension
passages and sentence completions) and with words in isolation
(antonyms and analogies). None of the remaining factors explains
more than 10 percent (and most less than 5 percent) of the common
variance.
The factor analysis not only identified the construct structure of
the verbal and quantitative measures but also resulted in recom-

From the above discussion it can be observed that three decisions concerning test specifications for the restructured test were
related to construct validity as investigated by factor analysis: 1) the
decision to include short as well as long passages in the reading
comprehension part of the test: 2) the decision not to separate
reading comprehension passages by subject matter content Into
two Optional modules; and 3) the decision to include some quantitative comparison questions in the quarttitativ ability measure to
reduce the testing time, because these questions had high loadings
on the general quantitative factor.
As stated earlier, evidence of construct validity is not found in a
single study; rather, judgments of construct velidity are based on
an accumulation of research results. This accumulation is usually
based not only on several studies using similar methods. but also
on investigations using a variety of different techniques, Campbell
(t960) and Campbell and Fiske (1959) have pointed out that to
demonstrate construct validity it is necessary to show not only that

the measure correlates highly with certain other variables, a
proceSS referred to as convergent validation. but also that it does
not correlate significantly with certain other variables from which it
should differ. a Process referred to as discriminant validation. A
good deal of research has been directed at establishing these two
types of construct validity for the new analytical measure.
Evidence of the discriminant validity ot the new types of questions has been obtained through a variety of judgments made by
faculty, examinees. and others about whether the questions seem
to measure something different from the verbal and quantitative
skills also assessed by the Aptitude Test. Correlational analyses
have shown that experimental tests Containing the new analytical
questions are in general slightly more related to the verbal and/or
quantitative portions of the test than the verbal and quantitative
portions are to each other.

Each of the three types of questions included in the new
analytical ability measure of the Aptitude Test introduced in
October 1977 exhibits. in differing degrees. variance not shared
with the verbal Or quantitative measures. Results ot factor analysis
studies conducted to date suggest that the logical diagrams ques-

tions have somewhat more in common with the quantitative
measure than with the verbal section. A second type of question.

analytical reasoning. shows this same pattern. The third type.
analysis of explanations. however. has slightly more in common

mendations concerning proposed alterations in the test. The

with the verbal section than with the quantitative section of the test.

proposed inclusion of short as well as king passages in a restruc-

Alter statistical removal of the verbal and quantitative factors,

tured Aptitude Test was supported because the relationships
among the questions associated with the shorter experimental
passages were as well explained as those associated with the

however, there remains a unique interpretable dimension for each
of the three types of analytical questions. Thus. results of factor
analysis suggested that the addition of an analytical measure to the
Aptitude Test would be supplementary rather than redundant

longer passages used in the operational forms.

Since the content of experimental subtests containing only
scientific passages was not as well explained by the operational
test factors as subtests containing nonscientific passages. the
proposed provision of separate reading options (one with scientific.
the other with humanities/social studies content) was abandoned.

Criterion-Related Validity

Such a change would have made the test a different experience for
science students than for the other students.

graduate study program. the actua: relationship between performance on the GRE and performance in a graduate program is an
important concern.

More than 80 percent of the established common variance of

Because the purpose of the Graduate Record Examinations is to

select applicants who will be best prepared to succeed in a

each of the experimental quantitative pretests was explained by the

factors found in the operational test Thus a change to include
quantitative comparison questions in a restructured test was
considered acceptable in view of the objective to retain the
construct validity of the original quantitative measure
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Predictive Validity
Of the va:Ious ways of exploring criterion-related test validity, determ mina the predictive effectiveness of the examination is the

most practical. Correlational analysis has been the principal research design for evaluating methods of selection. particularly in
the case of easily quantifiable selectors such as test scores and
undergraduate grades. One or more predictors (measures of

the criterion (performance in graduate school) and the predictors.
However. to admit students on a random basis is probably neither
practical nor ethical. Graduate applicants generally represent a

student potential used for selection) may be evaluated by the extent
to which they accurately forecast one or more Criteria (measures of
student success). The value of a predictor for selecting students is

performance. By the time students are admitted to departments,
further restriction of range is introduced either directly (when the
GP ano undergraduate grades have been used in selection) or indirectly (when other related variables have been used). Restriction

usually considered to vary directly with the size of its Correlation
with the criterion (Cronbach. 1971). This correlation, the validity
coefficient, ranges from a chance retatiOnShip of 0 00 to a perfect
relationship of 1.00, though negative coefficients can Occur and
perfect validity is not closely approached in practice. Usually more
than one predictor is involved (for example. a test and a grade
average), and in some cases a statistically weighted composite of
the predictors is typically more useful for selection purposes lhan
either predictor alone
Although correlational analysis has conceptual simplicity, its application to the study of graduate student selection is complicated
by a number of serious and often insoluble problems. Fest, in a
plan to study the effectiveness of predictors. a decision must be
made concerning the criteria by which to iudge their effectiveness
Graduate grades are readily available and relevant indications of
success, but many far ulty members doubt that even reliable grades
represent the most important outcomes of education Comprehensive examinations are limited Faculty ratings tend to be unreliable

Whether a student attains the Ph D. depends on academic
persistence and probably does not differentiate very well the most

promising scholars and prolessionais Yet waiting for proof of
scholarship and contributions to a discipline could result in
indefinite postponement of a predictive validity study No criterion
will be totally satisfactory. and the use of several relevant criteria
must inevitably represent a compromise
Second, almost any information on graduate student performance accumulates slowly. First-year grades are generally the
earliest obtainable information for use as a criterion Information
on Ph D. completion may not be collectible for several years after
the predictor information has been recorded. For example, the
analytical ability measure of the GRE Aptitude Test, introduced in
October 1977, will not be subjected to predictive validity studies
until criterion information is avaiiatee the end of 1979 at the very
earliest, studies using the criterion of Ph D completion will not be
possible until the early to middle 1980s
Another serious problem is that. when studies focus on particular
institutions and departments. as they must, the number of students

highly select group with respect to academic ability and past

in range on one or more of the predictor variables under Considera-

tion makes it difficult to obtain a c:ear assessment of the actual
value of the predictors involved since observed validity coefficients
tend to be lower than would be the case if a full range of talent (a
group representative of all applicants} could be included in departmental samples.

In recent years. GRE verbal ability scores for examinees nationally have had standard deviations of approximately 125. and the
standard deviations of GRE quantitative ability scores have been
approximately 135. In departmental samples such as those involved
in many validity studies. standard deviations of 75 to 90 on one or

both of these variables are not uncommon. indicating that the
range of ability available for study is considerably less than that in
the total group of individuals taking the GRE nationally.
Restriction in the range of criterion values also complicates the
interpretational outlook. If criterion values such as graduate grades
vary Only over a very limited range (A to B). differences in student
performance may not be measured reliably. This tends to lead to
underestimation of the overall utility of a predictor (Wilson. 1977t.
The effect of restriction of range is often seen in studies in which
a number of possible predictors are examinedonly some of which
are actually Used. Predictors not in use would be expected to show
a spuriously high correlation with the criteria because students are

more heterogeneous in those respects: the range of disttnctio is
has not been restricted by previous selection.

Although a predictive validity study is intended to check on the
effectiveness of predictors. it is not intended to identify from an
infinite list of possible predictors those that should be used because they provide high correlations. Predictors and criteria should
have reasonable reliability (stability and freedom from distortion).
educational relevance. and acceptability in terms of economic and
administrative feasibility and ethical considerations. Faculty recommendations and ratings. though educationally relevant. are
frequently unreliable: that is, the assessments of various judges are

not comparable. On the other hand, predictors with the highest
validity coefficients may not be educrlonally relevant. For

may be so wile that findings will fail to be statistically significant
Repeated studies on small groups may result in widely varied find-

example. the variable most highly related to the academic success
of students might theoretically be possession of an a4omobile. but

ings, vain a predictor appearing very effective One year and ineffective another. Appendix II presents, for the GRE Advanced Tests.

this variable is clearly neither an educationally sdund nor an

summaries of predictive validity studies relevant to each test for
WhiCh they are available These studies illustrate Ihe problem 01
numbers. especially in relatively small fields Concern for content
and construct validity is especially important when correlational
studies are difficult to interpret because of the small number of

The correlations obtained in predictive validity studies. if interpreted in light of the limitations of such studies and with
reference to educational and social values. are valuable informa.
eon A number of institutions and agencies have participated in
Predictive validity studies including the GRE as predictors. and

students involved

results of some of those studies are summarized in Table 32. The
studies summarized here include all or some of the following predictors- GRE Aptitude Test verbal and quantitative abilittysucso
GRE Advanced Test scores in students' chosen fields (
content vanes. depending on the department concerned), a GRE
composite (usually the average of two or three GRE scores. though

An equally serious problem :hat results in deflated validity
coefficients is the restricted range of students' performance on
both predictors and criteria From the st-nclecent of research
design. an ideal method of studying predictive validity would be to
collect selection information for all applicants. admit a random
sample of applicants. and then examine the relationship between

ethically acceptable predictor

this composite was occasionally weighted statistically). under55

Table 32: Median Validity Coefficients;for Various Predictors and Criteria of Success
in Graduate School
Deiced.

GRE verbal score

GRE quantitative score
GRE Advanced Test
score
GRE Composite

Undergraduate GPA

f972, although about half were dated during the last five years of
the span (see the list of studies on pages 60 to 62). Half of these
studies were published: the other half were institutional reports or
theses. Many of the studies were earlier described Individually by
Lannholm (1968, 1972). Since a report of more recent studies. as
well as current studies sponsored by the GRE Board. has not yet
been published, studies completed since 1972 are not summarized

rims

mete

Outten
faculty

mint
Lewd.

Albin

CPA

Rating

nation

Ph.D.

.24
46

31

42
5

.18
47

.16

27

.23
43

27
25

.27

26
47

25

.30
25

30

.48

.34

a

2

.35
40

33
30

41
8

.31

.35

33

18

representing some broader group such as firstyear students

31

37

14

.23

26

15

30

9

across several departments. Individual sets of data are based on 20
to 1,479 students (median N -=. 80). The total number of students in-

.18

.23

cluded in all studies is 21.214. and the iota! number of validity

15

9

.40
16

.40

Grad.

5

Recommendations
GREGPA Composite
(weighted)

come 1 rom two studies by Creager (1965).
The studies summarized in Table 32 cover the period from 1952- -

--

Critefia of Success
Predictors

involved and has been formalized in the time-to-Ph.D. criterion by
assigning criterion scores to students according to years elapsed
between B.A. and Ph.D. All the dala concerning Ph.D. attainment

45
24

to
Ph.D.

18
18

here.

The 43 studies in this summary include 138 independent sets of
data, osually corresponding to departments, though occasionally

18

coefficients is 616.

Predictability of Graduate Success. The studies represented in

9

Table 32 vary widely in quality and scope. Some are based on small
samples. making individual correlations unreliable. But the
medians based on more than just a few coefficients should give a

?The lower number in each pair Ise in smaller type) represents the
number of coefficients upon which each median .s based See pages

60.62 for a list Of the eal.chty studies summarized here
No data avaitable

dependable idea of how valid these predictors are and how
Predictable are the various criteria of graduate success. Insolar as

possible, the same data have been sorted by major field and

graduate grade-Point average (undoubtedly computed in different
studies in different ways that were seldom specified very carefully),
recommendations (almost exclusively from three extensive studies
of National Science Foundation fellowship applicants by Creager
(1965) and Rock (1972). where the average rating of several letters
of reference was used I. and a weighted composite of GRE and
grade-point average. The criteria of success in graduate school in-

presented in Table 33 to Illustrate differential validity of the predic
tors for different disciplines. Several observations can be made
from these tables.

Validity coefficients for the various predictors and composites
(against the graduate grade-point average criterion) tend to be
about 15 lower than corresponding median coefficients at the

clude graduate grade-point average. faculty ratings (typically

undergraduate level (Fishman and Pasanella. 1960).

representing the composite judgments of several faculty members
concerning professional promise or overall success as a graduate
student), departmental examinations (very few cases), and attain-

The undergraduate grade-point average is a moderately good
Predictor of graduate grade-point average and faculty ratings; it
is a poor predictor of whether a student will attain the Ph D. Depending on the success criterion used. the GRE composite is

ment of the Ph.D. This !est factor typically means attaining the
degree within a certain number of years, so a time element is also

II

Table 33: Median Validity Coefficients for Five Predictors of
Graduate Success (Variously Defined*) in Nine Fields
PPredators

GRE verbal score

I
I

GRE Advanced Test score

GREGPA Composite (weighted)

English .

Math

Physics

l

22

.36

.29

21

30

.02

I

7

14

15

11

6

.27

28

.31
10

.06

8

28
13

6

26

39

.24

44

.43

5

9

6

7

3

13
2

.27

30

.18

7

5

4

Science

'.18

GRE quantitative score

Undergraduate GPA

Education

Engineering
and Applied
Science

Bloicsical

l

35
3

1

;

Chemistry

I

42
6

Trie lower number m each pair (set in smaller type. represents thr
number of coeffietents upon whict each rn.dten is based See pages
50 67 for 4 leg of tine yalicly studies sunimariteri here
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14

42

47

7

4

1

6

6

.27
6

.21
6

.44

38

5

5

.22

.19

4

4

.56
2

;

a

i

Prechoice

!

Social
Science

.19
23

32

.23

32

-

11

22

10
1

.24

I

.46

I

17

5

.31
4

I

.16

.37

15

6

.41

.45

I

.32

40

3

2

4

5

I

i

In sets of data where two enter a were included. one was selected
for the purposes of this table in he following order of (1,I,Ilty CPA.
Attanl Ph n Department test and Faculty Rapng

either slightly more valid or substantially more valid than the
undergraduate grade-point average

The GRE quantitative ability score is typically a better predictor
in those scientific fields where quantitative ability counts most.
The reversal in the field of mathematics may be due to restriction
in the range of quantitative ability scores because of heavy emphasis on this variable in selection Correspondingly. the GRE
verbal ability score tends to be more valid in verbally oriented
disciplines such as English and education. Otherwise the pattern
of validity coefficients is fairly similar from one discipline to the
next.

The GRE Advanced Test score is evidently the most generally
valid predictor among those included. In seven of the nine disciplines in Table 33, it has the highest validity among the three
GRE scores. In eight of the nine fields. it has higher validity than
undergraduate gradepoint average
Recommendations appear to be a fairly poor predictor of whether a student will successfully complete a doctoral program.
comprehensive departmental examination seems a
somewhat more predictable criterion than the others examined
here. This is an uncertain conclusion because the available data
are sparse, but the conciusion is consistent with the reasonable
assumption that such a criterion should be more reliable than
the others represented
The

not routinely made because the reasonableness of underlying
assumptions and. therefore, the accuracy of corrections are
difficult to ascertain.
How useful validity is in practical terms depends also on the cost
of gathering the predictor information, the proportion of students
selected, and the importance of the decision. A small correlation
can produce a large benefit if the proportion of students selected is

low. Finally, a given validity coefficient will have more practical
value if the selection decision is important. and the selection decision is more important if it is irreversible.
A validity coefficient of .20 might be described as modest and one
of .40 as moderate. The conditions of graduate student selection
are generally favorable to using predictors of even modest validity.
In many departments only a small proportion of students are accepted; the decisions are quite important to the studeht and to society: and the decisions are typically irreversible. There seems little
doubt that the GRE and the undergraduate grade-point average are
providing quite useful information in most situations, particularly
since a given correlation represents greater usefulness in selkling
among the applicant population than its sib) indicates. if the study
has focused on admitted students only.
Figure 6 illustrates graphically the level of benefit likely to accrue

from using predictors that are valid to the extent indicated.
Students at high ability levels are far more likely to attain the Ph.D.

than those at low levels. The figure also illustrates that many

A weighted composite including undergraduate grade-point
average and one or more GRE scores typically provides a validity

coefficient in the .40-.45 range for various criteria of success
and for different academic fields This is somewhat higher. than

the validity of GRE scores alone The composite of undergraduate grade-Point average and GRE provides a substantially
more accurate prediction than does undergraduate grade-point
average alone This is the case for each success criterion and
practiceliy every academic discipline

Figure 6: Usefulness of GRE Advanced Test Scores
for Predicting Ph.D. Attainment in Three Fields
(Crea3er,1965)

/

Witty of Current Predictions. What overall evaluation can be made
of the extent to which success in graduate school is predictable?
Brogden (1946) was the first to demonstrate that the correlation
coefficient is the ratio of the increase obtained by selecting above
'a given standard score on the lest to the increase that would be obtained by selecting above the same standard score on the criterion

7'0

Or. as Cronbach (1971) later stated from the
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itself
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861.

*chemistry

r -.38
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Physics
= .41
pPsychology.34

standpoint of utility theory, the correlation coefficient "expresses
the benefit from testing as a percentage of the benefit one could get
from perfect prediction of outcomes- fp 4961. Thus Table 32 indi-

.

40

cates that in most fields the value of prediction by the GRE and
grade-point average composite amounts to about 40 percent of the
benefit that could accrue if prediction were Perfect
These validity coeffecierts, in fact. underestimate the usefulness
of prediction in graduate admissions beCause they are based upon

30

.

o/
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students actually admitted rather than the full range of students
who apply. There are accepted procedures for correcting this
restriction in range. The resulting validity coefficients are always
higher. and may be substantially so if only a small proportion of ap-

plicants are accepted. For example, if a department selects only
those students above the mean of its applicants on whatever admissions criterion it uses and the validity of that measure is .40 in
the admitted group, the validity would be 59 if all applicants were
admitted. Ir actuc1 practice. corrections for restriction ate ,,suaiiy

to
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5

6

1
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students fail to attain the degree. even among talented NSF fellowship applicants. And in these samples reported by Creager (1965).
there are substantial differences in attainment rates among fields.

It should be emphasized also that validity studies at particular
schools and departments give varying results. Such variability is
exacerbated by the small samples often used. but real variations do
occur. For this reason, the GRE Board encourages local Studies to
enable institutions to justify selection procedures and utilize available information to maximum benefit.

major field. etc.) tend to be higher-scoring on the average than the
total population.
The foregoing validity coefficients are probably attenuated by error resulting from the self-report nature of the criterion, from the inconsistency of grading practices among departments and institutions, and from lumping different samples of students together

Population Validity
There is another type of validity that warrants special consideration.

Other Evidence of Criterion-Related Validity

1

Although prediction is clearly of greatest concern in establishing
the validity of the Graduate Record Examinations. the criterion of
undergraduate grade-point average (as reported by students on
GRE'answer sheets) permits study of large numbers of students In
research on restructuring the GRE Aptitude Test, self-reported

undergraduate grade-point average was used as a means of
evaluating the potential usefulness of various measures of
analytical ability. The correlations for the experimental analytical
types of questions, three of which are components of the analytical
measure introduced in October 1977. are reported on page 23. Al
the same lime, correlations between verbal and quantitative ability
scores and undergraduate grades were obtained. Tables 34 and 35
show the intercorrelations of verbal and quantitative measures in
the October 1975 and December 1975 administrations of the GRE
Aptitude Test. Since correlations were obtained for several spaced
samples of various groups. the ranges of the coefficients are provided, along with ranges of scaled score means and standard deviations. The samples are slightly higher-scoring than representative
samples because students answering background questions (on

The previous discussion and the evidence presented about the
validity of the GRE concern the total population of test takers. It is
increasingly recognized, however, that the total population includes a variety of significant subgroups: women, men, blacks, Chi*
canos, foreign students, older students, and so on. It is frequently

true that such subgroups have special characteristics that may
render a test more or less appropriate for them. Therefore, a test
may be generally valid. bul may have, in one sense or another,
limited validity for some prominent group of examinees. Concern
for and evaluation of such possibilities can be usefully expressed as
population validity.

The term population validity has been used in reference to the
generalizability of research findings across different population
groups (Brecht & Glass, 1968: Messick & Barrows, 1972). Messick
(1975) pointed out that the generality of meaning of a test score
across groups is an important aspect of construct validity. Writing
about the Graduate Record Examinations. Willingham (1976) used
the term population validity as a means of relating several matters
concerning test bias to the larger issue of lest validity. The rationale
runs as follows.
Cronbach (1971) and others have emphasized that "one validates

not a test but an interpretation of data arising from a specified

Table 34: Correlations of Verbal and Quantitative
Ability Scores with Self-Reported Undergraduate
Grades, and Related Scaled Score Means and
Standard Deviations, October 1975
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procedure" (p. 447). That is. validity pertains not so much to the test
itself as to whether the test leads to correct inferences concerning

the nature of what is measured and the implications of the
measurement. In that sense, the test is not valid if it means different

things for different populations or leads to inferences that are
systematically in error for one group or another.
A variety of questions about validity stem from the fundamental
notion of whether or not a test leads to correct inferences. Many of
these questions were discussed in the previous sections. and, in

theory. any such questions can be applied to any particular
subgroup in the population of examinees. In practice, research on
population validity has focused largely on whether the selection
measures are free from bias in their content and in the accuracy of

the predictions they yield. In either case, the question is not

Table 35: Correlations of Verbal and Quantitative
Ability Scores with Self-Reported Undergraduate
Grades, and Related Scaled Score Means and
Standard Deviations, December 1975
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whether there are any differences in the average scores earned by

different groups of students. On the average. different minority
groups do often earn lower scores. but this is not inconsistent with
other known facts. The content of the test is intended to represent
important outcomes of the mainstream educational system and the
abilities necessary to do well in that system. To the extent that many
members of a minority group have suffered social and educational
disadvantage, they would be expected to find the test difficult, and
a well-developed test should reflect the educational disadvantage a
person has experienced. The critical issue in evaluating the validity
of a test for such groups is rather whether the test fairly represents
the developed ability or achievement it purports to measure.
Research on population validity is hampered considerably by the
difficulty of obtaining relevant data. Often the necessary info rrna-

eon (such as subgroup identification or achievement in graduate

predicted accurately and fairly as compared to predictions of

school) is not directly available to Me (IRE Program staff and
proves difficult to obtain from students or institutions. Another
serious problem is that many groups of particular interest are

performance of males or majority students

represented in graduate education in limited numbers. making appropriate data alt the more difficult to obtain. Due to the nature of
graduate education. these problems are cOmpounded because the
loge' al locus for many studies is the individual department. where

validity data for 131 minority students spread through 14 graduate
departments in 3 universities. Individual correlations in such small

small classes predominate and the representation of relevant
subgroups is too sparse for research purposes. Some of these

ability scores and .31 for quantitative ability scores are comparable

problems. however. can be circumvented and a great deal can be
inferred ebout the population validity of the GRE from the considerable amoont of research evidence accumulated in recent years

graduate students in Table 32 on page 56. Limited analyses by sex,
based on data collected in the same project. show similar validities
liar women and men and also for foreign and nonforeign students in
the quantitatively oriented fields in which foreign students tend to
be found. Positive relationships between the GRE scores of foreign
students and performance in graduate school have also been found
in an earlier study by Harvey and Pitcher (1963).

about several similar tests used in similar circumstances. The
following paragraphs summarize briefly the principle findings of
such research concerning (1) predictive bias and (2) content bias

With respect to predictive boas. there are two important questions. One is whether admission tests are as predictive Of, or as
highly correlates with. college performance for minorities as for
majority studente The second question is whether there is any
systematic tendency for the tests to underpredict or underestimate
the actual perlormance of minority students once they are admitted A number of studies have been directed to these two questions
in undergraduate colleges and in law schools The results are
generally quite consistent
At the undergraduate level. Stanley (1971) reviewed predictive
validities for black and white students and concluded that they are
quite comparable. in 1975, Cleary. Humphreys. Kendrick. and
Wesman again reviewed the situation and concluded that the predictions within black and white colleges are comparable. within Integrated colleges the usual regression equations lead to comparable predictions for black and white students (p '31) In a
review of sex bias in selection of freshman college students. Wild
(1977) found a consistent trend of uncle/prediction of women s
grades when the regression equation is developed on a combined
sample of men and women She hypothesized that the differences
may be due to systematic differences in meaning of the grade-point
average criterion. since men and women enter different major fields

in differing proportions and different fields have different grading
practices
Linn (1975) reviewed the prediction of grades in law school by the
traditional measures such as undergraduate grade-point average
and Law School Admission Test scores and concluded that the
traditional predictors of law school grades are usually found to be
as adequate for minority persons as for rnaiority persons and the

use of a single prediction equation usually favors the minority
- group member' fp 43) Pitcher (1975) studied the prediction of
grades for female law school students in 21 law schools and found
that the -results of the study would in general support the use. for
either men or women. of a regression system based on data for
both groups combined as long as combinations of predictors !test
scores and undergraduates grades) are used ip 11 This result
supports the hypothesis of Wild (1977). since no differences were
found wean multiple predictors were used and fora single held of
study
These resulfS are confirmed by an earlier review by Linn 119731
and by more recently completed studies of women, blacks, and Chicanos by Pitcher (1977) and Powers (1977) Thus. the results of re-

search on tests general:y similar to the GRE consistently indicate
that academic performance of women and minority students is

Available data on the GRE are consistent with that pattern, A
Cooperative Validity Studies project still in progress collected

samples are quite instablethe average N was only 9but the
median validity coefficients of .33 for GRE Aptitude Test verbal

to or slightly higher than those reported for various groups of

A second general class of research on population validity has
concerned the reasonableness and fairness of test content for different subgroups. Even if no evidence of predictive bias in a test is

found, incorrect inferences may be drawn about the ability of
students in particular subgroups because the content of the test is
somehow inappropriate for those Subgroups. Such research has
centered on the internal characteristics of the test. particularly the
question of whether certain subsets of questions tend to be inordinately difficult for some group or whether the overall pattern of
difficulty is quite different for that group as compared to the total
population of examinees.
With any test, it is normally assumed that the subject matter or
Iota) domain of questions may be generally unfamiliar or harder for

particular groups of examinees This in itself does not argue
measurement bias. but may well represent a history of educational
disadvantage with respect to the particular subject matter of the
test But if certain clusters of questions that share some particular

characteristic prove overly difficult, or if the group exhibits an
unusual pattern of difficulty. one could more reasonably assert that
there is a bias in the choice of questions or in the proCess of test
construction. The bias argument would then stem from an assumption that the group in question may not have had a fair opportunity
to learn the particular cluster of suspect questions. or that the test
questions generally may not mean the same thing for that group. in
either event. the suggestion is that the domain (that is, construct) is
somewhat different for the group in Question and that the use of the
suspect questions may be inapprqpriate.
There has been a good deal of research of this general sort
of ten called item-group interaction studies. Again, much of the research has been done On tests generally similar to the GRE (Cleary

and Hilton. 1968. Angoff and Ford. 1973: Breland et al., 1974.
Swineford. 1976). If difficulties of individual questions are compared for two large groups of examinees, the difficulty of a question
fiat one group can usually be predicted with a high degree of accuracy on the basis of its difficulty for the other group (that is, the
difficulty indexes correlate on the order of .95 to .99). When such

analyses have been made on the basis of samples of black and
white students, a typical result is to find that practically all items in
the admissiOn test are Consistently somewhat more difficult for the
black group, and the correspondence of difficulty trom one group

to the other is still high (correlations on the order of .90), but
somewhat more erratic than would be the ease if two white samples
were compared (Breland et al., 1974). Such a finding might suggest
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that different questions in the test might be perceived somewhat
differently (that is, measure a different construct) for students from

Figure 7: Equated Difficulty of Four Types of
Reading Comprehenpion items in the GRE
Aptitude Test for Black Females and a
Representative Reference Sample

different cultural backgrounds, but differences in the relative
difficulty of questions for different racial groups are typically not
large. Furthermore, there are similar small differences between
rural and urban groups and also between blacks in different cities
Finally, Angoft and Ford (1973) demonstrated that such discrepancies M relative difficulties across groups were reduced
considerably by Matching the two groups on overall performance:
that is. regardless of ethnic group. the questions performed similarly for black and white students of high. medium, and Mw score
levels. These findings support the assumption that the questions in
these tests are perceived much the same way by black and whtte
students and that the tests are measuring the same thing for both
groups.
Another special interest in much of the research on itemgroup
interactions has been to identify particular' types of questions that

Stand out as significantly more difficult for women, ethnic
minorities, or other groups and to avoid including such questions
in the test. As yet this has not been a particularly fruitful line of inquiry. Typically. few questions stand out as unusualty difficult for
the subgroup, and there is usually no apparent reason for those
that do. in some studies. however. if has been observed that questions associated with material having minority content tend to be
somewhat easier for minority students than other questions. Due in
part to such findings, a careful effort is made to include in GRE
tests some material especially relevant to different subgroups, but
to what extent such representation can be undettaken without
changing the character of the tests or making them unfair to some
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other examinees is an issue not easily resolved

Figure 7 shows an illustrative item analysis for 60 reading
comprehension questions in the GRE Aptitude Test. Each point
plotted in the figure represents the relative difficulty of one question for a sample of black women (N = 1,165) and for a reference
sample generatly representative of all examinees (N = 1,065). For
illustrative purposes, the difficulty indexes (deltas) plotted here
were equated so that the average delta is the same for the two
groups shown. The correlation between the deltas for the two
groups is quite high as correlations go (.89) but noticeably lower
than correlations usually observed across comparable groups.
Some consistent differences are apparent. The black women found
items containing material about blacks to be relatively easier (13

items below and 4 items above the 45' equal-difficulty line), but
items concerning science relatively more difficult (16 above the line
and 7 below). Such results do not appear unreasonable in light of
what may be assumed about learning experiences of black women,
but the finding does not, in itself. warrant, or even argue for, deletion of either type of item. Both haves legitimate rationale for inclusion in the test, even though there may be small differenCes in the
ability of one group or another to answer the different items correctly.

Information on such differences can be useful, however, in
assessing the appropriateness of test content. For example. in
restructuring the GRE Aptitude Test, a relatively efficient type of

questionquantitative comparisonswas considered as a
component of the quantitative ability measure. This type of question was shown by factor analysis to be highly related to the original
types of questions in the test, and other research suggested that
minority students tend to perform slightly better on this type of
question than on other mathematical questions Thus. quantitative
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comparisons were chosen for use because they were measures of

the original construct and had content and criterion-related
validity. However, this outcome tended to strengthen the case for
their use because it confirmed that the change would not make the
test harder for minority students.
In summary, a considerable amount of research on tests like
those of the GRE support the general conclusion that such examinations provide fair assessment of the particular academic abilities
they represent, and that they are as prodictive of the success of
women and ethnic minorities as of admission applicants generally,
Information available on GRE tests is consistent with that conclu-

sion. but other research is still underway and doubtless will
Continue. The GRE Board's concern for the fairness of the GRE for
different populations of examinees extends to other related ques-

tions that may have an important bearing on test performance
especially the possibly differential effects of coaching. speededTess. and guessing habits on scores of minority groups. Research
on such questions is in progress.
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APPENDIX I

Four Types of Questions Studied but Not Selected for Use in the Analytical Ability Measure
of the GRE Aptitude Test
Letter Sots

1.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPORSTUVWXYZ

Which of the following most closely parallels the kind of reasoning used In the sentence above?

Directions: Each problem consists of five groups of letters. You
are to find, for each group of letters, a pattern that depends only
on the relative order in the alphabet of the letters in that group.
Then choose the one group whose letters do not show the same

(A)

pattern as that shown by the tellers In the other groups.
1.

Since all rabbits that I have seen have short tails, all rabbits
probably have short tails.

(B)

(A) ABCD
(13) DEFG
(C) JKLN
(D) VWXY
(E) PARS

(C)

order. The letters in the group (C) do not show this pattern.
Therefore, the correct answer is (C)
Each group of letters should be considered independently. Look

(D)

Since elf eating utensils that I have seen are made of
metal, metal Is probably the most desirable material

(E)

Since sight is the most important of man's five miler
senses, Its failure probably seriously affects an indi-

for eating utensils.

at relationships within groups instead of relationships between

are vowels or consonants. Do not consider differences in the
sounds represented by the letters. or the relationship of the letters
to any other groups of letters, such as words. Consider only the
relative order in the alphabet of the letters in a group
2.

(A) CEGI
(13) EGIK
(C) GIKM
(D) IKNIP
(E) PRTY

The pattern in groups (A). (8), (C). and (E) can be summarized as
follows: Each of the tour letters is separated from the next by one
successive fetter The letters in group (0) do not show this pattern,
so (0) is the correct answer. (Note: It would be wrong to choose
answer (E) on the basis of the statement- All of the other groups
contain the letter I. This statement has nothing to do with the relative order of letters within each of several independent groups I

Since all of the plays of Jovna Maldonado that I have
seen feature a spurned lover, probably all o: her plays
feature this character type.

The pattern in groups (A). (8). (0), and (E) can be summarized as
follows: The letters in the group are in consecutive alphabetical

groups. Do not concern yourself with whether the letters fall near or
at the beginning or end of the alphabet, or with whether the letters

Since all chemical reactions that I have seen have been
undramatic, probably only minor changes took place In
the substances involved.
Since all the human social systems that I have heard of
have sexual taboos, all of these sexual taboos have
probably had survival value for the human race.

vidual's aptnude for all formal education.
The statement on which this quite easy question is based reflects
inductive reasoning: generalizing about an entire class on the basis
of specific observations. Although one could criticize the conclusion by pointing to the limitations of the observations, this question
does not ask for an evaluation of the reasoning process but for
recognition of a parallel example of that kind of reasoning.
All of the answer choices are similar in some ways. but only one is
a statement about specific observations followed by a generalization based on those observations. In (A). (B), and (D), the second
part of the statement is not a generalization based on the observations mentioned in the first part but is an explanation or suggested
reason for what was observed. In (E) an assumption is followed by a
conciusinn. Only (C) refers to specific observations (about some of
Maleonado's plays) and proceeds to generalize (about all of Maidonado's plays) on the basis of these observations. however limited
they may be. Therefore (C) is the correct answer.

Logical Reasoning
Directions: The questions in this section require you to evaluate
the reasoning contained in brief statements or passages. in some
questions, each of the choices is a conceivable solution to the
particular problem posed. However, you are to select the one that
is beet, that is, the one that does not require you to make what are
by common-sense standards implausible, superfluous. or incompatibis assumptions. After you have chosen the best answer,
blacken the corresponding space on the answer sheet,
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2.

A good hotel can give you a beautiful room for $30 a day. with
three meats, and make a profit and pay taxes. And yet a taxexempt hospital operates in the red for $65 e day. I say it must
be bad administration.

The author's argument would be considerably weakened if attention were drawn to the fact that

hotel managers receive better training than do hospital
administrators
(13) the quality of food served by hotels exceeds that of food
served in hospitals
(C) hospitals are run by dishonest administrators
(A)

(D)

hospitals provide other services besides room and

(E)

board
hospital deficits are a recent phenomenon

This very easy question focuses on the reasonableness of drawing a
conclusion from the evidence presented. The author's contention is
based on some evidencethe discrepancy between a hotel's and a
hospital's operating expenses. The question asks you to identify ad-

4.

ditional evidence that would weaken the argument that bad
administration is responsible for the discrepancy in expenses. (A)
and (B) cannot be that evidence because these choices. if true.
would actually strengthen the authors argument. (C) is a slightly altered version of the author's own statement of a reason for the discrepancy. (E) could weaken the argument. but Only if more information were given. Only (0) provides evidence that casts doubt on the
argument. If hospitals provide services other than those mentioned,
then the costs of those services rather than bad administration are
likely to be the reason for the difference between hotel and hospital
expenses. Therefore (0) is the correct answer.
Cluostione 3-4 refer to the following passage.

A 'invent who was meeting a stork for his master was prevailed
Won by his iweethesrt to cut off one of its legs for her to eat.
When he bird woe brought to the table, the master asked what
had become of the other leg. The man answered that storks never
had more than one leg. The master, very angry but determined to
render his servant speechless before he punished him, took the

Itervant the next day to toe fields where they saw storks, each
standing on one leg, The servant turned triumphantly to the
master; but the master shouted, and the birds put down their
other legs and flew away. '1th, sir," said the servant, "you did not
shout to the stork at dinner yesterday: if you had. he too would
have shown his other leg."
3.

The servant's final retort to his master would be true if which
two of the following statements were simultaneously true?
I.

Roasted storks at the dinner table behave just as live
storks in the field do.

II.

The missing Mg on yesterday's roasted stork had
actually been tucked under the bird.

Ill. The master had not undertaken to teach the servant a
lesion.
IV.

The servant's sweetheart. rather than the servant
himself, had cut off the stork's leg.

(A) I and II (B) I and Ill
(C) II and III
(0) II and IV
(E) !Hand IV

The humor of the fable on which these questions are based derives
from a logical problem relating to the drawing of conclusions from
evidence. The first Question is based on the servant's clever retort
to his master. The servant's retort is a logical conclusion if certain
assumptions are made. The servant's argumentthat if the master
had shouted at the roasted stork on yesterday's table. ii would have

shown its other leg as did the storks in the fieldassumes that
roasted and live storks behave in the same way (I) and also assumes
what the servant would like the master to believe, that the missing
leg on yesterday's roast had been tucked under the bird (U) rather
than eaten by the servant's sweetheart. If (III) were true, the situation leading to the servant's retort would not have occurred. but (III

does not bear on the truth of the servant's retort (IV) is not the
answer because it does not matter whO cut off the stork's leg, what
is important to the situation is that it was cut off Thus (A), (I and Ill.
is the correct answer This question is Of about average difficulty

The servant was able to attack the master's demonstration
primarily because the master failed to
(A)

t..bjectively consider the possibility that storks might

(Et)

have only one leg each
take anyone with him to the fields to confirm his observations

(C)

plan later experiments to follow up and validate his
tentative findings

Kg reveal to his servant that It was possible for storks to
lack one leg and stilt fly
(E)

consider that conditions governing the demonstration
were unlike those of the previous day's happening

This question, a moderately easy one, asks for a criticism of the

master's demonstration. The master did prove what he had
intended to provethat storks have more than one leg. However.
the servant was able to elude the master's "proof" of his guilt by immediately accepting the two-leggedness of storks (including that of
a roasted stork) but claiming that the master had simply not treated
the roasted and live storks in the same way. Thus (E) is correct be-

cause the master's experiment took place under different conditions than did the previous day's experience. (0) is irrelevant to the
argument and can be easily eliminated. Choices (A), OW and (C) all

sound as if they might be flaws in an experiment intended to be
scientific. But they do not explain why the servant was able to
spring back with a new argument. Objective consideration of the
possibility that storks might have only one leg each. (A), would not
have strengthened the master's demonstration. More observers.
(B), or additional experiments. (C), to confirm his findings would
perhaps have strengthened his point about live storks but would
have had no implications for roasted ones. Thus only (E) can be the
answer.

Questions 5 -6 refer to missing portions of the following passage.
For each question. choose the completion that is best according
to the context of the passage.

If a book disgusted everyone, no one would read it. However,
one can be sure of selling many copies of a book that is publicly
proclaimed obscene, for the officially held standards of propriety
do not prevail throughout the community. At this point I may be
expected to denounce the hypocrisy of the age. I shall not do so.
The concept of hypocrisy applies to morals: a person should be
good and not merely seem so, and a bad person is little mended
by pretense of goodness. But propriety Is altogether a matter of
how actions appear, so that 1. If a person seems to give no offense, he gives no offense. Why, then, should a society not have
public 'standards of propriety different from those applied by each
citizen to his own private conduct? It would be no more absurd to
advertise Mhy movies by decorous posters than it Is to advertise

decorous movies by filthy posters; and if a society in which
everyone avidly read pornography were to forbid ifs public sale,
that would mean only that it combined a taste for such reading
with a taste fore.
5.

bad men rarely succeed in appearing good
the concept of hypocrisy does not apply
actions appear different to observers with different standards
(D) the Issue is basically a moral one
(F) the concepts of impropriety and Immorality are Indistinguishable
(A)
(B)
(C)
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Both this question and the next require that you follow the author s
reasoning well enough to fill in missing material The first question
focuses on the distinction that the author makes between morality
and propriety The author suggests that propriety, unlike morality,
is entirely a matter of appearance and has nothing to do with what
is really good or bad Because the author contrasts morality and
propriety. (0) and (E) can be eliminated (0) assumes that propriety
.5 a moral issue. (E) suggests that impropriety and immorality (and
by inference propriety and morality) are indistinguishable Since
bad and **good" in (A) refer to morality. (A) does not follow from
the r.iiithrir s ideas on oronriety (CI is an appealing answer. since it
focuses on the way actions appear in public But (C) does not follow
from the words 'so that.* leading ftom the first clause ("propriety is
altogether a matter of how actions appear*') to the second clause
Only (B) is an acceptable answe. It follows from the author's distinction between propriety and morality oecause it slates that by
pocrisy (associated with the concept of morality) does not apply to
the question of propriety This question is difficult
6.

(A) obscenity
(0) good art

(B) hypocrisy
(E) decorum

(D) oppression

The answer to this very difficult question must meet two requirements It must describe something that is consistent, in the context
01 the author's discussion. with the reading of pornography It must
also explain the paradox, described in the preceding lines. 01 a society in which pornography is read although public sate of por-

nography is forbidden The sense of the author s argument is
that it is possible not to call such a society hypocritical (lines 4-9)
Therefore (B) is a poor choice (A). 'obscenity." is a term similar to
pornography and does not suggest any contrast that could
explain the paradox "Oppression' and good art. though relevant

in general to the topic of pornography, are not relevant to the
author s discussion here Thus (C) and (0) can be eliminated (El,
decorum. a synonym for 'propriety.' does fit into the context It
explains the contrast between privately reading pornography and
publicly banning it according to the author s view that propriety
has 10 do with public appearance only and not with private actions
ThuS (E) is tne correct answer

Sample Set

Between 10:00 p.m. and t1:00 p,m, on October 31, five children
were admitted to the Fairchild General Hospital. Four were suffering from severe stomach cramps and vomiting. All five had been
out "trick or treating- and had eaten a good deal of candy. Doctors at the hospital diagnosed cyanide poisoning and called the

police. The police ascertained that only one street, Mavis
Avenue, had been canvassed by all five of the children, three in

one group and two in another. Their bags of candy were impounded.
When the residents of Mavis Avenue were interviewed, several
mentioned that John Ames, their neighbor, had said. "I'm going to

give some kids a Halloween they won't forget." Records at the
corner pharmacy indicated that Ames had purchased cyanide on
October 29.

Conclusion: Ames poisoned the children.

Sample Answers

Sample t: Some of the candy
remaining in the
children's
bags

contained cyanide.
Ames's fingerprints
were found on the
wrappers of the

00000
000©0
0 0 0 i:E) 0

poisoned candy.
Sampte 2: All five

children remembered going to the
Ames house.

Sample 3: Ames had given pennies, not candy, to the
children.
Sample 4: Three Of the five hospitalized children did not
think they had gone to
the Ames house.

0®000

Samples: Several of Ames's
friends said that they

would vouch for his

00000

character.

Evaluation of Evidence

Deductive Reasoning

Directions: Each of the sets in this section consists of a description of a fact situation and a conclusion based on that situation.
Following each conclusion are a number of statements.

Directions: The questions in this section are based on diagrams
consisting of a rectangle divided Into 4 regions.
1

2

3

4

Consider each statement separately in relation to the fact situation. Then on the answer sheet blacken space

A if the statement either proves the conclusion or makes it almost certainly true:
if the statement supports the conclusion but does not make it
almost certainly true:
C if the statement either disproves the conclusion or makes it almost certainly false:
D if the statement weakens the conclusion but does not make it
almost certainly false;
E if the statement is irrelevant to the conclusion or affects it only
slightly.
13

1

A plus sign ( -) in a region represents the statement that there is
something in the region. A minus sign ( -) in a region represents
the statement that there is nothing in the region.

There is something
In the first region.

i

There is nothing in
the first region, and
there is something
in the fourth region.

if a bracket (r1 ) connects two signs. thin one of the signs holds
and the opposite of the other sign holds.
Is equivalent to either

if two diagrams are given, the information in them may be corn.
tined in a *Ingle diagram.
and

Given

1
1-

or

then

two plus signs or two minus signs are connected by a bracket.
than one plus sign and one minus sign must result. If a plus sign
and a minus sign are connected by a bracket, then two plus signs
or two minus signs must result.

must result.

Semple Question

Given

and

Which of the following can result?

Is equivalent to either

or
(A)
4

It an arc

) connects two signs, then AT LEAST ONE of the
signs holds. and BOTH signs may hold.

4.

Is equivalent to either

or

Or

D Is the conic! answer.

;
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APPENDIX II

information Unique to Each Advanced Test
On the following pages. the content of each of the 20 Advanced
Tests is described. In addition. for all the tests except Advanced

Computer Science. the percentage distributions of students'
responses to questions about their field backgrounds and educational goals are reported. These data are based on the responses of
students taking the Advanced Tests at all administrations during
the 1970-71 academic year. The pircentage not responding at all to
each question is not given.
Validity data are also summarized where available. Only sjudies
using an Advanced Test as one of the Predictors and involving

students al least some of whom entered graduate school as late as
1956 are included. Three persistent problems make it difficult to interpret validity coefficient's: 1) small samples of students. 2) inadequate criteria of success in graduate school. and 3) restriction of
the range of measures for both predictors and criteria. (A full dis-

cussion of validity is presented in Chapter 6.) For each validity
study. the student group involved is described in terms of size, institution, year. and Other pertinent characteristics. as available. The
predictors and criteria and the relations between these variables
are reported.

ADVANCED BIOLOGY TEST
Content
To cover the broad field of the biological sciences. the subject mat-

ter is organized into the three major areas of cellular and subcellular. organismal, and population biology.
About one-third of the examination is concentrated on the materials and phenomena found at the subcellular and cellular levels

of organization. -Subcellular is defined operationally to include
atomic and molecular species, macromolecules, and such structures as cell organelles and viruses. "Cellular..' also defined opera-

function. with consideration of such topics as energy flow, material

cycling, community homeostasis. and the ecological impact of
human activity. Other aspects of population biology considered are

population genetics, population behavior, the evolutionary sequence of organisms, and the mechanisms by which evolution has
occurred.

Since certain abilities are judged important in undergraduate
biology curriculums. consideration is given to evaluating the
student's

tionally, includes unicellular organisms and the distinctive cell
types of multicellular organisms. Under this general heading.
consideration is given to the chemistry and physics of the atoms

understanding of (a) the historical development of basic biological concepts and (b) scientific processes and methods of
investigation. including recognition of the tentative character of

and molecules -*And in biological systems as well as to their functions and architectural involvement. The energetics of subcellular
and cellular levels is included. emphasizing photosynthesis.

much scientific knowledge:

synthetic and degradative pathways, and maintenance needs.
Homeostatic mechanisms are examined from the metabolic and
stimulus-response aspects. Rephaative processes and the means of
transmission of information for them are considered, and some attention is given to techniques of study.
The organismal biology questions are concerned with the biology

of multicellular organisms as individuals. The questions relate to
the genetic and environmental control of growth and development,
structure and function, and behavior. Development includes those
processes from fertilization through organogenesis to postembryonic development, metamorphosis. senescence, regeneration.
life cycles. and transmission of hereditary characters. Structural
and functional aspects include homeostatic mechanisms at the
tissue and organ levels and hormonal and neural integration. Behavior encompasses reflex mechanisms. spontaneous activity. Innate and motivated behavior, biorhythms. maturational changes.
and various forms of learning.
The population biology questions deal with populations and their
responses to environmental factors and genetic change Included

are the systematics of Organisms and ecosystem structure and
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ability to apply the techniques and methods of biological science
to the interpretation of laboratory and field situations and basic
research findings;
ability to use resource material. evaluate unfamiliar material, and

establish relationships between the contributions of biological
science and those of other disciplines.

Responses to Background Questions, 1970-71
(N = 13,496)
A.
3°6

At what point are you in your studies?

(1) I am in or have lust completed my junior year of under-

graduate study.
(2) I am an undergraduate senior.
20°O (3) I have a bachelor's degree but am not presently enrolled
in graduate school.
8°. (a) I am in or have just completed my last year of graduate
study.
7°, (5) I am in or have completed my second year of graduate
study
67°a

B.

What graduate degree do you intend to seek?

4% (1) I do not plan to pursue graduate study.
3% (2) I plan to pursue graduate work but not to obtain a
graduate degree.
33% (3) I plan to obtain terminal M.A.. M.S.. or other degree at the
master's level.
31% (4) I plan to obtain M.A.. M.S., or other master's level degree
leading to a doctoral degree.
28% (5) I plan to obtain Ph.D.. &JD., or other degree at the doctoral level.
C.

1%

How many semester (quarter) courses of chemistry did you
take as an undergraduate?

Biology Test. One criterion was time lapse between attainment of
the B.A. and the Ph.D., coded as shown below:
B.A.-Ph.D. Time
Lapse (in years):
Coded Variable:

Less
than 4

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

No Ph.D. by

a

average time taken to attain a Ph.D. in the field. The relationships
between predictors and criteria are shown in Tables 1 and 2.

(I) None

Table 1: Validities of GRE Scores against Doctorlite
Attainment for 320 Males Who Were Applicants for
National Science Foundation Fellowships in Biology
in 1955 and 1956
Criteria

D. How many semester (quarter) courses of physics did you take
as an undergraduate"

. Ph.D. by 1884

(1) None
(2) One
49% (3) Two
12% (4) Three
(5) Fou or more
18%
16%

Reflecled B.A.Ph.°
Predictors

Time Lapse'

GRE Verbal Ability
GAB Oaentitalive Ability
GRE Advanced Biology

21
.23
.18
26

Composite

Point
Bilabial Bowie!

Ph.D in
Average Time
POinl

Biserial

Bind&
.26
.27

20

26

20

.21

27

21

14

.18
29

.17

.23

23

.22
30

How many semester (quarter) courses of mathematics did
you lake as an undergraduate?

Table 2: Validities of GRE Scores againit Doctorate
Attainment for 140 Females Who Were Applicants for
National Science Foundation Fellowships in Biology

(1) None
(2) One
40% (3) Two
20% (4) Three
19% (5) Four or more
5%
19%

39%
25%
5%
6%

Aug. '64

7

attaining a Ph.D. by August 1964. The third criterion was the
dichotomous variable of attaining or not attaining a Ph.D. in the

(2) Two or fewer
(3) Three or four
30% (4) Five or six
14% (5) Seven or more

F.

9

A second criterion was the dichotomous variable of attaining or not

11%
44%

E.

8
6

in 1955 and 1956
Criteria

If you were an undergraduate biology major, in which of the
following areas did you specialize"
(1) General Biology
(2) Zoology
(3) Botany
14) Microbiology
(5) Other

.

Ph.D. by 1964

Point

Pn.O. in
Average Time

Point
Biafora

PredielOrS

Reflected BA. -Ph 0.
Time Lapse'

GRE Verbal Ability
GRE auentitativeAlsitity
(IRE AdvenCed Biology
Composite

14

06

09

.20
.23
25

11

17

.14
22

.11
.19

26
29

.23
.26

Biter's! Biserial

Eisserial

22
35
.37
41

'Correlations between the coded variable lOr B A, -Pr' 0, time lapse given above and the
prediCtors with the signs reversed

Roberts (1970) studied the records of 41 students who had

Validity Data

2.

1. The subjects for a study by Creager (1965) were 460 applicants

graduate study in biology and who had completed at least nine

(320 males and 140 females) for National Science Foundation
fellowships in 1955 and 1956. Tha predictors were scores on the
OBE Aptitude Test (verbal and quantitative) and the Advanced

hours of graduate work. The correlations between graduate gradepoint averages and GRE scores were .24 for verbal ability, .27 for
quantitative ability, and .36 for Advanced Biology.

enrolled at Wake Forest University from June 1964 to June 1970 for
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ADVANCED CHEMISTRY TEST
Content

More advanced topics and special topics

C.

Laboratory topics, classical reaction types, classical rear-

The content of the examination emphasizes the four fields into
which chemistry has been traditionally divided and their interrela-

rangements, differentiations by chemical tests, special

reagents, bifunctional compounds, polymerizations,

tionships. An outline of the material covered by the test follows:

ANALYTI4L CHEMISTRY
A.

natural products, comparisons of reactivity, biochemically
related topics

15 percent

Classical quantitative area

IV;

Titrimetry: separations. including theory and applications
of chromatography as well as gravimetry; data handling,
including statistical tests (t, F. O. chi-square); standards
and standardization techniques

PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY

30 percent

Classical and statistical thermodynamics

A.

Equations of state; first, second, and third laws: E(1.1), H, S,
G.

CD. C,:: phase equilibria; equilibrium conditions;

Nernst's equation: elementary statistical mechanics
B.

Instrumentation area
Quantum chemistry and spectroscopy

B.

Basic electronics; electrochemical methods; spectro-

Energy levels

scopic methods, including mass spectroscopy and those
in the electromagnetic spectrum from high-energy nuclear
processes of radioactivity to nuclear magnetic resonance

and wave functions for atomic and

molecular electrons, harmonic oscillators, rigid rotors,
and translational motion: selection rules: microwave,
infrared, visible, Raman, and nuclear magnetic resonance
spectroscopy

INORGANIC CHEMISTRY
A.

Kinetics and other topics

C.

25 percent

Elementary kinetic theory of

Atomic theory

Elementary particles, atomic structure, classical experiments
B.

The nucleus

Binding energy, abundance and stability of nuclei,
isotopes
C.

rate laws and

Each form of the examination samples widely among the topics
listed above, but questions on all the topics are not in every examination.

Extranuclear structures and related properties

Electronic distributions in atoms, periodic classifications,
properties dependent on extranuclear structure
D.

gases:

mechanisms: crystallography; dielectric properties: electrochemistry: surface chemistry; polymers; chemistry of
solutions: applications to biological systems

Chemistry of the families of elements

Preparations, reactions, properties. and important applica-

tions of the elements and their compounds stressing
family relationships and dependence on extranuclear
structure; families of representative elements. families of
transition elements, lanthanides and actinides

Responses to Background Questions, 1970-71
(N = 5,126)
A.

At what point are you in your studies?

3% (1) I am in or have just completed my junior year of undergraduate study.
65%

(2) I am an undergraduate senior.

17%

(3) I have a bachelor's degree but am not presently enrolled

in graduated school.

7% (4) I am in or have just completed my first year of graduate
III.

ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
A.

30 percent

Principal reactions ol simple functional groups

Hydrocarbons, alcohols, alkyl and aryl halides, organometallic compounds, carbonyl compounds, conjugate
unsaturated carbonyl compounds, amines. diazonium
compounos, acids, phenols, simple sulfur-containing
compounds
B.

Structure and mechanism

Electronic

structures,

7%

study.
B.

3%
2%

What graduate degree do you intend to seek?

(1) I do not plan to pursue graduate study.
(2)

I plan to pursue graduate work but not to obtain a
graduate degree.

19%

(3) I plan to obtain terminal M.A., M.S., or other degree at the

24%

(4) I plan to obtain M.A., M.S.. or other master's level degree

50%

(5) I plan to obtain Ph.D.. Ed.D., or other degree at the doc-

master's level.
isomers

and

stereochemistry.

theoretical concepts basic reaction mechanisms.
structural interpretation of spectral (ultraviolet, infrared,
nuclear magnetic resonance) data
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study.
(5) 1 am in or have completed my second year of graduate

leading to a doctoral degree
toral level.

A second criterion was the dichotomous variable of attaining or riot

Validity Data
A group studied by Rock (1972) included 643 applicants for Na-

1

tional Science Foundation tellowships Most applied for first-year
NSF fellowships in 1958-61 The predictors were scores on the
GF1E Advanced Chemistry Test and GF1E Aptitude Test (verbal and
quantitative). undergraduate grade-point average. and an average
rating of reference letters. The criterion was attainment of the dOc-

torate by June 1968. The group was split into random halves the
validity coefficients for each half are shown in Table 3

attaining a Ph 0 by August 1964 The third criterion was the
dichotomous variable of attaining or not attaining a Ph.D. In tho
average time taken to attain a Ph.D. in the field The relationships
between predictors and criteria are shown in Tables 4 and 5

Table 4: Validities of GRE against Doctorate Attainment
for 500 Males Who Were Applicants for National Science
Foundation Fellowships in Chemistry in 1955 and 1956
Criteria

Ph 0 .n

Table 3: Validities Using the Criterion of Attainment of
the Doctorate for 643 National Science Foundation
Fellowship Applicants in Chemistry in 1958-61.
Split into Two Random Halves

n =321

n = 322
rNsensl
Predictors

Correlation
roe)
Cnienon

Predictor
Performance
Mean

noisenai

Slanderer
Dev.ahon

wits
Critenon

Mean

Pred,cto. a

67 41

AININ6,1

Undergraduate
GPAi
Reference

Letter!'

0 15

59 56

66 27

12 31

10 69

0 23

58 40

19 75

67 96

10 70

247 93

42 82

0 28

69 26

10 70

0 34

on

246 93

44 55

036

030

41 46

12

15

13

26
38
39

21
31

26
39

22
34

43

33

41

35

44

'Correlenons between the coded variebto for B A Pn 0 woe I Sys* g yen above and the
orecnctors with the signs reversed

Table 5: Validities of GRE against Doctorate Attainment
for 160 Females who Were Applicants for National
Science Foundation Fellowships in Chemistry

42 23

0 33

The subjects for a study by Creager (1965) were 660 applicants

(500 males and 160 females) for National Science Foundation
fellowships in 1955 and 1956. The predictors were scores on the
GRE Aptitude Test (verbal and quantitative) and the Advanced
Chemistry Test. One criterion was time lapse between attainment of
the B.A. and Ph 0.. coded as shown below
B.A -Ph D Time
Lapse (in years)
Coded Variable-

Crnene

Ph 0 in

9 15

'Scaled score win Ina fturd Oval trooed
'One toupoust scale mumoked by 100
?era to erauleplied by WO
2.

in 1955 and 1958

Ph D by 1964
1 69

Less
than 4

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

8
6

16
29

16

ORE Verbal

Ability.
oPEOtoilhlttative

°menial 9,14,141

Standerd
Oev 4non

046

11 81

Point
&sena,

GRE Ouergitelhie AbeilY
GRE Advanced Chemist"?

ORE Advanced

033

Point
Risenal

Meter)* 211110

GRE Verbal attaihtY

,
Chennstry'

Rollecied 8 A -Ph D
Time Lapse'

Composite

Pred.ctor
Performance

COrrensbon

Pn 0 by 3964

9

No PhD by
Aug. 64

7

8

Predictors

Reflected a A -Pn D
Time Loose'

GRE Verbal Ability
GRE Otrehtrtellve Ability
GRE Advanced Chemistry
Comoosne

IS
29
38
40

Pool'

Average Time

Point

Bssnai &serial &Wall Bisenal
17

27
37
38

25
39
37

36

17

25

27
37
38

39
54
55

Correlations Deorreen the ceded eanabie for e A Pn 0 hme leOse g ven above and the
coefl.clors will' maligns reverse,'

3.

Roberts (1970) studied the records of 31 students who had

enrolled at Wake Forest University frOm June 1964 to June 1970 for
graduate study in chemistry and who had Completed at least nine
hours of graduate work. The correlations between graduate gradePoint averages and GRE scores were .55 for verbal ability. --.07 for
quantitative ability. and .11 for Advanced Chemistry

If

ADVANCED COMPUTER SCIENCE TEST

C.

Content

Processor Organization

(Instruction sets. registers, data and control flow. storage)

The approximate distribution of questions in each edition of the
test according to content categories is indicated by the following
outline. The items in parentheses are intended to be examples of
topics under the headings. not exhaustive lists. The percentages
given are approximate; actual percentages will vary slightly from
one edition of the test to another. The issue of how to balance
theory versus practical applications is a problematical one and is

D

System Architecture
(Configurations of and communication among processOrs,
memories, and 110 devices)

Theory of Computation

not yet completely resolved.

15 percent
)

A.
I

Programming Systems and Methodology
A.

40 eycent

(Sequential machines. transitions, regular expressions,

Programming Languages and their Processors

Turing machines, nondeterministic finite automata)

(Evaluation of expressions, block structure. parameter

B.

passing and binding, control structures. assemblers. compilers, interpreters)
B.

Programming Concepts
C.

properties such as emptiness or ambiguity)

IV.

Data Structures

Computational Mathematics
A.

(Linear data structures. list structures. strings. stacks.
Operating Systems

B.

(Scheduling, resource and storage allocation, interrupts:
synchronization, addressing techniques. file structures,

Computer Systems
A

Logic Design

V.

Special Topics

.5percent

(Simulation and modeling, data management systems, information retrieval, artificial intelligence)

works)

72

Numerical Mathematics

20 percent

(Switching algebra, combinatorial and sequential netB.

Discrete Structures

(Arithmetic, number representation, numerical algorithms.
error analysis. discrete probability. and elementary statistics)

editors. batch/time sharing, networks/communications)
IL

20 percent

(Logic, sets, relations, functions, Boolean algebra. linear
algebra, graph theory. combinatorics)

queues, trees)
E.

Formal Languages

(Regular and context-free grammars/languages, simple .

Properties of Algorithms

(Time and space requirements of programs, especially of
common processes such as sorting and searching, correctness of programs)
D

Arailysis of Algorithms

(Complexity of specific algorithms, exact/asymptotic/lower
bound analysis, analysis of time/space complexity. correctness)

(Iteration. recursion, modularity. abstraction, refinement.
verification, documentation)
C.

Automata Theory

Implementation of Computer Arithmetic

Since tne Advanced Computer Science Test was only recently in-

(Codes, number representation. add/subtract/multiply/divide)

troduced, answers to background questions by students and
validity data are not available.

,-, ..-,

6 .1

.

ADVANCED ECONOMICS TEST

Content

C.

Tne committee responsible for the test haS felt that the primary
concern in graduate school selection is the student's competence
in the basic skills of economic analysis rather than his or her

senior, mark 5.)

knowledge of economic institutions. Thus, the test's content
specifications have increasingly emphasized basic macro- and

34%

(1) I am an -undergraduate major in economics and I plan to

macroeconomic analysis.
In current editions approximately 60 percent of the test is evenly
divided between macroeconomic and microeconomic analysis The

17%

(2) I am an undergraduate major in economics and I plan to

49%

(3) I am an undergraduate major in economics, but I plan to

7%

(4) I am not an undergraduate major in economics. but I plan

remainder consists of questions on broad topics that might be
covered in a variety of upperciass economics courses, including
money and banking, international economics. labor. industrial organization, public finance, quantitative economics, comparative
economic systems, urban economics. and economic development.
Although an individual question may be couched, for example, in
terms of international trade, the information needed to answer at
often has been studied in several other courses.
An important consideration in planning the content of the test is
the emphasis to be given to subjects covered in such courses as
those described abovecourses other than introductory principles

or macro- and microeconomics. Although a good pronortion of
undergraduate economics majors study money and banking,
international trade, and public finance. it is recognized that
substantial emphasis upon any such topics would penalize thoso
who have not taken courses devoted to them. Since the preparation
of students varies, it is expected that each score will be evaluated in
light of the student's record as of the time he or she takes the test.

do graduate work in economics.
do graduate work in an area related to economics.

do graduate work in an area unrelated to economics.

3h%
D.

questions are included because of the increasing importance of the
subject and its relevance to success in many graduate schools

Responses to Background Questions, 1970-71
(N = 4,770)
A.

3%

61%
18%

At what point are you in your studies'
(1)

I am in or have lust competed my tumor year of undergraduate study

(2) I am an undergraduate senior

I have a oachelor's degree but am not presently enrolled
in graduate school.
9% (4) I am in or have just completed my first year of graduate
(31

study.
6%

(51

I am in or have completed my second year of graduate
study.

B

What graduate degree do you intend to seek"

6% (1) I do not plan to pursue graduate study
2 (21 I plan to pursue graduate work but not to obtain a
graduate degree.
36%

(3) I plan to obtain terminal M.A . M.S., or other degree at the

24%

(4) I plan to obtain M.A.. M.S.. or other master s revel degree

30%

151

to do graduate work in economics.
(5) Not a senior, or other

If you were not an undergraduate major in economics, in
which of the following areas did you specialize?

30%

(1) Social Sciences (including Business)
(2) Engineering
2% (3) Biological or Physical Sciences
7% (4) Mathematics (including Statistics)
4% (5) Humanities

4%

In questions E through I, include in your answer the courses in
which you are currently enrolled only if you have completed more
than half a term.
E.

How many semester (quarter) courses beyond the first
course have you had in microeconomic analysis (the study of

individual economic unitsmarkets, firms, consumers,

Although questions in quantitative economics are generally
difficuit for many students currently !eking the test, some such

--

If you are now a college senior. which of the following best
describes your educational experience and your plans with
respect to the graduate study of economics' (If you are not a

workers)?

(1) None
(2) One
(3) Two
(4) Three
6% (5) Four or more

24%

40%
18%
8%

F.

How many semester (quarer) courses have
had beyond
the first course in macroeconomic analysis (the study of aggregate economic behavior including monetary theory)?

(1) None
(2) One
21% (3) Two
8% (4) Three
8% (5) Four or more
23%
37%

G. How many semester (quarter) courses have you taken in eco.
nomic statistics and econometrics?

37

(1) None
(2) One
16% (3) Two
5% (4) Three
3% (5) Four or more

36%

master's level

leading to a doctoral degree
I plan to obtain Ph.D . Ed D., or other degree at the doctoral level
73

H

How many other semester (quarter) courses in economics
have you had including the introductory course(s)?

2% (1) None
10% (2) One or Iwo
18% (3) Three or four
24% (4) Five or six
42% (5) Seven or more

How many semester (quarter) courses in mathematics

I.

(including mathematical probability and statistics) have you
taken?
35%
34%
9%
9%
9%

(1) Two or fewer
(2) Three or four
(3) Five
(4) Six or seven
(5) Eight or more

ADVANCED EDUCATION TEST
Content
Questions are drawn fro

i

the courses of study most commonly of-

fered. Since the emp hasp is Placed on the relationships among the

content dimensions of ucalion, the particular pattern of courses
students have taken is I efy to be less crucial thin their ability to integrate the knowleeg nd skills they have gained.

for the most part. ask the student to solve
The test questio
problems using b is concepts, knowledge, understanding. and
abilities from those areas from which the substantive content of
education is generally drawn Thal is. history, philosophy,
Psychology, and sociology. Various concerns', in education are
considered. These concerns and the relative weight of each in the
test are (1) educational goals. 15 percent; (2) administration and
supervision of the schools, 15 percent: (3) curriculum development
and organization. 15 percent; (4) teaching-learning, 40 percent; (5)
evaluation and research appraisal. 15 percent. The following outline provides greater detail.

explaining, queitioning, and evaluating claims: (b) nature of the
learner, including intellectual, emotional- social. and physical
development: the teaching-learning process. including kinds of
learning. basic concepts and principles of learning. guidance of
learning in the classroom; (c) sociological considerations, such
as the influence of social class stratification on teaching, styles
of teaching and patterns of social control, and the teacher's role
as a member of a social system.

5. Evaluation and research appraisal. including (a) the justification
and meaning of research conclusions and the bearing of evidence on educational decisions: current trends and issues and
their historical persp ctive; (b) elementary statistical, measurement, and evaluation concepts and techniques bearing on the
appraisal of methods, individuals, small groupi and the broader
society.
Students are called upon .to demonstrate their knowledge of facts.

terminology. theory and concepts, evidence, and professional

1. Educational foals. including (a) the aims of education and their
proponents and justification. viewed philosophically and in historical perspective: (15) the clantication and feasibility of a variety

sources al the same tenci they demonstrate their skill in using the
cognitive processesth, is, recall of knowledge. comprehension,

of possible goals of education, with particular reference to

example, might require the student to make a prediction based on
understanding of the social structure of the ghetto family. Another
example would be a question that considers the justification of a
teacher's particular course of action by the use of an appropriate
generalization of a teaching theory.

PhySical, emotional-social, and intellectual development: (C) the
role of education as related to a pluralistic society, community
goals, social problems, and so on

2. Administration and supervision of the schools. including (a)
sources of influence and authority, viewed historically and philosophically: (b) psychological considerations. such as grouping
for learning and stall and student morale, (c) the teacher's legal
rights and responsibilities. sociological considerations. such as
community characteristics, needs. aspirations, and role in
educational planning.

3. Curriculum development and organization. including (a) evolution of thp cirriculum in the schools and philosophical dimensions of curriculum issues: (b) curriculum as related to stages of
growth and development and learning factors; (c) curriculum as
related to societal demands on education. and so on.

application. analysis. and evaluation. A typical question, for

Responses to Background Questions, 1970-71
(N = 24,179)
At what point are you in your studies?

A.

(1) I am in or have just completed my junior year of under-

14./.

graduate study.
24%

(2) I am an undergraduate senior.

30%

(3) I have a bachelor's degree but am not Presently enrolled

28%

(4) I am in or have just completed my first year of graduate

141°,%.

f5)

in graduate school.

4 Teaching-learning. including (a) the evolution of tneones of
teaching-learning and their relationship to curriculum types and
teaching styles: logical aspects of teaching, including defining,
74

1

asrritudiny.or

study.

1.

...) a...

have completed my second year of graduate

B.

Whit graduate degree do you intend to seek/

2% (1) I do not plan to pursue graduate study.
3% (2) 1 plan to pursue graduate work but not to obtr.on a
graduate degree.
69% (3) I plan to obtain lerrr:nal M,A M.S.. or other degree at the
master's level.
13% (4) 1 plan to obtain M.A.. M.S., or other master's level degree
leading toe doctoral degree.
13% (5) 1 plan to obtain Ph.D.. Ed.D.. or other degree at the doctoral level.

H.

(t1 None
(2) One
(3) Two
10% (4) Three
14% (5) Pour or more
31%
19%
15%

I.

.

C.

In which of the following areas did you major as an undergraduate')

(1) Education (including elementary. secondary. and any related subject area specialization)
4% (2) Natural sciences. mathematics
11% (3) Social sciences
7% (4) Humanities. fine arts
7% (5) Other

69%

D.

In which of the following types of institutions did you do most
of your undergraduate work?

(1) Four- or five-year college offering primarily liberal arts
(2) Four- or five-year college offering primarily teacher preparation
37% (3) State university
11% (4) Privately endowed university
26%
22°f0

3% (5) Other
E,

14%

24%

If you are presently working toward h graduate degree on
education. in which of the following areas are you concentrating your work?

43%
21%
10%
6%
9%

How many semester (quarter) courses have you completed in
the area of social foundations?

(1) None
(2) One
(3) Two
(4) Three
(
Four or more

Validity Data
1. The subjects of a study by ckhoff (1966) were 185 secondary
education majors and 111 elementary education majors with 30 or
more quarter hours accumulated at Winona State College. The pre-

dictors were scores on the GRE Advanced Educationstand
Miller Anologies Test and undergraduate grade-point average. The
criterion was overall graduate grade-point average. Stepwise
regression analysis showed that the GRE scores added practically
nothing to the prediction for secondary majors. and the MAT scores
added nothing to the prediction for elementary majors. Elimination
of these predictors then yielded the beta weights and multiple correlation coefficients between the two predictors and the criterion
shown in Table 6.

(1) Administration aridior supervision
(2) Curriculum aad instruction

Table 6: Beta Weights and Multiple Validity Coefficients
Using Graduate Grades as the Criterion for Education
Majors at Winona State College

5% (3) Psychological loundations linciudong educational
psychology. human growth and development, mental
hygiene, etc.)
2%

How many semester (quarter) courses have you completed in
the area of psychological foundations?

(4) Social foundations (including history. philosophy. and

eels venoms

sociology of education)
17%

cieE

(5) Pupil personnel services (including guidance. spec!al

EismeMary in - 111)
Secondery In . 185)

education. etc.)
F.

69%

How many semester (quarter) courses have you completed in
the area of administration andtor supervision/

(1) None

7% (2) One
4% (3) Two
3% (4) Three
8% (6) Four or more
G.

31%
14%
11%
8%
27%

How many semester (quarter) courses ha e you completed on
the area of curriculum and instruction/

(1) None
(2) One
(3) Two
'el Three
(5) Four or more

MAT

HP

23'

memo*
UGPA

Cott. letkin

.21

30

.41*

51

'Svnitment at the OS level
1S.anttocaht it the 01 level

The group involved in a study by Roscoe and Houston (1969)
included 231 students who successfully completed the doctoral
program in education at Colorado State College and an additional
21 students who were admitted, completed 30 quarter hours, and
then were dismissed. The predictors included scores on the GRE
Advanced Education Test and the GRE Aptitude Test (verbal and
quantitative). The ci aerie were grade-point average in doctoral
2.

studies. graduation versus dismissal from the program. a normative
judgment. and an ipsative judgment. To secure the normative judgments, test scores and other predictor variables on 30 representative students not identified by name were presented to 16 graduate
professors. The professors rated the students' prospects as doc-

toral students. To get the ipsative judgments. the same 16
75

professors were given the names of doctoral graduates The
professors rated 8,3 professional promise of 10 students on the list
whom they knew. The results are shown in Table 7

Table 8: Validities for 84 Students in Education at the
University of North Dakota

----

Criterra
Prachclors

GRE Advanced Education
GRE Verbal Abolily
GRE OuenbtatrveAbdrly

Table 7: Validities for 252 Students in Education
at Colorado State College
'

Cnrana

Normative
Judgment

anative
Judgment

26

IT

21

38
27

30
26

GradePown
Average

Graduation vs

GRE veroel *Why

20
32

GRE Guanhtaave Abo.ly

2'

Prerattors
GRE Advanced Educauon

Eherrassal

2.5

i7

All totratahons vgnratant bevonu rne Oi Jew,'

3

08
- 01

- 01
03

10

Grades for Bachelor s Degree
Grades for Master's Degree

13
01

02

degree, and grade-point average for the master's degree. The cri-

Table 8A: Means and Standard Deviations of Predictors
and Criterion for Students Graduated and Not Graduated
Graduated
in -, 331
Prechcior

Cotenor

GRE Advanced Education
GRE Verbal AbOdy
GRE Ouant.tabve Ability

M

509
515
556
51 7
2 75

MAT

Groats for Bachelor's Degree
Grades fOr Master's Degree

teria were doctoral gradepoint average and graduation vs nongraduation As of February 1969, 33 of the stuaents had graduated
and 51 had not graduated or been in attendance during the precedirg 21 months. The correlations between predictors and criteria are
shown in Table 8. Table 8A gives the means and standard deviations of the predictors and criteria

22'

'S.gnmcant at the 05 level
,Sogni6cant al the 01 revel

jects were 84 students admitted to the doctoral program in the

Miller Analogies Test, grade-point average for the bachelor's

343

08
34.

MAT

In a third study, by Williams. Harlow and Grab 11970), the Sub-

Education Department of the University of North Dakota between
June 1962 and June t967 The predictors included scores on the
GRE Advanced Education Test, the GRE Aptitude Test, and the

Graduabon vs
Alongraduetion

Doctoral Grades

Doctoral GradeS

Net Graduated
In ,. 51?

so

M

SO

59

554

38

7S

503

71

101

504

71

856

356

24

49 5
2 73
3 43

3 73

31

3 51

39

11 4

39

25
7S

In addition to the six predictors listed above, nine other predictors
were used. The 15 predictors gave a multiple correlation of .51 for
doctoral grades and .e5 for graduation vs nongraduation. The last
multiple correlation was significant at the .01 level.

ADVANCED ENGINEERING TEST

in the test. The aim is to ask engineering questions that are

Approximately 80 to 90 questions on these topics make up this
part of the examination.
Questions for the mathematics usage subscore have been developed from two viewpoints:

sufficiently fundamental and general so that alt ungineers, regardless of their specialty, can reasonabiy be expected to answer them.

1. There is a body of intuitive mathematical conceptsin contrast
to facts and formulasthat forms the basis upon which persons

Engineering is an extremely broad discipline. The subdisciplines of
chemical. civil, electrical industrial, and mechanical engineering
are all represented on the committee of examiners and are included

Since mathematics is basic to all branches of engineering, a
substantial number of questions are devoted to mathematics. Two
subscores, engineering and mathematics usage. are provided.

select from several possible approaches that one best fitted to a
particular situation they have encountered in their discipline.

2. There is a body of knowledge of mathematical facts that should

be at the fingertips of those who use mathematicsfacts for

Content
Questions for the engineeling subscore are based on material common to the several branct. ss of engineering and usually studied
during the first two collegiate years. The areas from which questions may be drawn are as foltows
Mechanics: statics, dynamics, kinemItics, strength of materials.
thermodynamics: fluid mechanics. transfer and rate mechanisms.
heal, mass, momentum: structure of matter: electricity: chemistry:
nature and properties of matter, including the particulate, light and
sound: computer fundamentals: engineering judgement.
76

which they cannot always seek verification if they are to work
efficiently in their discipline.

The mathematics background assumed is not more than two
courses in calculus with some simple ideas from linear algebra and
probabilityideas that usually precede or accompany introductory
calculus. This subscore is based on the following kinds of questions. intuitive calculus problems. factual renal' questions, and a
limited number of other types of mathematics questions.
The intuitive calculus questions consist of three sets 01 ques-

tions, approximately eight in each set, involving graphs of func-

lions. In each set the students must use basic calculus ideas to interpret the given graphs and derive information concerning graphs
or paths that are not drawn and , ,at they construct for themselves
from information available in the given figures in order to answer
the questions.
In addition to the questions in the two mathematics usage pans, a
few mathematics questions appear in the engineering parts of the
test. Scores on these are part of the mathematics usage subscore

Responses to Background Questions. 1970-71
(N =.- 7,858)

k At wnat point are you in your studies'
3%

(1)

I am in or have just completed my jun )r year of under-

graduate study.
52% (2) I am an undergraduate senior.
23% (3) t have a bachelor's degree but am not presently enrolled
in graduate school.
11% (4) I am in or have lust completed my first year of graduate
study.

6% (5) I am in or have completed my second year of graduate
study.
B.

What graduate degree do you intend to seek"

5% (1) t do not plan to pursue graduate study
2% (2) I plan to pursue graduate work but not to obtain a
graduate degree.

0
(1) Agricultural enginaering
(2) Aeronautical engineering
?o (3) Metallurgical engineering
re (4) Nuclear engineering
15) None of the above in either (C) or (0)

9%

Validity Data
The subjects for a study by Creager (1965) were 300 male applicants
for National Science Foundation fellowships in 1955 and 1956. The
predictors were the GRE Aptitude Test (verbal and quantitative) and

the Advanced Engineering Test. One criterion was time lapse
between attainment of the B.A. and the Ph.D., coded as shown
below:
B.A.-Ph.D. Time

Lapse (in years
Coded Variable

Less
than 4

4

5

6

7

8

9

No Ph.D. by
Aug. '64

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

B

A second c:iterion was the dichotomous variable of attaining or not

attaining a Ph.D. by August 1964. The third criterion was the
dichotomous variable of attaining or not attaining a Ph.D. in the
average time taken to attain a Ph.D. in the field. The relationships
between predictors and criteria are shwn in Table 9

I plan to obtain terminal MA,MS. or other degree at the

52%

(3)

25%

(4) I plan to obtain M A., M S . or other master s level degree

14%

(6) I plan to obtain PhD . Ed D.. or other degree al the doc-

master's level.

leading to a doctoral degree
toral level

Table 9: Validities of GRE against Doctorate Attainment
for 300 Males Who Were Applicants for National Science
Foundation Fellowships in Engineering in 1955 and 1956

What is the branch of engineering in which you are presently

Collehli

registered or were most recently registered > (Mark one space for
question C or D to answer this Question according to the following
Code.)
C.

(1) Chemical engineering
(2) Civil engineering
34% (3) Electrical engineering
3% (4) Industrial engineering
20% (5) Mechanical engineering
12%
12%

Ph 0 in
Ph D by 166.4

PredoC1Ors

GRE Verbal Abdoy
GRE Ouantdahve MAO
GRE Advanced
Engineering

composite

Reflected a A -Ph 0
Time Lapse'

Average Time

Nom,
essehat

Ehseroal

28

28

41

28

42

21

21

31

re

28

32
3S

31

45

31

40

34

50

34

50

boom

&serial El.serai

'Correlations between me coded variable for 0 A -1,1+.0 lime lapse given above end the
oredclors With hie mans reversed
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ADVANCED FRENCH TEST
Content

Responses to Background Questions. 1970 -71

Rattler than stress any one content area. the committee responsible
lur tha test toes to achieve a balanced approach The test encompasses Questions on reading comprehension. literary interpretation
and criticism, literary history. and culture and civilization

The sections on reading comprehension and on literary interpretation and criticism are designed to lest comprehension on a
,ariety of leveIS Questions deal with vocabulary recognition and
tiSe of context to determine meaning. sensitivity to style and literary

values. and ability to follow the developmt.

of an author s

thought Prose and Poetry selections represent v...nous Periods and
genres from the sixteenth century to the present Texas vary
considerably in length as well as in the number of Questions based
on them
In the sir- on on literary history which inciLdes the Middle Ages,

questions rodi.ire specific information on major works. authors.
trerds and movements and the ability to grasp signifiCant relationships Questions about French culture and civilization touch
upon such topics as geography, history. institutions. and the arts
and sciences Other questions concern definitions of the oenres.
their evaluation the vocabulary of rhetoric. and the ideas proiiounded in the iast 30 years by the new critics, novelists. and
,Iramatisls In this way. the committee attempts to recognize the
crncal 4L,proaches to literature that are becoming more prevalen
without neglecting the broad evolutionary perspectives still considered valid
Literary selections and questions give approximately equal atten-

t:on to all centuries from the sixteenth through the twentieth.
Knowledge of the language (grammar. idioms) is nor tested in quest' :ins separate from interpretive reading selections. and linguistics
is not tested at all

(N

2.472)
A

r,

At what point are you in your studies7

(I) I am in or have just completed my junior year of ur q.,rgraduate study.

65%
20%

(2) I am an undergraduate senior
(3) I have a bachelOr's degree but am not presently enri'led

in graduate school.

r°

(4) I am in or have just completed my first year of graduate

4%

I5) I am in or have completed my second year of grad.iale

study
study
B

What graduate degree do you intend to seek"

4%

( I) I do not plan to pursue graduate study

3*.

(2)

1 plan to pursue graduate work but not to obtain a
graduate degree.

490 (3) I plan to obtain terminal M A M S or other degree al the
master's level
26%

(4) I plan to obtain M A , M S.. or other master's level cleiee

17%

(5)

C

9%
90%
D

leading to a doctoral degree
I plan to obtain PhD , Ed D , or other degree at the doctoral level.

Was French regularly spoken in your 1- ome when you w. :e a
Child?

(1) Yes
(2) No

For what length of time have you studied in or liveC

a

French - speaking country?
33%
21°.-

8%
23%
15%
E

85%
3%
11%
F

(11 Not at all
. 2) Some. but less than three months
(3) Three to six months
(4) Six months to one year
(5) More than one year

What is (or was) your undergraduate major 1100

(1) French
(2) Another lore Ign language
(3) Other
If you majored in French as an undergraduate. which
following was most emphasized in your Courses7

Inc

(1) French literature
(2) French language proficiency
2% (3) Civilization and culture (includ.ng area studies)
'.'''. (4) Linguistics (history of language. structure of languir.ro
360 (5) Other

65%
17%
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ADVANCED GEOGRAPHY TEST
Content

C

The questions in the Advanced Geography Test are drawn from the
Courses of study most commonly offered Approximately 40 percent
of the questions are devoted to physical geography and 60 percent
to human geography Questions on Physical geography deal with
SLIM topics as climate. lanclformS. biogeography, vegetation. soils.
the environment as a system. water. and cartography. Questions on

human geograpny cover such areas as economic geography,
resources, transportation. trade. settlement. and population. Some
questions require knowledge of more than one area or more than
one aspect of geography Increasing emphasis is being Placed by
the committee responsible tor the test on including questions that
call for apolication by the students of their powers of reasoning and
analytical skills ather than merely their caoacitv tor recall

physical geography''
30°,
24°.

27'.
100.

D

A

At what nom! :OP you in /our Studies'

I am in or have Just completed my ion
graduate study
53.,

r;i1

21',

i0

Si

,ar Of under-

am an undergraduate senior
I have a bachelor s degree but am not presently Cr
in graduate school
am in or have iust compieted my 'first year of graduate
study
airs in o have coi-npleted my second year of graduate

(1) One or fewer
(2) Two
Er. (3) Three or four
ito (4) Five or six
2°0 (5) Seven or more

4-

How many semester (quarter) courses have you had in
co.ntural geography/

41°.
21°.
19°.
10°0

re
F

(1) OneOr fewer
(2) Two
(3) Three or four
(4) Five or six
(5) Seven or more

Have you had any courses in geographic thought and
methods/

53°0

(1) Yes

46°.

12) NO

G

t",-

How many semester (quarter) courses have you had in economic geography/

18°.

E

962)

(1) One or fewer
(2) Two
(3) Three Or four
(4) Five or six
(5) Seven or more

66°,

Responses to Background Questions. 1970-71
(P4

How many semester (quarter) courses have you had in

Have you had any courses in cartography')

What graduate degree de) you intend to seek

63°.

.1, Inc . not plan to Pursue graduate study

W. (2) No

;21 i

(1) Yes

plan lo pursue graduate work but not to obtain a
graduate degree

3i

i Dian to Obtain terminal MA MS or other degree at the
master s level

11 I plan to obtain MA MS or other master s level degree

leading to a doctoral degree
14*

Si

i otr to obtain Ph 1) Ed D or other degree at the cloctwal level
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ADVANCED GEOLOGY TEST
Content
Modern geological thinking crosses many subject boundaries, and
numerous questions in the test reflect this tendency Nevertheless
each question reasonably falls into one 01 three major categories
A separate subscore is reported fOr each of these three categories. A turther description of the content follows
I

STRATIGRAPHY, PALEONTOLOGY. AND
GEOMORPHOLOGY
A
B

C.
D.
E
F

II

At what point are you in your studies?

A.

3%

(1) I am in or have just completed my junior year 01 und er-

64%
15%

(2) I am an undergraduate senior.
(3) I have a bachelor's degree but am not presently enrolled

90.0

(4) 1 am In or have just completed my first year of graduate

8%

(5)

graduate study.

in graduate school.
study.

Stratigraphy
Sedimentology
Paleontology (invertebrate and vertebrate)
History
Geomorphology, including glaciology
General, including oceanography

STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY AND GEOPHYSICS

have completed my second year of graduate

I

What graduate degree dO you intend to seek?

B

(1) I do not plan to pursue graduate study.

2%
1%

(2)

I

plan to pursue graduate work but not to obtain a
graduate degree.

70 questions
37%

(3) I plan to obtain terminal M.A.. M.5 , or other degree at the

A

Structurefield relations

B

Structuredynamics (experimental and theoretical)
Tectonics

37%

(4) I plan to obtain M.A.. M.S., or other master's level degree

lsostasy, gravity, and magnetism
Earthquakes and seismology
Heat and electrical properties
General, including planetoiogy

224i.

(5) 1 plan to obtain Ph.D., Ed.O . or other degree at the doc-

C
U
E
F

G

ill

70 questions

Responses to Background Questions, 1970-71
(N -- 1.636)

MINERALOGY. PETROLOGY, AND
GEOCHEMISTRY
A

master's level.

toral level.

C

E

Economic mineral deposits

(2) No

60 questions

If geology was not yOur undergraduate major. in which of the
following fields did you concentrate as an undergraduate?

D.

(1) Biology
(2) Chemistry
400 (3) Physics
2% (4) Mathematics
9% (5) Other
2%

10 /0

With respect to graduate schools, why are you taking this

E.

1

Rad ic;methC dating

(1) Yes

87%
11%

Mineralogy
Chemical compositions
2 Physical properties (optical, x rays, and crystallography)
Petrology
I Field relations
2 Compositions and mineral assemblages of rocks
Geochemistry
Solutions
2 Phase equilibria

O

Did you major in geology as an undergraduate?

C.

1

B

leading toe doctoral degree.

test?
26%
7%

(1) To gain admission to a graduate school only.

The Advanced Geology Test is designed to measure important
abilities, as follows

570.

(3) To gain admission to and secure financial assistance

Ability to analyze geologic phenomena using, (or example, maps.
graphs. cross sections, thin sections. block diagrams. diagrams

F

(2) To secure financial assistance from a graduate school
only.
from a graduate school.

Are you taking this test in order to secure financial assistance
from the National Science Foundation?

resulting from instrumental methods. and perceptions in three
dimensions.

Ability to comprehend geological processes, including comprehension through the application of physics. chemistry, biology.
and mathematics.
Ability to demonstrate knowledge of basic geology

(1) Yes
(2) No

16%

78%

Validity Data
1.

A group reported on by the Office of Educational Research

(1969) was composed of 78 students registering for graduate work
in geology at Yale University in the years 1952-1961, inclusive. The
predictors were scores on the GRE Advanced Geology T^... and the
GRE Aptitude Test (verbal and quantitative). The criterion was a

80

61 ,
---)

composite rating of the students by faculty members The correla-

tions with this criterion were 51 for Advanced Geology, .32 for
verbal ability. 38 for quantitative ability, and .54 for an optimally

average time taken to attain a Ph.D. in the field. The relationships
between predictors and criteria are sh own in Table 10

weighted composite of the three predictors
2.

The subjects for a study by Creager ( 1965) were 119 male appli-

cants for National Science Foundation fellowships in 1955 and
1956. The predictors were scores on the GRE Aptitude Test (verbal

Table 10: Validities of GRE against Doctorate Attainment
for 119 Males Who Were Applicants for National Science
Foundation Fellowships in Geology in 1955 and 1956

and quantitative) and the Advanced Geology Test. One criterion

Criteria

was time lapse between attainment of the B.A. and the Ph.O., coded
as shown below

B.A.-Ph 0 Time

Less

Lapse (in years)
Coded Variable

than 4
1

No Ph.D. by
4

5

6

7

8

9

Aug '64

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

A second criterion was the dichotomous variable of attaining or not

attaining a Ph.0 by August 1964. The third criterion was the
dichotomous; variable of attaining or not attaining a Ph.D. in the

Phi). in
Ph G by 1964

Predictors
GRE Verbal Ability
ORE Ouenetaeve Abotny
GRE Advanced Ge0100Y
COmpeette

Reflected B A -Ph-0Tone Lapse'

Point
Blseriel

.25

.26
.22

.30
.27
20

31

33

Average Time

Point
Ellserial
.41

37
27
.45

eisenat BliOnal
.26
.24
.22

32

.36
.33
.30
.44

COrrelatiOns between the ceded variebie for B.A -Ph 0. time lapse given above and the
oredictOrS with the signs reversed
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ADVANCED GERMAN TEST
Content

B.

Rather than stress any one content area, the committee responsible
for the test endeavors to achieve a balanced approach. The test en-

compasses questions on German structure and idiomatic usage,
reading comprehension. literary interpretation and sensitivity. literary history, and culture and civilization. A few questions also touch
on basic concepts of linguistics.
Prose and poetry selections. principally from nineteenth-century
and twentieth-century literature and of various degrees of difficulty.
are designed to test comprehension on a variety of levels. In addition to measuring accurate comprehension of content, questions
deal with literary expression. sensitivity to style and literary values,
literary criticism, and the ability to follow the development of an
authors thought. The questions on literary history. from the Middle
Ages to the present, require specific information on major works.
authors, trends. and movements and the ability to grasp significant
relationships. Questions on German culture and civilization touch
upon history, geography, institutions, science, and the arts.
Literary selections stress the twentieth century heavily and none
are earlier than the nineteenth century: both fiction and nonfiction
are represented. However, questions on literary facts embrace the

entire history of German literature from the Middle Ayes on.
Sensitivity to literary style is tested through specific item types.
Knowledge of grammar and idioms and applied linguistics are
tested separately.

3%
3%

I am in or have just completed my junior year of undergraduate study.

64

(2) I am an undergraduate senior.

18%

(3) I have a bachelor's degree but am not presently enrolled

7%

(4) I am in or have just completed my first year of graduate

study
(5)

i

plan to pursue graduate work but not -to obtain a
graduate degree.

27%

(4) I plan to obtain M.A.. M.S., or other master's level degree

26%

(5) I plan to obtain Ph.O., Ed.Q. or other degree at the doc-

master's level.

leading to a doCtoral degree.
toral level.
C.

Was German regularly spoken in your home when you were a
child?

17%

(1) Yes

82%

i2) No

O.

Oo you now speak German with native or near-native
fluency?

51%

47%
E.

10%

7%
42%
27%
12%
F.

(1) Yes
(2) No
When did you begin to study German?

(1) In grade school
(2) In junior high school
(3) In high school
(4) As a college f reshman
(5) Asa college sophomore or later

For what length of time have you studied in or lived in a

(1) Not at all
(2) Some, but less than three months
(3) Three to six months
(4) Six months to one year
25 °%°
30% (5) More than one year
21%
14%
9%

in graduate school

6%

I

German-speaking country?

At what point are you in your studies/
(1)

(2)

(3) I plan to obtain terminal M.A., M.S., or other degree at the

(N --- 702)

3%

(1) $ do not plan to pursue graduate study.

39%

Responses to Background Questions, 1970-71
A

What graduate degree do you intend to seek"

am in or have lust completed my second year of
graduate study.

G.

What is for was) your undergraduate major field?

79%
4%

(1) German
(2) Another foreign language
17% (3) Other
H.

If you mejorad in German as an undergraduate. which of the
following was most emphasized in your courses"

(1) Literature
14% (2) Language proficiency
3% (3) Civilization and culture (including area studies)
3% (4) Linguistics (history of language. structure of language)

59%

4% (5) Other

82
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ADVANCED HISTORY TEST
Content
The questons in the test are drawn from the courses of study most
commonly offered Major considerations that have determined the
content and form of the Advanced History Test are the uses made of
the test anc the wide variation in preparation of the students taking
it
In Other words. the test provides one measure of the experience
an undergraduate major in history has acquired in the discipline of
history and of the knowledge and abilities required for graduate
work in history. More specifically. this experience consists of (1) familiarity with historical data and (2) the ability to apply knowledge
gained by this familiarity. particularly to perceive relatiow.hips
both those involving individuals and movements and those that are
chronological- -and to analyze historical material in various forms,
Such as historical documents or passages from historical works
The potential graduate student should also have an understanding
of the meaning and use of sources and the significance of movements and periods Thus, the test measures factual knowledge not
for itself but as it facilitates the understanding of periods. trends.
and relationships.
The problem of content coverage in a single history test is complex. It is almost impossible to delimit the field of history in area, in
time, and in scope. Moreover. no common core of knowledge is required of all history majors in all colleges. In the Advance.; History
Test, all the questions refer to the history of the United States and
Europe (somewhat more questions are devoted to the latter than
the former) because these remain the areas in which the greatest
number of students concentrate There may be questions involving

an understanding of the relationships among these and other
areas Similarly. questions deal with economic social, and in.
tellectual as well as politicalhistory in about equal proportions
Although the rnaiOrity of the questions concern the period after
1789. the Middle Ages. the Renaissance. and the Reformation are
also covered
The committee responsible for the test is acutely aware that his-

American history at this time. The committee. hOwever. continues

to monitor curriculum developments to detern'ine whether a
change in test content is warranted.

History is typical of most of the Advanced Tests in that it is a
highly reliable test but one of greater than middle difficulty for the
test population. Attempts to reduce the dilfiCerty of the History Test
are being made through decreasing the riading time needed to
answer the application questions. diminishing the emphasis on
economic history, and posing more basic questions on Russian and
Eastern European history.

Responses to Background Questions, 1970-71
(N = 10,637)
A
3%

vanced History Test included questions on Asian. African. and
Latin American history In 1969 the commune reluctantly decided
to stop including such questions in the test. Given the limited

21°.

many questions could provide adequate coverage or useful conclusions. What was decisive, however. was the evidence in the test
results that the examinees as a whole did poorly on such questions.
Although the committee would like to have kept them in the test as

acknowledgment of the rising importance of Asian. African. and
Latin American studies, it was neither fair to the majority of

I am in or have just completed my junior year of under-

(2) I am an undergraduate senior.
(3) 1 have a bachelor's degree but am not presently enrolled

in graduate school.
9%

(4)

4%

(5)

I am in or have just completed my first year of graduate
study.

I am in or have completed my second year of graduate
study.

8.
4%

What graduate degree do you intend to seek?
(1) 1 do not plan to pursue graduate study.

% (2)

I

plan to pursue graduate work but not to obtain a
graduate degree.

40%

(3) I plan to obtain terminal M.A.. M S., or other degree at the

31%

(4) I plan to obtain M.A., M.S.. or other master's level degree

master's level.

(5)

leading to a doctoral degree.
t plan to obtain Ph.D., Ed.0 or other degree at the doctoral level.

In answering questions C through I. inClude the courses you are
presently taking.
C.

number of students enrolled in courses in other than European and

United States history, it had always been difficult to judge how

(1)

graduate study.
62%

tories other than those of Europe and the United States have
increasingly assumed a greater place in the curriculum, both as required courses and electives. For many years. in faCL the GRE Ad-

At what point are you in your studies?

How many semester (quarter) courses have you had in United
States history (including the Colonial period)/

(1) None
(2) One or two
34% (3) Three or four
21% (4) Five or six
15% (5) Seven or more
5%
25%

D. How many semester (quarter) courses have you had in
ancient history and medieval European history (including

students nor good test-making practice to present questions that

however basicwere unlikely to be answered correctly by able
students with extensive backgrounds in the prevailing European

courses in the history of individual European countries)?

and American history Curriculums

19%

More recently, on the basis of a course survey available to the
committee from a background questionnaire filled out by

27%
24%

examinees in Advanced History. it was decidedagain
reluctantlynot to resume testing in Asian. African. and Latin

13%
16°'.

(1) None
(2) One
(3) Two
(4) Three
(5) Four or more

83

9,1

E

How many semester (quarter) courses have you had in the
Renaissance and early modern European history lo 1789

of GRE Advanced History Test scores and the criterion of gradepoint averages in all graduate study was 56. The coefficient was

(including courses in the history of individual European

significant at the .05 level

countries)?
24%

37%
23%

(1) None
(2) One
(3) Two

9% (4) Three
6% (5) FOur or more
F

How many semester (quarter) courses have you had in
modern European history from 1789 to the present (Including
courses in the history of individual European Countries)'

2. A group studied by Lannholm. Marco. and Schrader (1968) was
composed of 66 students first enrolled in a particular graduate department of history between the fall of 1957 and June 1960. The predictors were scores on the GRE Advanced History Test and the GRE
Aptitude Test. and undergraduate grade-point average. The criterion was success in graduate study, defined as having earned the

Ph.D. or being still enrolled and r -led by faculty members as
outstanding or superior in the fall of 1963. The results are shown in
Table 11.

(1) None
(2) One
(3) Two
14% (4) Three
16% (5) Four or more

16%

29%
24%

Table 11: Validities for 66 History Students

Predator
G

How many sernester (quarter) courses have you had in the
history of China and.*or Japan?

(1) None
(2) One
7% (3) Two
t4) Three
2% (5) Four or more

68%
20%

H

How many semester (quarter' courses have you had in the

history of Africa (including courses in the history of individual African countriesl7
84%

(1) None
II% (2) One
2%
1%
1%
I

13) Two
14) Three
(5) Four or more

Rertei mance on
Predictor

SI

565

GRE Verbal Ability
GRE ChientitenvoAbady

41

575
509

UGPA
Optimally Watcohlad

44

36

98

I*
129

293

56

59

Another group studied by LannhOlm et al. (1968) was composed

C-DISIMAI

Predator
GRE AdvenCed History

GRE verbal Melly
GRE Quantitative AbililY

4.

84

PfedoCtor

Table 12: Validities tor 28 History Students

(1) None
(21 One
6% (3) Two
2°. (4) Three
2°. (5) Four or more

A group reported on by Johnson and Thompson (1962) was
composed of a small number of graduate students in history at
Sacramento State College. The correlation between the predictor

On

Crotahon

are shown in Table 12.

73%
17%

I.

Standard
DawahOn Or

of 28 students first enrolled in a particular graduate department of
history between the fall of 1957 and June 1960. The predictors were
scores on the GRE Advanced History Test and the GRE Aptitude
Test. The criterion was success in graduate study. defined as having earned the Ph.D. or being still enrolled and rated by faculty
members as outstanding or superior in the fail of 1963. The results

How many semester (quarter) courses have you had in the
history of Latin America (including coUrSes in the history of
individual Latin American countries')

Validity Data

Mean
Pad orManC11

GR Advanced Ksfory

COmtanahon

3-

r-thsenal
Correlation
with

Correlation
with
Criterion

Standard

Mean
Performance

Oeveahon of

on
Precactor

Performance on
Predictor

46

596

7,

- 04
- 13

647
549

101

94

Roberts (100) studied the records of 63 students who had

enrolled at Wake Forest University from June 1964 to June 1970 for

graduate study in history and who had completed at least nine
hours of graduate work. The correlations between graduate grade-

Point averages and GRE scores were -.31 for verbal ability. .18
for quantitative ability. and .31 for Advanced History.

ADVANCED LITERATURE IN ENGLISH TEST
Content

0.

The test contains questions on poetry. drama. biography. the essay.
criticism, the short story. the novel, and. to a limited extent. the history of the language The test draws on English and American literature of all periods: it also contains a few questions on well-known
foreign writers and on works. including the Bible. translated from
foreign languages Throughout. the emphasis is on major authors.
works. and movements.

The questions may be somewhat arbitrarily classified int,. I
groups. factual and critical. The factual questions lest a student's
knowledge of the major writers usually studied in college literature

courses For example, the student may be asked to identify a
writer's major contribution to literary history. to assign a literary
work to the period in which it was written. to identify the primary
theme of a work. to identify common kinds of poetic meter. to
recognize a literary allusion in a given context, to identify a writer or
work described in a brief critical comment. or to determine the Fenod or author of a work on the basis of the style and content of a
short excerpt The critical questions test the ability to read a literary
text perceptively Students are asked to examine a given passage of
prose or poetry and to answer questions about the author's thesis
or ideas and his or her use of figurative language. Such questions
also deal with form and structure. literary techniques. and various
aspects of style
Often examinees will feel the test has discovered and emphasized
areas in which they are ieast adequate. In fact examinees tend to re-

member most vividly those questions that proved troublesome
Students taking the GRE should remember that. In a test of approximately 230 questions, much of the material presented no
undue difficulty The very length and scope of the examination
eventually work to the benefit of the students and give them an opportunity to demonstrate what they do know No one is expected to
answer all the questions correctly

(1)

I do not plan to pursue graduate study.

2°

12)

I

4

At what paint are you in your studies'

I am in or have lust Completed my lunior year of undergraduate study
60% (21 I am an undergraduate senior
22% (3) I have a bachelor's degree but am not presently enrolled
in graduate school
10% (41 I am in or have just completed my first year of graduate
2°,

(11

study

5°.

i51

I am in or have completed my second year of graduate
study.

plan to pursue graduate work but not to obtain a

graduate degree.
I plan to obtain terminal M.A.. M.S.. or other degree at the
master's level.
30°. (4) I plan to obtain M.A.. M.S.. or other master's level degree
leading to a doctoral degree.
20% (51 I plan to obtain Ph.D., Ed.D.. or other clegiee at the doctoral level.

43°.

C.

(3)

What was yOur,undergraduate major/

90% (1) English
2,.. (2) History or phiiosophy

2% (3) Social science
1 (4) Foreign language
1°.

0

(5) A natural science or mathematics

if yOu studied English in college. in which of the following
areas did you concentrate/

(1) English literature
(2) American literature
10% (3) Comparative literature
1% (4) Linguistics
40. (5) Composition and rhetoric
59°.
17%

E.

How many semester (quarter) courses in English literature
have you taken?

(I) Fewer than two
(2) Two or three
22°. (3) Four or five
21% (4) Six Or seven
42% (5) Eight or more
2%
13%

F

Responses to Background Questions. 1970-71
(N = 14,079)

What graduate degree do you intend to seek?

3°.

How many semester (quarter) courses in American literature
have you taken/

27% (1) Fewer than two
46% (2) Two or three
18%
6%
4e'ori

G

(3) Four or five
(4) Six or seven
(5) Eight or more

Which of the following best describes a comprehensive historical survey of English literature (as opposed to a period or
genre course) which you may haVe taken in College?

(1) A two- semester full survey (at least from Chaucer to the
twentieth century)
10% (2) A one-semester full survey
54%

(3) The first nail of a two - semester survey
(4) The second half of a two-semester survey
25% (5) No sury . course taken
6%

36/.

85

In what period has your undergraduate preparation been

H,

most thorough (in number of hours taken)/

5% (1) Old and Middle English
(2) Renaissance
(3) Restoration and eighteenth century
(4) Romantic and Victorian
(5) Modern

14%
10%
26%
36°6
I.

in what genre has your undergraduate preparation been

The group in a second study by Lannholm at al. (1968) was
composed of 81 students first enrolled in a particular graduate department of English between the fall of 1957 and June 1960. The
predictors were scores on the GRE Advanced Literature in English
Test and the GRE Aptitude Test and undergraduate grade-point
average. The criterion was success in graduate study. defined as
having earned the Ph.D. or being still enrolled and rated by faculty
members as outstanding or superior in the fall of 1963. The results
2.

are reported in Table 14.

most thorough (in number of hours taken)?
10%

(1) Drama

Table 14: Validities for 81 Literature Students

31% (2) Poetry
47% (3) Fiction
4% (4) Prose nonfiction
4% (5) Other

r.bieerial
Corm lotion
PrediCtOr

.

GRE Advanced Literature
in English
GRE Verbal Ability
ORE Quanhtedve Abd.ty

Validity pate.
The grooms

1.

included in a study by Lannholm, Marco. and

Schrader (1968) was composed of 98 students first enrolled in a
particular graduate department of English between the fall of 1957
and June 1960. The predictors were scores on the GRE Advanced
Literature in English Test and the GRE Aptitude Test. The criterion
was success in graduate study, defined as having earned the Ph.D.
or being still enrolled and rated by faculty members as outstanding
or superior in the fall of 1962. The results are reported in Table 13,

3.

Predictor

GRE Advanced I..taratic
in English
GRE Verbal Ability
GRE Ougntilati ve Abohly

31

25
13

Mean
Performance

DeekenOn Of

On

Performance on

Predict*,

705
724
576

58
59
109

611
490
3.00

45

.67

Perlormance on
Predictor

07
102

96
51

Roberts (1970) studied the records of 60 students who had

enrolled at Wake Forest University from June 1964 to Juna 1970 for

graduate study in English and who had completed at least nine
hours of graduate work. The correlations between graduate gradepoint averages and GRE scores were .17 for verbal ability..01 for
quantitative ability, and .54 for Advanced Literature an English.

34

J
86

626

Optimally Weighted
Combination

00011611y Weignied

Combination

43

49

Standard

Predictor

Standard
Denali On Of

.32

UGPA

Table 13: Validities for 98 Literature Students
r.biserial
Corriennon
with
Criterion

with
Criterion

Mean

Performance
on
Predictor

...

ADVANCED MATHEMATICS TEST
Content

A substantial number of "insightful" questions are included

The questions in the test are drawn from the courses of study most
commonly offered. Approximately 50 percent of the questions in-

volve analysis and its applications--subject matter that can be

assumed to be common to the backgrounds of almost

Such questions have at least two avenues of approach. one obvious

and requiring tedious manipulations, and the other not at all obvious but requiring little, if any, computation or manipulation.

all

mathematics majors. About 25 percent of the questions in the test
are in linear and abstract algebra.

The remaining portion consists of a few questions in each of
several other areas of mathematics Currently offered to undergraduates in many institutions. Included are such areas as
probability and statistics, number theory, set theory, logic, combinatorial analysis, topology, numerical analysis, and Computer
programming. There are alSo questions that ask the candidate to
match "real -life" situations to appropriate mathematical models.
Because the material in the last-mentioned 25 percent of the test
is so diverse, no useful purpose would be served in attempting to
describe any substantial part of it. However, the material in analysis
and algebra. en which 75 percent of the test is based. is probably
well enough defined to make the following somewhat more detailed
description useful,

Analysis. The used! material of two years of calculus. including
trigonometry analytic geometry (through conic sections and
quadric surfaces), and introductory differential equations, introductory real variable theory. as presented in courses si.ch as those
entitled advanced calcuiva- or -methods of real analysis- that include the elementary topceogy of the line, plane. 3-space, and nspace as well as Feernann integration. and, it is hoped. Stieltjes and
Lebesgue integration

Topics In Algebra. Group i abelian. cyclic). subgroup. normal
subgroup, quotient group permutation group, order (01 group. of
element), La Grange's Theorem, ring, ideal, integral domain, zero
divisor held. polynomial ring, congruence modulo an integer, di
visibility. division algorithm (for integers, polynomials). homomorphism. isomorphism, and automorphism (for groups. rings, fields),
lector space. kernel, null space. dimension, linear independence.
dual space, inner product space. linear transformation, matrix of a
linear transformation. characteristic root. trace. determinant.
metric operations, similarity of matrices. spectral theorem tor
normal matrices (possibility of diagonalization)
Neither tne description of analysis nor the list of topics in algebra
is intended to be exhaustive Obviously. it is necessary to under-

stand many other concepts, but it is hoped the description will
provide the prospective examinee with a useful idea of the material
past and present committees of examiners have considered, and

new Consider, to be appropriate for a test designed to measure
knowledge, skills. and aptitude needed for graduate study in
mathematics
It should be emphasized that . -,owiedge of tne material
described above is a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for

correctly answering the questions in analysis and algebra. Actually,

a substantial number of questions require no more than a good
preCalculus background. and, in general, questions are intended
to test more than straight knowledge and. indeed, concentrate
on testing (1) understanding of fundamental concepts and (2) the
ability to choose among and apply these concepts in novel
situations

Responses to Background Questiona.1970-71
(N = 7,131)
A

At what point are you in your studies?

4% (1) 1 am in or have just completed my junior year of undergraduate study.
64%

(2) 1 am an undergraduate senior.

(3) 1 have a bachelor's degree but am not presently enrolled
in graduate school.
9% (4) I am in or have ju completed my first year of graduate
study.
6 °, (5) I am in or have completed my second year of graduate

16%

Study.
B

What gradu

5%

(1) 1 do n

2%

(2)

degree do you intend to seek?

plan to pursue graduate study.
plan
ue graduate work but not to obtain a
graduate degr
38% LI I plan to obtain to
inat M.A.. M.S.. or other degree at the
master's level.
,e"-24°. (4) I p
to obtain M. M.S., or other master's level degree
lea ing to a doc ral degree.
28°. (5) 1 plan
D.. Ed.D., or Other degree at the doctoral level.
I

C.

Which of the following best describes your reason for taking
this examination?

9%

(1) It is required to qualify for a National Science Foundation

Fellowship.
44% (2) It is required in applying for a graduate school fellowship
or assistantship.
170. (3) It is required for continuing graduate study at my institution,
7°. (4) It is required for earning an undergraduate degree at my
institution.
21°. (5) Other

0

How many semester (quarter) courses in mathematics have
you taken above the level of precalculus mathematics?

24°.

( ti Eight or fewer
(2) Nine to eleven
21% (3) Twelve to fifteen
10% (4) Sixteen to twenty
150. (5) Twenty-one or more
2130l,

E.

In which of the following areas of mathematics has your
study been most concentrated?

43°.

(1) nee' analysis
(2) Complex analysis
37°, (3) Algebra
3°. (4) Topology
3". (5) Geometry
3%

87

In what area other than mathematics was your under-

F.

graduate preparation strongest?

1. A group studied by Rock (1972) was composed of 845 aPPli
cants for National akance Foundation fellowships. Most applied
for first-year NSF felroships in 1958-61. The predictors were
scores on the GRE Advanced Mathematics Test and the GRE Aptitude Test, undergraduate grade-point average, and an average

(1) Computer science
24 °6 (2) Physics
11% (3) A natural science other than physics
6% (4' Philosophy
41% (5) Dther
15%

G. How many semester (quarter) courses have you taken in
computer science?

What is the total number of mathematics semester (quarter)
courses in which you were tested primarily on your ability to
write out proofs?

was .76. This coefficient was significant at the .05 level.
3.

Roberts (1970) studied the records of 37 students who had

enrolled at Wake Forest University from June 1964 to June 1970 for

graduate study in mathematics and who had completed at least
nine hours of graduate work. The correlations between graduate

(1) None
(2) One
19% (3) Two
26% (4) Three or lour
26% (5) Five or more

15%

The group involved in an earlier study by Johnson and

Thompson (1982) was composed of a small number of graduate
students in mathematics at Sacramento State College. The correlation between the predictor of GRE Advanced Mathematics Test
score and the criterion of grade-point average for all graduate study

13%
14%

I.

rating of. reference letters. The criterion was attainment of the doctorate by June 1988. The group was split into random halves: the
validity coefficients for each half are shown in Table 15.
2.

(1) No undergraduate or graduate
(2) One or hvo undergraduate: no graduate
13% (3) More than two undergraduate; no graduate
4% (4) One or two graduate
2% (5) Three or more graduate

36%
44%

H.

Validity Data

grade-point averages and GRE scores were .c i for verbal ability, .55
for quantitative ability, and .47 for Advanced Mathematics.
4.

What is the total number of mathematics semester (quarter)
courses in which you were tested primarily on your ability to
solve problems in the sense of obtaining a numerical answer
to a problem?

The subjects for a study by Creager (1965) were 250 male appli-

cants for National Science Foundation fellowships in 1955 and
1956. The predictors were scores on the GRE Aptitude Test (verbal

and quantitative) and the Advanced Mathematics Test. One criterion was time lapse between attainment of the B.A. and the Ph.D.,
coded as shown below:

(1) Two or fewer

25°4 (2) Three or four
24% (3) Five or six
27% (4) Seven or more but not all
5% ( 5) All

B.A.-Ph.D. Time
Lapse (in years):
Coded Variable:

Less
than 4

4

5

1

2

3

No. Ph.D. by
6
4

8
6

7
5

Aug. 64
8

9
7

A second criterion was the dichotomous variable of attaining or not

Table 15: Validities Using the Criterion of Attainment
of the Doctorate for 845 National Science Foundation
Fellowship Applicants.in Flathematics in 1958-61,
Split into Two Random Naives
/

n = 423
r- D,senal

correlation
Predictors

with
Criterion

Predo MI
Performance
Standard
Mean

Oilman On

r:11111f151

cotrouwon
wan
Viten On

n = 422
Predictor
PerlormanCe
Mean

attaining a Ph.D. by August 1964. The third criterion was the
dichotomous variable of attaining or not attaining a Ph.D. in the
average time taken to attain a Ph.D. in the field. The relationships
between predictors and criteria are shown in Table 16.

Table 16: Validities of GRE against Doctorate Attainment
for 250 Males Who Were Applicants for National Science
Foundation Fellowships in Mathematics in 1955 and 1956

standard
Deviation

Cnterle

Pft,C in'
ORE Advanced
Mathematics'
GRE Vernal

Ability'

Ph 0 by 1964
36

65 93

15 39

44

64 93

15 94

27

62 95

10 96

32

62 63

11 33

PredictorS

27
21

72 67
252 60

9 51

26

71 54

40 22

24

24677

10 14
43,13

23

4260

9 38

27

42.59

9 69

ORE Verbal AbilIty
ORE Quantitative Ability
GRE Advanced
Mathematics
Composite

ORE Ouanniative

Ability'
UGPA l

Reference

Leiters'

'Scaled score with treed mot dropped
00 a fourpomt scale multiplied by 100
Zero to 6 methplied by 10

Reflected B A.-1211-0-

POtni

'Pm' Lapse'

Sieenal

21

.25

36
.36

Average Time

Point

Baena'

Eheerith

B1841/151

22
24

.30

.19

.36

.23

27
32

.34
.35

47

.34
.34

a8
48

48

CorrelaeOne between. the eoded variable tar B A -Ph 0 Time lapse given above and
the Predictors with the signs revert,ad.
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ADVANCED MUSIC TEST
Content

B.

Questions in the test are drawn from the courses of study most
Commonly offered. Examination of curriculum offerings reveals
that two major areas of studyMusic theory and music history
constitute the core of most undergraduate music programs. These
two areas provide the content focus of the Advanced Music Test.
About 40 percent of the questions deal with music theory: the remainder deal with music history and literature. Since a number of
the questions relate to style analysis. which may combine aspects
of both history and theory, the percentages are approximations
only.

(1) I do not plan to pursue graduate study.

3%

(2) I plan to pursue graduate work but not to obtain a

53%

(3) i plan to obtain terminal M.A., M.S.. or other degree at the

27%

(4) I plan to obtain M.A.. M.S., or other master's level degree

13%

(5) I plan to obtain Ph.D., Ed.D., or other degree at the doc-

graduate degree.
master's level.

leading to a doctoral degree.
toral level.
C.

Approximately three-fourths of the theory questions deal with
traditional theory and about one-fourth with contemporary theory.
Aspects of theory covered in the test range from such fundamental
concepts as scales. intervals, and key signatures to concepts related to jazz and Contemporary composition. Other examples of

topics in music theory include cadences, canon, fugue. modes.
rhythmic devices. principles of instrumentation and orchestration,

Rom antic-Impressionistic. and Twentieth Century. The questions
are relatively evenly divided among the four periods.

A number of cognitive abilities are measured in the test. Approximately one third of the questions in the test are devoted to
style analysis. These questions are intended to test ability to interrelate facets of musical knowledge, such as styles. composers. and
historical periods, and ability to analyze musical passages, includ-

ing score reading --with application of appropriate principles of
theory, harmony. and instrumentation. The remaining two-thirds of
the questions measure familiarity with basic musical terminology,
concepts. and principles: ability to read and interpret musical notation; and ability to identify, from written musical notation, compositions and such musical elements as intervals and scales.

(1) Music education
36% (2) Applied music (performance)
8% (3) Music history and literature-musicology
9% (4} Music theory-composition
4% (5) Other
D.

of students have prevented the inclusion of such a listening
measure. 11 should be noted that correlations between the experimental listening test and the written test are guile high.

II you have a declared major instrument. within which of the
following group does it fall?

24% (1) Voice
37% (2} Piano-organ
6% (3) Strings
26% (4) Woodwinds brass
2% (5) Percussion
E.

Which of the following most accurately identifies the type of
institution in which your training is currently being received?

21% (1) Music department in a teacher education institution
51% (2) Music department in a liberal arts institution
12% (3) Music school or fine arts school
7% (4) Music conservatory

5% (5) Other
F.

How many semester (quarter) courses have you had
specifically in ear training and sight singing?

Listening skillswhich are not testedare. of course. basic to
the study of music. An experimental listening test was administered
and its validity studied in the early'1960's.1-lowever, the limitations
of a testing program that must accommodate the needs of a variety

In which of the following areas is your music specialty?

43%

quartet harmony,polychords, serial music, and electronic music.

Questions dealing with music history and literature cover four
historical periodsMedieval-Renaissance. Baroque. Classical-

What graduate degree do you intend to seek?

2%

22% (1) None
10%

(2) One

16% (3) Two 12% (4) Three
35%

(5) Four or more

G. How many semester (quarter) courses have you had that
pertain specifically to music theory?

Responses to Background OuestIons.1970-71
(N = 2,503)
A.

At what point are you in yourstudies?

2% (1) I am in or have just completed my junior year of undergraduate study.
53% (2) I am an undergraduate senior.
24% (3) I have a bachelor's degree but am not presently enrolled
in graduate school.
12% (4) I am in or have just completed my first year of graduate
study.
13%

(5)

I am in or have completed my second year of graduate
study.

1%

(1) None

7.2
°I/0

(2)

10%

i9%

Two
(4) Three
(5) Four or more

H. How many semester (quarter) courses have you had that
pertain specifically to orchestration and instrumentation?
40%

(1) None

35% (2) One
16%. (3} Two

4% (4) Three
4% (5) Four or more

9,
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How many semester (quarter) courses have you had that
pertain specifically to music history and literature?
1%

6%
23%
21%
47%

(1) None
(2) One
(3) Two
(4) Three
(5) Four or more

i

ADVANCED PHILOSOPHY TEST
Content.
The members of the committee responsible for the test recognize

The establishment of subscores for factual information and philosophic reasoning Is currently being planned.

that the subject matter of philosophy is itself a topic of philosophical debate and that the subject can be taught in many different ways. Therefore, the test questions cover a wide range of material and approaches to philosophy so as to reflect the diversity of
curriculums and student preparation.
A principal aim of the examination is to test the student's under-

Responses to Background Questions, 1970-71
(N = 1,570)
A.

At what point are you in your studies?

3% (1) I am in or have just completed my junior year of under-

-standing. To this end questions have been devised that will favor
the student who has read both widely and critically in philosophy
and questions avoided that can be answered by a student who has
chosen to rely on outlines and summaries in preparing for the

65% (2) l am an undergraduate senior.
18% (3) I heve a bachelor's degree but am not presently enrolled

examination, Thus. although' some of the questions can be

8% (4) I am in or have just completed my first year of graduate

answered by drawing on purely factual information. the emphasis is
on analysis. interpretation, and reasoning.
Most of the test is devoted to figures and problems in Western
philosophy. with only an occasional question orrOilental systems

of thought. About one-third of the questiona,issess philosophic
reasoning and application of logical principles. The greatest historical emphasis is given to the period between 1600 and 19p0. but

the student is expected to show some knowledge of the ancient.
Medieval. and contemporary periods as well. The medieval period

graduate study.

in graduale school.
study.
5%

(5)

I am in or have completed my second year of graduate
study.

B.

Whet graduate degree do you intend to seek?

3% (1) I do not plan to pursue graduate study.
3% (2) I plan to pursue graduate work but not to obtain a
graduate degree.
15%

(3) I plan to obtain terminal M.A., M.S.. or other degree at the

receives relatively little emphasis.

master's level.

Various kinds of questions are used to test the student's
competence in the broad areas of ethics. social and political

28% (4) I plan to obtain M.A., M.S., or other master's level degree

philosophy. logic and philosophy of language, metaphysics and
philosophy 01 mind. and epistemology. The fields of philosophy of
science. aesthetics, philosophy of religion. and philosophy of history receive lesser emphasis. Some questions require students to
demonstrate their ability to grasp the implications of ideas; others
require them to identity important ideas of particular philosophers.
solve problems in logic. or choose appropriate definitions of philosophical terms. Another type of question requires students to read

49/s (5) I plan to obtain Ph.D.. Ed.D.. or other degree at the doctoral level.

a passage. the source of which may or maypot be identified. and to

choose an answer on the basis of their interpretation of the evidence supplied in the text or by applying what they have learned
about the author of the Passage,
There has been Mlle attempt to include current moral and social

leading to a doctoral degree.

C.

preparation in philosophy?
22%

(1) Philosophy major with honors or independent or advanced study

59% (2) Philosophy major
8% (3) Course work equivalent to that of a philosophy major
9% (4) Philosophy minor
2% (5) One course*, none
D.

problems as subject matter for philosophic discussion. This
omission should not be construed as a judgment on the validity of
approaching undergraduate philosophy through considering contemporary issues. Rather. it reflects the difficulties of anticipating
changes in current concerns and of formulating questions in such a
way that the students' own views would not impede their reading or
answering correctly.

Which of the following most accurately describes your

If you are not a philosophy major, what is (was) your undergraduate major?

4% (1) A natural science or mathematics
3% (2) A social science (including psychology)
4% (3) A language or a literature or one of the arts
4%

(4) History. politics. or government (including InterdisCi-

5%

(5) Other

plinary area studies)

90
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E.

Which Of the following best describes the'rnaterial of the introductOry course in philosophy that yOu took?

41% (1) Typical problems from different branches and periods of
philosophy
23% (2) The doctrines of a very few major philosophers
8% (3) One period in the history of philosophy
11% (4) One of the areas of philosophy
12%

I.

In which of the following areas are you LEAST Prepared to
answer questions?

16% (1) Social and political philosophy
34% (2) Aesthetics
35% (3) Philosophy of science
3% (4) MetaphysicS
10% (5) Philosophy of religion

(5) A systematic exposition of philosophical positions or
schools

F.

How many semester (quarter) courses have you had in logic?

17% (1) None
27% (2) One only. in traditional (nonsymbolic) logic
26% (3) One only in symbolic logic
9% (4) One only. covering traditional logic and some scientific
method
19%

(5) At least two, including both traditional and symbolic
logiC.

G. How many semester (quarter) courses have you had in the
history of philosophy?

9% (1) None
(2) One only. in ancient philosophy
6% (3) One only, in modern philosophy

tO%

37%

Lannholm. Marco. and Schrader ( t968) reported on a group composed of 42 students first enrolled in a particular graduate department of Philosophy between the fall of 1957 and June 1960. The
predictors were scores on the GRE Advanced Philosophy Test and
the GRE Aptitude Test. The criterion was success in graduate study,
defined as having earned the Ph.D. or being Still enrolled and rated
by faculty members as outstanding or superior in the fall of 1963.
The results are reported in Table 17.

r

Which of the following best describes your exposure to

Table 17: Validities for 42 Philosophy Students
r4fesenai '
Come lotion

(4) A full year. covering ancient, medieval and modern

philosophy
35% (5) Mull year or more. including contemporary philosophy
H.

Philosophy Validity Data

Predictors
ORE 44Yanced Philosophy
GRE verbal Ability
Gee Ouantitatlye Abaily

with
Co 'Mon
.11

.17

.44

Mean
Performance
on
Predictor

Standard
Deviation of
Performance on
Predictor

779
708
646

101

73
92

Oriental systems of thought?
(1) No course work and no independent reading
29% (2) Independent reading only
12% (3) Courses offering philosophy credit plus independent
42%

reading

3% (4) Courses not offering philosophy credit plus independent
reading
13% (5) Course(s) in comparative religion or world religions

9
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ADVANCED PHYSICS TEST
Content
The purpose of the test is to assess the students* understanding of
fundamental principles and their ability to apply these principles in
the solution of problems.
The approximaNt percentages of questions on content topics are
as follows:
TOPIC

If. Miscellaneous

18
18

8% (2) To secure financial assistance from a graduate school
only

10
10

7
7
5
4
4
2

At what point are you in your studies?

3%. (1) 1 am in or have just completed my junior year of undergraduate study.
67% (2) I am an undergraduate senior.
12% (3) I have a bachelor's degree but am not presently enrolled
in graduate school.
9% (4) I am in or have just completed my first year of graC..iate

financial assistance
Are you taking this test in order to secure financial assistance
from the National Science Foundation?

E.

(I) Yes

26%
69%

(2) No

Validity Data
I.

The group involved in a study by Michels (1966) was composed

of 72 students who entered graduate institution A and 52 who
entered institution B in the fall of 1962. The predictors were scores
on the GRE Advanced Physics Test and the GRE Aptitude Test
(verbal and quantitative). The criteria were a faculty ranking index.
RI t, of the students' performance based largely on grades in the
first year of graduate study and a faculty ranking index, RI,, based
on performance in the first three years of graduate school. For institution A, which admitted 24 students with Advanced Physics Test

scores below 600, the relation's between predictors and criteria
were strong, but for institution B. which admitted practically no
students with Advanced Physics Test scores below SOO, the rela-

tions between predictors and criteria were relatively weak. The
probabilities of finding the relations observed in the absence of any
actual correlation between the predictors and criteria are shown in
Table 18.

table 18: Probabilities of Finding Relations Observed
between Predictors and Criteria in Physics
for instaution A and 0 If the Correlations
between Predictors and Criteria were Zero

Study.

7% (5) I am in or have completed my second year of giaduate
study.

Probability

What graduate degree do you intend to seek?
Predictor

2% (1) 1 do not plan to pursue graduate study.
1% (2) I plan to pursue graduate work but not to obtain a
graduate degree.
14% (3) I plan to obtain terminal M.A. M.S.. or other degree at the
master's level.
25% (4) I plan to obtain M.A.. M.S.. or other master's level degree
leading to a doctoral degree.
57% (5) I plan to obtain Ph.D., Ed.D., or other degree at the aoc.
toral level.
C.

(3) To gain admission to graduate school and to secure

70%

15

Responses to Background Questions, 1970-71
(N =3,907)

B.

(1), To gain admission to a graduate School only

16%

PERCENTAGE
OF QUESTIONS

I. Classical mechanics, including Lagrangian
and Hamiltonian formulation
2. Fundamentals of electromagnetism,
including Maxwell's equations
3. Atomic physics
4. Physical optics and wave phenomena
5. Quantum mechanics
6. Special relativity
7. Thermodynamics and statistical mechanics
8. Laboratory methods
9. Nuclear and particle physics
10. Solid state physics

A.

With respect to graduate schools, what is your reason for taking this test?

D.

In which of the following fields did you major as an under.
graduate?

Criterion

institution A

institutions

ORE Advenced Physics

Ri ,

.023

.61

GRE Verbal Abaft,"
ORE OuantitativeAbitity

Pt.
RI,

.31
.024

50
.62

RI i

<.001

.52

RI,

,:.001

.82

Sum of Advanced Physics and
OuantitativeAbilily Scores
ORE Advanced Physic*

It can be concluded that the Advanced Physics and quantitative
ability scores are useful in distinguishing between outstanding and
poor physics graduate students. but not very useful for distinguishing among various levels of outstanding students.
2.

The group included in a study by Voorhees (1960) was com-

(1) Physics

posed of 68 graduate students admitted to the Department of

4% (2) Mathematics
5% (3) Engineering
1% (4) Chemistry
4% (5) Other

Physics of the University of Chicago from the fall of 1950 through
the tall of 1956. The predictor was the GRE Advanced Physics Test
score and the criterion was success in graduate study. Successful
students were those who obtained the Ph.D. or had passed the

85%

92

10d

Ph.D. candidacy examination. Approximately 92 perCent of those
with scores of 600 or above on the Advanced Physics Test were in
the successful group. Only 53 percent of those with scores below
600 were successful.
3.

The group included in a study by Lannholm. Marco, and

Schrader (1968) was composed of 39 students first enrolled in a
particular graduate department of physics between the fall of 1957
and June 1960. The predictors were scores on the GRE Advanced
Physics Test and the GRE Aptitude Test. The criterion was success
in graduate study. defined as having earned the Ph.D. or being still
enrolled and rated by faculty members as outstanding or superior
in the fail of 1963. The results are reported in Table 19. Some of the

5.

Roberts (1970) studied the records of 27 students who had

enrolled at Wake Forest University from June 1964 to June 1970 for

graduate study in physics and who had completed at least nine
hours of graduate work. The correlations between graduate gradepoint averages and GRE test scores were -.50 for verbal ability.
-.01 for quantitative ability. and .30 for Advanced Physics.
6.

The subjects for a study by Creager (1965) were 600 male appli-

cants for National Science Foundation fellowships in 1955 and
1956. The predictors were scores on the GRE Aptitude Test (verbal
and quantitative) and the Advanced Physics Test. One criterion was
time lapse between attainment of the 13.A. and the Ph.D.. coded as
shown below:

reasons for unexpectedly low or negative correlations between
tests and performance are explained in Chapter 6.

B.A.-Ph.D. Time
Lapse (in years):
Coded Variable:

Table 19: Validities for 39 Physics Students
rbreenti
Predict*,

1
4.

ORE Advanced Physics
ORE Verbal Ability
GRE Ouantitetive Ability

Correlation
with
Criterion

Standard
Deviation et
Performance on
Predictor

Mean
Performance

on
Predictor

03
27

603

633

107
96

01

704

81

The group in another study by Lannholm et al. (1968) was

composed of 38 students first enrolled in a particular graduate department of physics between the fall of 1957 and June 1960. The
predictors were scores on the GRE Advanced Physics Test and
undergraduate gradepoint average. The Criterion was success in
graduate study. defined as having earned the Ph.D. or being still
enrolled and rated by faculty members as outstanding or superior
in the fall of 1963. The results are reported in Table 20.

Predictor

rbnierral
Correlation
with
Criterion

IORE Advanced Physics
UOPA

66
40

Mean
Performance

on
Predictor
621

313

Deviation Of.

5

6

7

3

4

5

8
6

9
7

No Ph.D. by
Aug. '64
8

attaining a Ph.D. by August 1964. The third criterion was the
dichotomous variable of attaining or not attaining a Ph.D. in the
average time taken to attain a Ph.D. in the field. The relationships
between predictors and criteria are shown in Table 21.

Table 21: Validities of GRE against Doctorate Attainment
for 600 Males Who Were Applicants for National Science
Foundation Fellowships in Physics In 1955 and 1956
Criteria
_I

Phi). in
Ph.D. by 1964

Average Time

I..

Predictors

GRE Quantitative Ability
GRE"Adwincad Physic,
Composite

Standard
.

1

4
2

A second criterion was thedichotomous variable of attaining or not

GM Verbal Ability

Table 20: Validities for 38 Physics Students

Less
than 4

Point
Bison&

Reflected G.A.-Ph.D.
Time Lapse.
.16
.26
.34
.35

i

.15
.26
.32

.33

Point

.

Biseriel

Diagonal

Biseriat

.19
.33

.12
.23
.30
.32

.16

.31

.43

.30
.39
.42

*Correlations between the coded veriebi for 8.4.-Ph.O. tome litiMe given above and
the predictors with Me opts reversed

Perlormence on
Predictor
121

45
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ADVANCED POLITICAL SCIENCE TEST
B.

Content
In preparing the test, diversity of curriculums and backgrounds of
students are taken into account. The questions are drawn from the
courses of study most commonly offered.
The distribution of questions among subfieids of the discipline,
and within each subfield, according to skills, processes, and approaChes is reviewed yearly by the committee of examiners. To
facilitate the process of allocating questions, the committee has
developed the following test specifications. The specifications are
an approximation of the content breakdoti4 n. but the cell
percentages do not serve as rigid guidelines for the selection of
question!.

What graduate degree do you intend to seek?

3% (1) I do not plan to pursue graduate study.
2% (2) I plan to pursue graduate work but not to obtain a
graduate degree.
39%

(3) I plan to obtain terminal M.A., M.S., or other degree at the

master's level.

30% (4) I plan to obtain M.A., M.S., or other master's level degree
leading to a doctoral degree.
25%

-

(5) I plan to obtain Ph.D.. Ed.D., or other degree at the doc-

toral level.C.

What is (was) your undergraduate major?

(1) Political science
7% (2) Other sociol science
1% (3) Mathematics or a natural science
6% (4) History or other humanities

80%

Specifications for the ORE
Advanced Political Science Test
Comparative
Political
Systems

International
R0111001140

Law
Poetics and PolOicai
Seem lor
Legislative
Evecueveand
Administrative

American
Government

6% (5) Other
Generic

TOTAL

25%

25r4

2 5%

2.5%

10 0%

7.5%

12.5%

17 5%

5.0%

42 5%

Judicial
elecliOns and
Voting
Attitudes

5.0%

5 0%

Theory and Approaches

1.5%

I. 5%

2.0%

Methodology

10%

10%

1.0%

12.5%

50%

10.0%

120%

15.0%

2s.5%

90.0%

-*225%

15.0%

280%

Helm of Pollees'
Though!

I

10 0%

10.0%
100 0%

TOTAL

Although specific information is needed to answer many of the
questions,,most questions are not limited solely to recall.

Responses to Background Questions, 1970-71
(N = 5,314)
At what point are you in your studies?

A.

3% (1) I am in or. have just completed my junior year of under
graduate study.

26%
20%
13%
25%
F.

.

(1) Highly concentrated in one field
(2) Directed toward one field
(3) Fairly evenly divided between two major fields
(4) Distributed among three fields
(5) Distributed equally across the discipline

In which of the following fields did you concentrate your

34% (1) American government and politics (including public law)
5% (2) Urban affairs
15% (3) Comparative government and politics
26% (4) Internetional relations
12%
G.

(5) Political theory (normative)

If you were given the opportunity to select one of the following tests or methods of reporting scores for graduate school
admission. which would you prefer?

9% (1) The current Advanced Political Science Test covering all
fields. with a single score reported
19% (2) The current examination, with separate scores reported
for each major field convered on the test
21% (3) A shortened version of the present test plus your choice

of one of three or four optional field tests. with two
separate scores reported

(3) I have a bachelor's degree but am not presently enrolled

in graduate school.
8% (4) I am in or have just completed my first year of graduate
study.
5% (5) I am in or have completed my second year of graduate
study.

How would you classify the distribution of your course work
in political science?

undergraduate work in political science?

(2) I am an undergraduate senior.

62%
21%

94

(1) Political science
(2) Other social science
2% (3) Mathematics or a natural science
26% (4) History or other humanities
41% (5) Other or not applicable

14%
2.5%

What is (was) your undergraduate minor?

7%
19%

E.

GOvernmehl Structure;
Organization

TOTAL

D.

36%

12%

10'

(4) Your choice of two of the following field tests with two
_ scores reported: American Government and PolitiCS.
Comparative Government and Politics. International
Relations, Normative Political Theory
(5) Other

H.

Hove you taken a political science methodology and/or stabstics course?

I.

I have taken neither a methodology nor a statistics

39%
59%

61% (1)
16%
10%
5%

Have you ever done independent research requiring* the
collection, processing, and interpretation of data?

course.
(2) I have taken e methodology course only.
(3) I have taken a statistics course only.

(1) Yes
(2) No

(4) I have, taken one course combining methodology and
statistics.

5% (5) i have taken both a methodology and a statistics course.
to

ADVANCED PSYCHOLOGY TEST
Content

stemmed from a feelingon the part of both the Board and several of
the committees of examiners that more than a single score should

The questions in the test are drawn from courses of study most
commonly offered within the broadly defined field Of psychology. ,
Questions in the test often require the student to identify
psychologists associated with particular theories or conclusions
and to recall information from psychology courses. In addition.
Some questions require analyzing relationships, applying principles, drawing conclusions from experimental data, and evaluat-

be produced from three hours of testing and that tests would be
much more useful particularly to studentsit they could indicate
strengths and weaknesses in the several subfields of each content
area. Also, the Board and the committees recognized that such subscores could be valuable for many counseling and placement decisions.

However, in spite of the widespread agreement abOut the desirability of reporting as many subscores as possible, there are a

ing experiments.
Although the test offers only two subscores, there are questions
in three content categories, as follows:

number of areas of concernIncluding the reliability and independence of the subscoresthat center on the eventual use of the

1. Experimental or natural Science oriented; with 'questions distributed about equally among learning, physiological and comparative, and perception and sensorypsychology.

subsco 'res. It the use of subscores were restricted to placement and
guidance, the importance of these concerns would diminish. Placement and counseling decisions are reversible, whereas admission

2. Social or social science oriented, with questions distributed
about equally among personality, clinical and abnormal.

decisions generally are not; therefore, much lower standards Of
statistical adequacy-would be acceptable if subscores were not
used for admission decisions. This would enable many more sub-

developmental, and social psychology.

scores to be reported, while allowing test committees to give
continued emphasis to the various elements in their disciplines.

3. General. including historical and applied psychology. measurement, and statistics.

A study was designed to investigate the number of logically
meaningful sub scores that could be generated from the Advanced
Psychology Test if the statistical standards for subscores used for
admission purposes are relaxed. The study examined the reliability
and independence of subscores based on the eight major content
areas of the Advanced Psychology Test as an initial step in determining the extent to which the propositions endorsed by the GRE
Board were conceptually and psychometrically feasible for extension to the design and administration of the GRE Advanced Tests.
On the assumption that a subscore might be developed in each of
the major content areas established by the committee as part of its
test specifications, content analysis was used to define the structure of two forms of the GRE Advanced Psychology Test. These
areas. each of which would provide valuable data for counseling
graduate students. include: (1) Personality, (2) Learning, (3) Measurement, (4) Developmental'. Psychology, (5) Social Psychology,
(6) Physiologicel and Comparative Psychology, (7) Perception and
Sensory Psychology and (6) Clinical and Abnormal Psychology.

A separate subscore is reported for only the first two of these
categories. Evidence from students' perforinance on test questions
shows that questions within each of the two subscore categories
are more closely related to each other Than are questions in different categories. Each of the subscores reported. for the test is
based on approximately 40 percent of the questions in the entire
test.

Research Related to Additional Subscores on the
Advanced Psychology Test
Two subscores. Experimental Psychology and Social Psychology.
are currently reported lot the Advanced Psychology Test. The GRE
Board has considered, however, that "it is-both desirable and feasible to report more detailed and useful part-score information on the
basis of the Advanced Tests." The recommendation that the reporting of additional subscores on the Advanced Tests be investigated

I,
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The resultS of the study show that each of the eight subscCtes appears to meet the criteria of independence set for subscores 11 the

GRE Program. This confirms the validity of the committee of
examiners' belief that subscores based on the eight content areas

would be about as independent as the two subscores being
reported at Pre Sent. The committee feels that subscores based on
the content areas would be by far the most useful ones for purposes
of guidance and placement because the curriculum tends to be organized in the same way.
In additioh, it appiar5 that subscores based on the content areas
defined by the committee have considerable potential to provide information about students with unusually high or low scores for use
in guidance and placement.
Factor analysis was used as a second and less subjective method
of examining the structure of the two forme of the GRE Advanced
Psychology Test, and it offers an independent description of the observed data.
Factor analytic techniques were used to investigate two separate
Questions:

1. To what extent do the items in each content-determined subscore appear to be measuring a single general factor?

2. Do other logically valid and potentially useful groupings (subscores) of the items exist in the data?

The committee felt that the results of the factor analysis of the
two test forms were basically consistent in ideritifying factors that
measure primarily knowledge of facts. knowledge of theories, and
powers of interpretation and analysis. However. the committee did
not believe that subscores based on the factor analySis would be
useful for guidance and placement. The point was made that the
curriculum is organized along content-determined lines, and that
students need to know their strengths and weaknesses in those'
terms. The committee felt that the results of the factor analysis in no
way limited the usefulness of subscores based on content areas.
The committees content analysis is a logical way of relating lest

Responses to Background Questions, 1970-71
(N = 17,578)
A.

4%

At what point are you in your studies?
(1)

graduate study.
65%

(2) I am an undergraduate senior.

(3) I have a bachelor's degree but am not presently enrolled
in graduate school.
7% (4) I am in or have just completed my first year of graduate
study.
5% (5) sl arnin in
have completed my second year of graduate

18%

B.

2%
1%

What graduate degree do you intend to seek?
(1) I do not Plan to pursue graduate study.
(2) 1 Plan to pursue graduate work but

The future of such subscore reporting depends. however, on
findings for other Advanced Tests and significant changes in the
GRE Program to report such subscores in a way that would prevent
their use for other than counseling purposes.

C.

If you are now a college senior, which of the following best
describes your educational experience and your plans with
respect tp the graduate study of psychology? (If you are not a
senior. mark 5.)

50%

(1) I am an undergraduate major in psychology and I Plan to

10%

(2) I am an undergraduate major in psychology and I Plan to
db graduate work in some , other field related tck

2%

(3) 1 am an undergraduate major in psychology and I plan to

4%

(4) I am not an'uridergraduate major in psychology but I plan

do graduate work in psychology.

Psychology.

do graduate work in some field not related to psychology.

27%
D.

to do graduate work in psychology.
(5) Other

In what general area would you classify your undergraduate
major?

79% 41) Social science
5% (2) Biological science
2%* (3) Physical science
1% (4) Mathematics
12% (5) Other
E.

What is (was) your undergraduate major?

(1) Psychology
(2) Philosophy
2% (3) Sociology
2% (4) Education
11% (5) Other

83%

1%

96

not to obtain a

graduate degree.
23% (3) I plan to obtain terminal M.A., M.S.. or other degree at the
master's level.
27% (4) I plan to obtain MA.. M.S., or other master's level degree
leading to a doctoral degree.
45% (5) I plan to obtain Ph.D., Ed.D., or other degree at the doctoral level.

content to the curriculum. and is intended to ensure that all the
major areas of the curriculum are appropriately represented in the
teat. In view of the relative independence of the subscores based on
content areas, the fact that each content area did not emerge as a
separate factor in the factor analysis was not disturbing. Such a
result is consistent with the fact that content areas are not learned
independently, that many require introductory courses covering all
the major areas of psychology. and that much psychological theory
is applicable across content areas.

I am in or have just completed my junior year of under-

10.;

Table 22: Validities Using the Criterion of Attainment
of the Doctorate for 778 National Science Foundation
Fellowship Applicants in Psychology in 1958-81,
Split Into Two Random Halves

in what area of psychology have you had the most course
work?

F.

31% (1) Clinical or abnormal
8% (2) Educational
29% (3) Experimental
.
13% (4) Social
18% (5) Other

n = 380

G. Which of the following best describes your work in these

Predictors

three courses: general (Or introductory) psychology, experimental psychology; and statistics?

.19

60.90

8.90

.12

63.52

Ability.
Ability.
UGPA'
Reference
Letters,

statistics

10% (5) Other

(1) During the Current academic year
(2) During the previous academic year
(3) Two Or three years ago
(4) Four or five years age
.
(5) Other

1

60.07

9.05

8.25

.19

53.47

9.29

59.09

11.34

.02

241.70'

40.10'

.14
.02

60.96
238.70

10.82
42.96

.15

43.66

8.36

.14

43.03

8.49

particular graduate department of psychology between the fall of
1957 and June 1960. The predictors were scores on the GRE Advanced Psychology Test and the GRE Aptitude Test. The criterion
was success in graduate study, defined as having earned the Ph.D.
or being still enrolled end rated by faculty members as outstanding
Or superior in the fall of 1963 The results are shown in Table 23.

Table 23: Validities for 47 Psychology Students

(5) Other, or not in psychology

Predictor

Correlation
with
Cnterion

Mean
Pertorrnence
on
Predictor

ORE Advanced Psychology
GRE Verbal Ability
GRE Quantitative Ability

.35
.28
.27

685
705
67$

r-biseria$
.

.
Validity Data
Rock (1972) reported on a group composed of 778 applicants
for National Science Foundation fellowships. Most applied for NSF
fellowships in 1958-61. The predictors were scores on theGRE Advanced Psychology Test and the GRE Aptitude Test (verbal and
quantitative), undergraduate grade-point average and an average
rating of reference fetters. The criterion was attainment of the doctorme by June 1968. The group was split into two random halves;
the validity coefficients for each half are shown in Table 22,
1.

A group reported on by Lorge (1960) was composed of 165

graduate students majoring in Psychological Foundations of
Education at Teachers College, Columbia University. Using the
score obtained on the doctoral written examination as the criterion,
correlations of .41 with the GRE Advanced Psychology Test score,
Al with the GRE verbal ability score. and .32 with the GRE quantitativkability score were found.
The group involved in a study by Sistrunk (1961) was composed
of 73 graduate students in psychology -at the University of Miami.
The correlations between the predictor (GRE Advanced Psychology
TArscore) and the criterion (department examination) was .58.

The group included in a study by Lannholm. Marco. and

Schrader (1968) was composed of 47 students first enrolled in a

)

Standard
Deviation of
Performance

on
Predictor
49

82
81

5. The group involved in another study by Lannholm et al. (1968)
was composed of 38 students first enrolled in a particular greduate
department of psychology between the fall of 1957 and June 1960.
The predictors were scores on the GRE Advanced Psychology Test
and the GRE Aptitude Test. The criterion was success in graduate
study, defined as having earned the Ph.D. or being still enrolled and
rated by faculty members as outstanding or superior in the fall of
1983. The results are shown in Table 24.

Table 24: Validities for 38 Psychology Students

3.

4.

.24

.33

s

2.

Standard
Deviation

402
Zero to 8 multiplied by 10

44% (1) Clinical or abnormal
13% (2) Educational
11% (3) Experimental
10% (4) Social

.

Mean

n

is what area of psychology, if any, do you plan to pursue your
career?

20%

Pfediclor
Performence

Scegni score with tIU d digit dropped
'On a tour point scale multiplied by 100

H. How recently have-you had a college or graduate course in
psychology?

I.

Mean

rbiseriel

Correlabon
with
Standard
Deviation
Criterion

GRE Ouantitativa

84% (4) General psychology, experimental psychology, and

77%
13%
5%
2%
2%

r-Olsenel
Correlation
with
Criterion

GRE Advanced
Psychology.
GRE Verbal

14% (1) General psychology only
1% (2) Experimental psychology only
10% (3) General psiCh2logy and experimental psychology only

n = 398

Predictor
Performance

..

Predictor
GRE Advanced Psychology
GRE Verbal Ability
ORE Ouentstative Ability

cbiserial
Correlation
with
Criterion

Performance
on
Predictor

-.11

840

-.02

685
508

.16

Mean

Standard
Deviation of
Performance

on
Predictor
55
65

99

97

1 sir5

A third study by Lannholm et al. (1968) involved a group cbmposed of 26 students first enrolled in a particular graduate department of psychology between the fall of 1957 and June 1960. The
predictors were scores on the GRE Advanced Psychology Test and
the GRE Aptitute Test and undergraduate grade-point average. The
crlterion.was success in graduate study. defined as having earned
the Ph.D. or being still enrolled and rated by faculty members as
outstanding or superior in the fall of 1963. The results are shown in
6.

Table 25.

Standard
Deviation at
Performance

Performance
On

On

Predictor

Criterion

Predictor

PredictOr

GRE Advanced Psychology
ORE verbal Alwhty
ORE Quantitative Absiity

29

UGPA

11

807
503

75

90
96

540

296

percentage of "A" grades in graduate school. Of the 31 subjects. 16
earned the Ph.D. and 15 were dropped or withdrew. The zero-order
correlations between predictorS and criteria are shown in Table 27.

The subjects of a study reported on by Hackman. Wiggins. and

Sass (1970) were 42 students who began doctoral work in

r-biseriai
Correlation
with

27
45

t e GRE Aptitude Test. and. the Miller Analogies Test. overall
u dergraduate grade-point average. psychology undergraduate
grade-point Average. and number of undergraduate psychology
courses taken. The criteria were attainment of the Ph.D. and

9.

Table 25: Validities for 26 Psychology Students
Mean

The subjects of a study by Ewen (1969) were 31 men enrolled in
sychology at New York University no earlier than the fall of 1960.
he predictorS were scores on the GRE Advanced Psychology Test.

8,

.44

7. A fourth group studied by Lannholm at al. (1968) was composed
of 26 students first enrolled in a particular graduate department of
psychology between the fall of 1957 and June 1960. The predictors
were scores on the GRE Advanced Psychology Test and the GRE
Aptitude Test. The criterion was success in graduate study. defined

as having earned the Ph.D. or being still enrolled and rated by
faculty members as outstanding or superior in the fall of 1963. The
results are shown in Table 26.

psychology at the University of gliriois in 1963.- The predictors included scores on the GRE Advanced Psychology Test and the GRE
Aptitude Test, the number of languages spoken. the number of lan-

guges read, the number of semester hours of language taken.
as an undergraduate, undergraduate grade-point leverage in all
courses in the junior and senior years. and the quality of the undergraduate institution as judged by a faculty committee. The criteria
at the end of the first year of graduate study included grades. two
student assessments of their own progress, and two faculty judgments of student progress. The first student assessment dealt with

how rapidly they thought they were progressing toward a doctorate. and the second dealt with whether or not they planned to
continue graduate study at Illinois. The first faculty rating was made
by teachers who had had the students in a course, the second was
made by heads of departmental divisions. Six years after beginning
graduate work all students had either earned a Ph.D. or had with-

drawn. All students were rated by faculty members on a 9-point
scale of success to provide a long-term criterion. The results are
shown in Table 28.

Table 26: Validities for 26 Psychology Students
rbiserial
CorrelabOn

Predictor

with
Criterion

GRE Advanced Psychology
GRE Verbal Ability
ORE Quantitative Ability

- 35
- 27
- 21

Mean
Performance
on
Predictor

Standard
Deviation of
Porlormance
on
Predictor

621

66

653

70

597

79

Table 28: Correlations Between Predictors and Criteria for
42 Students in Psychology at the University of Illinois
Criteria
...._

End of fuel Vear
Student Self Assessment

Predictors

Table 27: Validities for 31 Students in Psychology
at New York University
PerlOrmarste
on Predictors

Criteria

Predictors
GRE Advanced Psychology'
GRE Verbal Ability.
ORE Guantnanve NNW.
MAT

Ph D
Attainments

Percentage
of A's

66

44

17

- 01
)7
- 28
tt

.22
- 07
tO
04

Standard
Deviation

Mien

.

06

institution

Alter
6Vsars

Dept. Success
Speed to Phan* to 1
Degree Continue Teachers Head; Rating

.26
.22
IS
04

.23

-.04

.19

.07

- 06

- 20

.26

.02

IS

.301

.45'
.40'

.16
.23

.06

t2

.2t

.20

t9

03

.29

- 39'
-.47'

- Os

.32'
- 21

01

.23
.10
.20

-.11

- 25
-.Os

03

-.02

-.00

.05

-.25
-.34'
-.22

.16

31'

06

13.

82

1 55

1.07

ORE Advanced Psychology
ORE Verbal Abiety
ORE Oman Weave Ability
No. Languages Spoken
No. Languages Reed
Hours Language Study
UGPA Last 2 Years
Quality of Undergraduate

Grades

Faculty Ratings

72
.

97

39

'Significant at the .05 level.

.84

.GRE Scores are neither raw nor scaled scores

10. A group reported on by Newman (1968) was composed of 66
graduate, students studying for advanced degrees in the Department of Psychology at Washington State University. The predictors
were scores on the GRE Advanced Psychology Test and the GRE
Aptitude Test for 27 students. For the remaining 39 students the
predictors were only the two Aptitude Test scores. The criterion
was graduate grade-point average. The results are shown in Table

'Receiving Ph 0 = 1. not receiving Pn.0 -0

29.

ovvanuepx

s-

Psychology UGPA
Number of undergraduate
Psychology Courses

32

28

Mean
Standard Dtrvisliors

733

02
1

Performance on Citwia

.--

293
331

952
3816

51

33 64

4t
,

49

379

98

103

Table 29: Validities for 66 Psychology Students at
Washington State University
Mean

Predictor

Standard
Deviation of
Performance on
Predictor

Correlation
with
Criterion

Performance
on
Predictor

09

607

56

.06
21'

582

92

535

104

ORE Advanced Psychology

in .27)
ORE Verbal Ability
ORE Quantitative Ability

'Significant at the 05

11. The subjects for a study by Creager (1985) were 99 applicantS
for National Science Foundation fellowships in 1965 and 1956. The
predictors were scores on the GRE Aptitude Test (verbal and quantitative) and the Advanced Psychology Test. One criterion was time

12. The group included in a study by Mehrabian (1969) was composed of 79 students enrolled in the graduate psychology program
at the University of Calilomia, Los Angeles. The predictors were
scores on the GRE Advanced Psychology Test, the GRE Aptitude
Test, and the MillerAnalogies Test, overall undergraduate gradepoint average, UGPA in the last two undergraduate years, number
of undergraduate courses in mathematics and logic taken, faculty
ratings ofpromise as a student and researcher, 'acuity rating of research orientation, admissions committee eveluatiOn of promise,
and admissions committee index otacceptability.
The criteria were faculty rating of graduate achievement, average
grade in all first-year content courses, and average grade in all firstyear statistics courses. The results are shown in Table 31.

Table 31: Correlations Between Predictors
and Criteria for 79 Psychology Students
at the University of California, Los Angeles

lapse between attainment of the B.A. and the Ph.D.. coded as
shown below.
9.A.-Ph.O. Time
Lapse (in years):
Coded Variable:

No Ph.D. by

Less

than 4

4
2

1

5

3

6
4

7
5

8

6

Criteria

Aug. '64
8

9
7

Predictors

A second criterion was the dichotomous variable of attaining or not

attaining a Ph.O. by August 1964. The third criterion was the
dichotomous variable of attaining or not attaining a Ph.D. in the
average time taken to attain a Ph.D. in the field. The relationships
between predictors and criteria are shown in Table 30.

Table 30: Validities of GRE against Doctorate Attainment
for 99 Applicants for National Science Foundation
Fellowship in Psychology in 1955 and 1956
Criteria

Reflected

Predictors
ORE Verbal Ability
ORE Otaintitetiva Ability
ORE Advanced Psychology
Composite

Ph 0 by 1964

S.A.-Ph.D.

Point

time Lapse'

Elisenal

&eerier

.

Ph D. irt
Average Time

13

18

.17

17

13
25
25

18

.18
.30
.30

34
34

'MAT
Overall UGPA
UOPA Last 2 Veers

Wither of Mathematics and
Logic Course*
Faculty Rating of Promise
Faculty Rating of Research
Orientation
Admissions Committee Evaluation of Promise
Admissions Committee Index
of Acceptability

Average
Grade in
Content

-461

-.14

.531

.17

I

Average I
Grade in
Stalielice

At.
.12
.48,

.15

.271

.19
.08
.13

.341

.331

.10
.21

.08
.14

.15

11

-331

25'

.25'

.381

19

.31'

.06

.10

.22

-33'

.301

.21

.20

.Correlahon coefficient, above .22sre signilicsnl et the .05 level.

Point
Biserial arsenal

.13
.33
.34

GRE Advanced Psychology
ORE Verbal Ability
GRE OuentitidiveAbility

Faculty Rating
Graduate
Achievement

.24
22
.42
.42

VOrreletions between the COded variable for B.A .Ph D time lapse given above and
ma protean with the signs reversed
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ADVANCED SOCIOLOGY TEST
Consent

B.

The questions in the test are drawn from the courses of study most

commonly offered in college curriculums. A few examplos of
course titles are theory, collective behavior, social institutions,
introductory statistics. urban sociology. demography, human ecology. social structure and personality, criminology and juvenile delinquency. public opinion and propaganda, research methods. and
the logic of sociological inquiry. The test aims at a balance among
the many subfields of sociology, and the questions are distributed
among the following areas:
PER-

AREA

Methodology and
statistics
Social psychology
Race and ethnic
relations
Social change
Complex organization
Demography
Deviance and social
control
Marriage and the family

CENT
15

9
8
8

6
6
6

6

AREA

Theory
Stratification
Comparative sociology
Occupations and
professions
Political sociology
Social organization
Urban/rural sociology
Collective behavior
Human ecology
Religion

PERCENT

6
5
4

3% (2) I plan to pursue graduate work but not to obtain a
graduate degree.
(3) !plan to obtain terminal MA., M.S.. or other degree at the
master's level.
26% (4) I plan to obtain MA.. M.S.. or other master's level degree
leading to a doctoral degree. 18% (5) I plan to obtain Ph.D., Ed.D.. or other degree at the doctoral level.
46%

C.

_

4
4
4
4

2
2
1

E.

33%

Statistical skills.
Recall of specific information is required to answer many of the
, questions. The test. however, dOes not merely measure, factual
knowledge aesuch but instead draws upon such knowledge to test
for ability to interpret the types of data typically encountered by sociologists and for an understanding of relationships.

At what point are you in your studies?

3% ( t) I am in or have just completed my junior year of under-

graduate study.
I
am
an undergraduate.senior.
67% (2)
18% (3) I have a bachelor's degree but am not presently enrolled
in graduate school.

I am in or have just completed my lira' year of graduate
study.
4% (5) I am in or have oompleted my Second year of graduate

Have you had a course in contemporary sociological theory
and/or a course in the history of social theory?

(1) No
(2) Yes. a course in contemporary theory. 28% (3) Yes, a course in history of social theory
17% (4) Yes. a course combining contemporary theory and the
history of social theory
9% (5) Yes. a course in contemporary theory and a course in the
history of social theory
12%

F.

Responses to Background Questions, 1970-71
(N 1,739)

What is the highest level mathematics course you have taken
in college?

(1) No mathematics course in college
(2) Algebra and trigonometry
(3) Elementary calculus
3% (4) Advanced calculus
1% (5) Courses beyond advanced calculus

36%
36%
16%

G.

Have you had a course in statistics?

64% (1) Yes
35%

(2) No

(4)

Study.

H.

Have you had a course in race and/or ethnic relations?

51% (1) Yes
48% (2) No
I.

Have you had a course in demography or population?

22% (1) Yes
76%

100

.

if your major was sociology, what was your undergraduate
minor field?
38% (1) Another social science
5% (2) Education
4% (3) Science or mathematics
12% (4) Humanities
21% (5) Other
D,

The coverage of methodology and statistics in the test is actually

6%

What was your undergraduate major field?

63% (1) Sociology only
17% (2) Sociology and another social science
5% (3) Sociology and the humanities
2% (4) Sociology and criathematies ore natural science
12% (5) Other

greater than f5 percent, because a number of questions in the
other areas enumerated above also require methodological or

A.

Wnat graduate degree do you intend to seek?

5% (1) I do not plan to pursue graduate study.

(2) No

Validity Data
Roberts (1970) studied the records of 24 students who had enrolled
at Wake Forest University from June 1964 toJune 1970 for graduate

work in sociology add anthropology and who had completed at
least nine hours of graduate work. The correlations between
graduate grade-point averages and GRE scores were.,16 for verbal
ability, .17 for quantitative ability, and .89 for the Advanced Test.
Presumably the Advanced
was in sociology in most instances.

ADVANCED SPANISH TEST
Content
In determining the content of the Advanced Spanish Test, the committee of examiners must take into account (1) the diversity of sub-

ject matter and emphasis in undergraduate curriculums; (2) the
areas of specialization most likely to be entered upon by graduate
Students: and (3) the abilities most relevant to the tasks graduate
students are likely to encounter. Accordingly, the test contains
- questions in the following broad areas.

Language Proficiency and Knowledge. A certain number of questions focus directly on the student's mastery of correct structure
and usage. A few questions in the field of descriptive and structural
linguistics are also included. However, since the entire test is in
Spanish. all queitions basically involve the student's knowledge of
the language.
The structure and usage questions will give some indication of a
student's ability to write acceptable Spanish; oral skills, however.
are not measured in the frameWorli of this test. Proof of students'

proficiency in speaking Spanish and in understanding spoken
Spanish will, therefore, have to be obtained in other ways.

Culture and Civilization. The committee feels that some knowledge
and understanding of Spanish and Spanish American culture and

civilization is essential for the student entering upon graduate
study. Accordingly, the test contains a certain number of questions
touching on major aspects of history, geography, institutions, customs, ideas, and the arts in the Hispanic world.
In assigning relative weights to Peninsular and Spanish American
subject matter, the committee bears in mind the growing attention
given to Spanish America in undergraduate programs. Even so. to
reflect the reality of undergraduate curriculums, somewhat more
weight is allotted to Spain. As a general rule, structure and usage
peculiar to any part of the Spanish-speaking world are avoided unless knowledge of them is to be explicitly tested.
The test yields a total score and the three subecores of 1) Inter.

pretive Reading Skills: 2) Peninsular Topics; sod 3) Spanish
American Topics.

Responses to Background Questions, 1970-71
(N = 1,739)

Literary History and Theory. Questions in this area test the
'student's familiarity with those Spanish and Spanish American
authors whose works are most likely to be studied by undergraduate majors in Spanish. Although some questions are limited
to factual recall, others probe deeper to gauge understanding 31
literary trends and ideas. Because of the diversity of undergraduate
literature courses and reading programs, however, it is unlikely that
any students will have read all the works represented in the test
and, consequently, that they will be able to answer all questions in

A.

At what point are you.in your studies?

3% (1) I am in or have just complete°

.nior year of undergraduate study.
60% (2) I am an undergraduate senior.
20% (3) I have a bachelors 'degree but am not presently enrolled
in graduate school.
10% (4) I am in or have just completed my first year of graduate
study.

6% (5) 1 am in or have completed my second year of graduate

this area.
Other questions test familiarity with basic concepts and terms of
literary theory.

study.
B.

What graduatedegree do you intend to seek?

3% (1) I do not plan to pursue graduate study.

Literary interpretation and insight. The ability to comprehend the
meaning of literacy works fully and to interpret them with sensitivity
and insight is of particular importance to students preparing for an
advanced degree in Spanish or Spanish American literature. A

49%

(3) I plan to obtain terminal M.A.. M.S., or other degree at the

number of questions in the test give them an opportunity to
demonstrate the skills they have acquired during their under-

28%

(4)

15%

leading to a doctoral degree.
(5) .1 plan to obtain Ph.D.. Ed.D., or other degree at the doctoral level.

3% (2) I plan to pursue graduate work but not to obtain a
graduate degree.
master's level.

graduate studies and their aptitude in the area of literary interpreta-

tion. These questions deal with aspects of meaning or form in
literacy selections.

I plan to obtain.A.. MS., or other master's level degree
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C.

Was Spanish regularly spoken in your home when you were a
child?

25% (1) Yes
74% (2) NO
D.

For what length of time have you studied in or lived in a
Spanish-Speaking country?

(1) Not at all
(2) Some but less than three months
10% (3) Three to six Months
t3% (4) Six months to one year
28% (5) More than one year

If you majored in Spanish as an undergraduate. which Of the
following was most emphasized in your courses?
62% (1) Literature
14% (2) Language proficiency
5% (3) Civilization and culture (including area studies)
3% (4) Linguistics (history of language, structure Of language)
5% (5) Other

27%
21%

E.

G.

58%
12%
25%

What is (or was) your undergraduate major field?

(1) Greater emphasis was given to Spain.
(2) Greater emphasis was given to Spanish,America.

(3) Spain and Spanish America received about equal ern.

81% (1) Spanish
3% (2) Another foreign language
14%

In your undergraduate literature and/or civilization courses.
what was the relative emphasis given to Spain and Spanish
America?

ph asis.

(3) Other
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